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ABSTRACT
I t  is shown that given a standard, integral, P-polynomial table algebra w ith  
integer dual degrees, w ith  valency k >  2 and w ith  intersection array that has one 
column repeated g times, then the diameter d is bounded by a function of (d —g) and 
k. Also a classification of all homogeneous, monotonic, standard, P-polynomial table 
algebras is shown, and it  is determined which of these table algebras are integral 
and have integer dual degrees. In particular, i t  is shown that this is the case only 
if  d =  2. I t  is noted that some of these algebras come from association schemes and 
some do not.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The main results of this dissertation are summarized at the end of this chapter. 
Several basic definitions and known results must be stated first.
D e fin it io n  1.1 [7, Definition 1.1] Let B  =  {x o ,X i,. . .  ,Xd} be a basis o f a fin ite  
dimensional, associative, and commutative algebra A  over C, with identity element 
\ a =  x0. Let f  : A  —>■ C be an algebra homomorphism. Then the triple (A, B , / )  is 
a C-algebra (and B  is a C-basis) if:
1. fo r  0 <  i , j  <  d, XiXj =  £ ^ =0/%m:rm with (3ijm G R;
2. there is an algebra automorphism (denoted by ~)  of A whose order divides 2, 
such that Xi G B  implies that i ^ g B  (then i  is defined by x j =  x f);
3. fo r  all i, j ,  (3ij0 ^  0 <4=^ j  =  i, and (3fi0 >  0;
4. fo r  all i, f ( x i)  =  f ( x l)  £ K x -
The elements G R in Definition 1.1, part 1, are called the structure constants 
of the algebra. We call the nonzero real numbers f { x f )  the degrees of (B, / )  and the 
algebra homomorphism /  the degree map.
D e fin it io n  1.2 [2, Page 52] Let x  be a set of cardinality n and let Ri (i =  0,1,..., d) 
be nonempty subsets of x  x X with the property that:
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
21. R0 =  {{x ,x ) \x  e x } ;
2. x  X X =  Ro u  ... U Rd, Ri n R j =  $ i f  i  ^  j ;
3. tRi =  Rt' fo r  some i ' in { 0 ,1 , d},  where tRi =  ]{x ,y ) \(y ,x )  G R i};
4■ fo r i, j ,  k G { 0 , 1 , d}, the number of z G x  su°h that (x, z) G Ri and (z, y ) G 
Rj is constant fo r  all fixed pairs (x ,y ) G Rk (this constant is denoted by p ^ );
5. pk{j = p ) i fo r  all i , j , k .
Such a configuration X  =  (x, Ro<i<d) is called a commutative association scheme of 
class d on X- The non-negative integers pkj  are called the intersection numbers of X . 
A configuration X  =  (x, Ro<i<d) with only the properties (1), (2), (3), (4) is called a 
(non-commutative) association scheme (or a homogeneous coherent configuration). 
An association scheme with the further property that i =  i  is called symmetric, or 
of Bose-Mesner type.
A special case of an association scheme is given in the following definition:
D e fin it io n  1.3 [2, Page 188] Let x  be the set of vertices of a connected graph T. 
Let 8 be the usual distance function on x- Let Ri be the relation on x  defined by 
(x ,y) G Ri i f  and only i f  8(x,y) — i. Then T is a distance-regular graph i f  the set 
of relations Ri forms an association scheme.
Conditions (1), (2), and (3) of the definition of an association scheme are imme­
diately true for the relations Ri constructed as in Definition 1.3 for any connected 
graph T. In fact, tR i =  Ri for all i  in this case. But condition (4) imposes very 
strong symmetry properties on T.
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3D e fin it io n  1.4 [7, Definition 1.2] Let B  =  {xq ,X i, . . .  ,Xd} be a basis o f a fin ite  
dimensional, associative, and commutative algebra A  over C, with identity element 
1 a  — x0. I f  Definition 1.1 (1), (2), and (3) all hold, with f ii jrn G R + U {0 } fo r  all 
i, j,m , then (A, B ) is called a table algebra.
I f  {A, B ) is a table algebra then there is a unique algebra homomorphism /  : A  —> 
C such that f (x f )  =  f (x f )  G R+ for all i  [1, Lemma 2.9]. As for a C-algebra, the 
degrees of the basis elements of a table algebra are f{x f) .  I f  the structure constants 
Pijm G Z + U {0 } and the degrees f ( x f )  G Z + then the table algebra is called integral.
D e fin it io n  1.5 A C-algebra {A, B , / )  is called standard i f  ft wo =  /(aq) fo r  all 0 < 
i  <  d.
D e fin it io n  1.6 The order N  of a standard C-algebra (A, B , / )  is defined as the 
sum of the degrees f (x i) ,  fo r  0 <  i  <  d.
D e fin it io n  1.7 [7, Definition 1.3] Let {A, B , / )  be a C-algebra. For 0 <  i  <  d, 
pick any Aj € E x , subject only to Ai =  1 and \  =  Xj, fo r all i. Let x\ — AiXi, and 
B ' =  {a^|0 <  i  <  d}. Then it  is easily seen that (A, B ', / )  also satisfies Definition
1.1, with respect to the same automorphism. Any such B ' is called a rescaling of B .
Let (A, B , / )  be a C-algebra. Then there exists a unique rescaling B ' tha t is 
standard. There exists another rescaling B " such that f(x 'j)  =  1 for all x"  G B". 
Such a B " is called transitional.
Any C-algebra (A , B , / )  has the property tha t A  is semisimple. Hence, the set I 
of prim itive idempotents of A  is another basis for A. So for any ordering eo, e i , . . . ,  
of I, there exists uniquely determined bis G C, for 0 < i,s  <  d, so that
d
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4Then it  is clear that the algebra homomorphisms from A  to C are in bijection 
w ith  I : f s <-* es where f s(bi) — bis for all i. The automorphism “  permutes the 
members of I. We may order I =  {e0, e i , . . . ,  e^} so that /  <-> eo and — e-g for all s 
[7, Page 27]. In particular, each biQ =  f(b i)  € R x . In such a case, the k x k complex 
m atrix E  =  (bis) is called the eigenmatrix of (A, B, / ) .
Definition 1.8 [7, Definition 1.5] Let ( A ,H , f )  be a C-algebra with eigenmatrix 
E  — (bis) as defined above. Define B /  =  {o s|0 <  s <  d}, where
Theorem 1.1 [7, Page 27] (A ,~ B f,f) in Definition 1.8 above is a C-algebra with 
respect to the same automorphism ~.
This C-algebra is called the dual algebra of (A, B , / ) ;  this is originally due to Y. 
Kawada [9].
Theorem 1.2 [7, Page 27] (B / ) /  in  Definition 1.8 above is the transitional rescal­
ing o /B .
Definition 1.9 [7, Page 27] Let (A ,~B ,f) be a standard C-algebra. The dual de­
grees of (A, B , / )  are the degrees of the standard rescaling o fB f .
Example 1 Suppose G is a fin ite  group and let CG be the group algebra of G over 
C. Let {Co =  1 g ,  C i, . . . ,  Cd} be the conjugacy classes of G and write: Xi =  c,
cGlCi
fo r  all 0 <  i  <  d. Let B  =  {xo, x i , . . . , Xd}- Let x l =  which extends
ceCi
linearly to an automorphism of Z(CG ). Let f( x f )  — \Cf\, which extends linearly to 
an algebra homomorphism: Z(CG ) —> C. Then (Z (C G ) ,B , /)  is a C-algebra. In  
fact, i t  is an integral, standard table algebra. Notice that the group algebra, CG m,ust
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5be restricted to its center Z(CG) in order to force the algebra to be commutative so 
that the conditions o f Definition 1.1 are met.
Let {R i} f=0 be an association scheme on a set x, where \x\ =  n. The i th adjacency 
matrix A i of x  is defined to be the m atrix of degree |y| whose rows and columns are 
indexed by the elements of x  and whose (x, y) entries are
( A A  =  I 1 i f  (x ’ y ) 6  ^
1 y \  0 otherwise.
Then A iA j =  Ylk=oPijAk, so that {A 0,A i,  . . . ,  A fij is a basis for a subalgebra of 
M n(C) and the intersection numbers j f f  are the structure constants for this basis.
D e fin it io n  1.10 [2, Page 56] Let B  =  {^o , A i , . . . ,  A^} and let % be the subalgebra 
of M n(C) spanned by B . %is an algebra o f dimension d +  1 called the adjacency 
algebra or the Bose-Mesner algebra of the association scheme.
P ro p o s itio n  1.1  [2, Pages 52,53,61,103, Proposition II. 3.3, and Theorem II. 5.9] 
I f  31 is commutative then (31, B ) is a standard, integral table algebra where the auto­
morphism ~ is m atrix transpose and the degree of A i is the row sum of A i. Further­
more i f  f  is the degree homomorphism on 31 with f{A f)  — f(A j)  >  0 fo r  all i, then 
the dual C-algebra (31, B / , / )  is a table algebra, and the dual degrees are positive 
integers.
D e fin it io n  1.11  [2, Page 317] A C-algebra (A, B , / )  is called P-polynomial (with 
respect to the ordering x0,X i, . . .  ,Xd) whenever fo r  0 < i <  d, i  =  i, and there exists 
a complex polynomial v fix ) of degree i  such that Xi =  vfixfi).
P ro p o s itio n  1.2  [2, Page 317] A C-algebra {A, B , / )  is P-polynomial i f  and only 
i f  there is an ordering {x 0, x \ , . . . ,  x fij of B  so that fo r all 0 <  i  <  d, X\Xi =
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
6b i- iX i- i +  a>iXi +  ci+ix i+ i fo r  some € R, with i 7  ^ 0 (1 <  i <  d),
Ci+1 7  ^0 , (t) <  i  <  d — 1), and 6_ 1 =  Cd+1 =  0 .
Definition 1.12 /2; Proposition 3.6.2] The tri-diagonal matrix B i denoted by
(*  C i Cd \ao ai . . .  a^-i ad , fo r  (Ci,ai,bi) given by Proposition 1.2 is calledbQ bi bd- i  * /
t/ie intersection array fo r  a P-polynomial C-algebra.
The following proposition is a well-known result.
Proposition 1.3 A P-polynomial C-algebra (^ 4, B, f )  is standard i f  and only i f  the 
sum Ci +  ai +  bi =  / ( x  1), fo r  all 0 <  i  <  d. In  this case f ( x  1) =  (3 ^  =  /?no-
Proof. Let (A , B , / )  be a P-polynomial C-algebra. Since XiX0 =  x i  and X1X1 =  
boXo +  a i^ i +  C2X2 , we have that Co =  ao =  0, Ci =  1, and bo — (3no- Let k — f ( x  1).
Claim 1.1 For any P-polynomial C-algebra (A ,T 5 ,f),
/^(i+l)(i+l)0 =  ~Puo fo r  oil i  0 .
Ci+1
Proof. Since xiX j =  fcj_iXj_i +  a^x  ^+  q +iX j+1, then
Cz-)-l i^-f-l* i^+l (X\Xi b i-iX i_ i QiXfjXi-^-i 
XjXiXj_(-i &j_iXj_iXj_|_i OjXjXj-f-i
=  Xi(piXi T  (Zj-|-iXj-|_i T  Cj-|_2^i-|-2) iT i—lT j+1 GjXjXj_j_i.
Then from Definition 1.1, Part 3, i t  follows that the only coefficient of x0 in the
expression for Cj_|_1Xj_|_iX.j_|_i comes fro m  th e  b ,.e ,.r , te rm . Th u s  =  b i(3 U 0 .
□
Claim 1.2 For any P-polynomial C-algebra (A, B, / ) ,
/  (rci+i)  =  — /  {xf) <=> f  (x ^  =  bl~l f  (x;_x) fo r  all i  >  1.
Ci-y. i k d{ bi
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7Proof. Since from above,
^ 7 - |- l ^ 'z + l  X \ X i  X'X'i—1
and applying / ,  the algebra homomorphism w ith  /  (x i) =  k. one gets the following: 
ci+1f  (x i+1) =  f  (x i)  /  ( x ^  -  b i - i f  ( x i - x )  -  d i f  (x^  .
Thus,
j  ^  ^  _  k f  (xj) -  b j_ i/  (g j- i)  -  a t /  Qu)
Ci+l
Hence
f  (xi+1) = — f  (x^  b if  (x^  =  ( k - a i ) f  ( x ^ - b i - x f  (x i- i)
C i+ l
□
Using these two lemmas, one can finish the proof of Proposition 1.3. Suppose
that B  is standard. Then (3tlo =  /  (x*) for all i  >  0. In particular, bo =  /Aio =
/  (x i) =  fc, and so a0 +  b0 +  Co =  k and /  (x i) =  —/  (x0) . Also Claim 1.1 implies
ci
that /  (xi+i)  =  ——/  (x^  for all i  >  1. Then by Claim 1.2 , for all * >  1,
Q+i
— /  =  /  (a:i) =  , , /  O i- i )  •
Thus, a* +  bi +  Ci =  k for all i  >  0.
Conversely, suppose that cp +  bi +  Ci =  k for all 0 <  i  <  d. Then fixio =  b0 =  
a0 +  b0 +  CQ =  k =  f  ( x i ) . So
f ( Xl ) =  h f M  =  k _ £ — f { x  o ).
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
I t  follows by our hypothesis, Claim 1.2, and induction on i  that
f  (x i+1) =  — /  (x^  , for all i >  0 .
Ci+l
Now it  follows by Claim 1.1 and induction on i  that f  (xi+1) =  finQ for all i  >  0. 
Therefore B  is standard, and thus the proposition follows. □
D e fin it io n  1.13 The valency o f a standard P-polynomial C-algebra is the constant 
sum Ci +  aj +  bi in  Proposition 1.3 and is denoted by k.
D e fin it io n  1.14 A C-algebra is said to be homogeneous i f  the degrees o f the basis 
elements { x i , x %,..., x j } are equal; that is, f ( x i ) is constant fo r  all i  ^  0 .
D e fin it io n  1.15 A P-polynomial C-algebra is monotonic i f  Ci <  Cj+i and bi >  bi+i 
fo r  all 0 <  i  <  d — 1 .
P ro p o s itio n  1.4 [2, Page 61] The Bose-Mesner algebra of a distance-regular graph 
is a P-polynomial, monotonic, standard, integral table algebra whose dual degrees are 
positive integers.
So P-polynomial C-algebras are generalizations of the Bose-Mesner algebra of 
distance-regular graphs. Consequently, for any P-polynomial C-algebra of dimension 
d +  1, we call d the diameter of the algebra.
D e fin it io n  1.16 [2, Remark f ,  Page 201] Given a distance-regular graph with
intersection numbers {q , aj, bi}, with n vertices and valency k, define F fix ) =  (x — 
k +  bi_i +  C i)F i-i(x ) — fo r  i  G {2 ,3 ,. . .  ,d } with F0(x) =  1 and
F i(x ) =  1 +  x.
For 9i the roots of (x — k)Fd(x), w ith  00 =  k , the dual degrees m, of the Bose- 
Mesner algebra of the graph are given by the following proposition.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
9P ro p o s itio n  1.5 [2, Eqn. 1.5, Page 202J rm =  Q 1 fo r  i  ^  0
[K — V i)rd\P i)rd -i\y i)
and mo =  1, where i  — 0 .
This result, which is a key component for E. Bannai and T. Ito ’s method, is true 
for P-polynomial C-algebras. The proof given for Bose-Mesner algebras remains 
valid in the more general context.
Theorem 1.3 [2, Theorem 1.3(i), Page 197] Let x  be a P-polynomial association 
scheme, with ki (0 <  i <  d) as the valencies, then 0q =  k, 0i, 0 2 , ■ ■ •, 0d are distinct 
real numbers and the eigenvalues of B \. Furthermore k >  0i >  —k fo r  0 <  i  <  d.
This result is also true for P-polynomial C —algebras. The proof given for P- 
polynomial association schemes remains valid in the more general context.
T heo rem  1.4 [2, Theorem 5.5(iii), Page 94] Let (A, B , / )  be a P-polynomial 
C —algebra, then
d
y ,  midi =  0 .
i=0
This chapter is concluded w ith  a brief summary of the results of this dissertation. 
Chapter 2 proves that for given a standard, integral P-polynomial table algebra 
w ith  integer dual degrees (mds), w ith  valency k >  2 and w ith  intersection array 
that has one column repeated g times, the diameter d is bounded by a function of 
(d — g) and k.
Chapter 3 contains a classification of all homogeneous, monotonic, standard, 
P-polynomial table algebras.
In Chapter 4 it  is determined which of the homogeneous, monotonic, standard, 
integral, P-polynomial table algebras from Chapter 3 have integer dual degrees. In 
particular, i t  is shown that this is the case only i f  d =  2. We note that some of these 
come from association schemes and some do not.
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The Appendix contains three programs w ritten to first find all homogeneous, 
monotonic, standard, P-polynomial table algebras w ith  integer dual degrees and 
w ith  valency less than 1000. The next computer program finds all possible mono­
tonic, standard, P-polynomial table algebras w ith  integer dual degrees w ith  small 
valency, order, and diameter. The final program simply evaluates the dual degrees 
of a P-polynomial C-algebra from the input intersection array.
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CHAPTER 2
STANDARD, INTEGRAL, P-POLYNOMIAL TABLE 
ALGEBRAS WITH INTEGER DUAL DEGREES AND A
[STANDARD, INTEG RAL, P-POLYNOM IAL TABLE ALGEBRAS W IT H  IN ­
TEGER DUAL DEGREES AND A  REPEATED COLUMN] The following theorem 
gives a bound on integral, standard, P-polynomial table algebras w ith  a repeated 
column in the intersection array.
T heorem  2.1 Given a standard, integral, P-polynomial table algebra with integer 
dual degrees (nrii’s), with k >  2 and with intersection array o f the form
where d =  m +  l =  n +  g +  l (I >  1 , g >  1, n >  0), then the diameter d is bounded 
by a function o f (d — g) and k.
The significance of this theorem is that for all standard, integral, P-polynomial table 
algebras as above where n, I, and k are fixed, this fam ily of table algebras has only a
fin ite  n u m b er o f m em bers w ith  in teger d u a l degrees. T h a t  is, g  cannot go to  in fin ity . 
Also, any distance-regular graph w ith  intersection array B \ given above w ill always 
satisfy the conditions of this theorem.
This result is a generalization or partial generalization of the following results of 
E. Bannai and T. Ito.
REPEATED COLUMN
9
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D e fin it io n  2.1 [2, Page 225] A Moore graph is a distance-regular graph with in ­
tersection array B \ given by
diameter d. Then either
1. k =  2 or
2. d =  2 and k =  2,3,7,57.
In the case where d =  2 and k =  57, i t  s till remains to be shown i f  this actually 
gives a distance-regular graph.
T heo rem  2.3 [5, Theorem l]L e t T be a distance-regular graph with valency k,
k >  2, and diameter d, with intersection array given by B \ =
Then d is bounded by a function o f only k and t, that is, d <  f ( k , t ) .
This work is also related to the following theorems of Bannai and Ito.
T heo rem  2.4 [3] Let T be a fin ite  distance-regular graph. Let Ci,ai, bi be the inter­
section numbers o fT . I f  T is not an ordinary n-gon, then the number of (ci,ai,bf)
Notice that a distance-regular graph is an n-gon exactly when k =  2. When it  
is an n-gon, the diameter is unbounded.





where (c', a1, b') (1, a, k — a — 1) and (k — a — 1, a, 1) 7^  (cw, a"', b'") (s may be 0).
such that Ci =  bi is bounded by a certain function of the valency k, namely 10/c2fc.
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Definition 2.2 [4, Page 44] A distance-regular graph T is called bipartite i f  i t  has 
an intersection array given by
j * Cl C d -l Cd
51 = 0 0  . . .  0 01
I  bo b i b d - i *
that is, all ai =  0.
T heo rem  2.5 [4]Let T be a bipartite distance-regular graph with valency k, k > 2, 
and diameter d. Then the diameter is bounded by a function of the valency, d <  f(k ) .
For the rest of this section, we assume some of the hypotheses and all of the no­
tation of Theorem 2.1. That is, we consider standard, P-polynomial table algebras. 
This is due to the fact that some of the results of this section are used in Chapter 
3, where the table algebras are not necessarily integral.
In this section, we w ill reduce the rational expression for m; from Proposition 1.5. 
We follow and generalize the method of Bannai and Ito  in their proofs of Theorems
2.2 and 2.3. The hypothesis that the dual degrees are integers is used to lim it the 
number of eigenvalues of B i, tha t is, the roots {P,} of Fd(x). These roots are real 
and distinct by Theorem 1.3.
One may assume that g >  1. Using Definition 1.16,
Fi(x) = ( x - k  + &<_i +  ci )F i_1(a;) -
w ith  Fq{x ) =  1 and F1(x) =  x +  1.
Now,
Fn+2(x) =  ( x -  k +  b +  c)Fn+1(x) -  bcFn(x ) =  (x -  a)Fn+1{x) -  bcFn(x), 
and Fn+i{x) =  (x -  a)Fn+i_1(x) -  bcFn+i_2(x ) for i  =  2 ,3 ,... ,g.
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Thus
x — a 1
(fin+i(z) t 6*ii+j—1 (■c)) — ( 6^ 11+i — 1 (■c) ! ^n+i—2('C)) f   j
/  £ — q 2_ \
Let T (x) =  f  ^ I w ith  eigenvectors (A(x), 1) and (p(x), 1) and correspond­
ing eigenvalues A(x) and /r(x), which shall be referred to as just A and p. One easily 
sees that A +  p =  x — a and A/r =  be. Functions U(x) and V (x) are defined so 
that (Fn+i(x ), Fn(x)) =  U (x )(A, 1) +  V (x)(p , 1); again these functions are simply
denoted as U and IT  Then U =  Fn+1^  ~  and V  =  - Fn+1W ~  F" {x)-X-.
A — p A — p
For any fixed (c, a, b), there are at most two x -values that w ill yield X =  p. Since 
we seek to bound the number of roots 9i: the case A =  p, can and w ill be omitted.
{^Fn+i (* )^ j T71-H—1 (•£)) (TA+j—1 ( r^) j Tn-|_j_2 (^c)) T
=  {Fn+ i-2 {x), Fn+i- 3(x ))T 2
=  {Fn+1{x ),F n{ x ) ) T - 1 
=  (U(X, l ) ^ - 1 +  V(p, l ) T - 1)
— U(X, l jA *” 1 +  V(p, 1)/T_1
for 2 <  i  <  g.
Thus Fn+i(x) =  UXl +  V  p% for 0 <  i  <  g. In  particular Fn+g^ 1(x) =  UX9~l +
V  p9^ 1 and Fn+g(x) =  UX9 +  V  p9.
P ro p o s itio n  2.1 For a standard, P-polynomial table algebra with intersection array 
B i from  Theorem 2.1, then there exist polynomials p j(z ),q j(z ) 6  M.[z] (Z[z] i f  the 
algebra is integral), fo r  0 < j < d  — n — g with the following properties:
Fn+g+j (x) =  X9U(pj(X) +  q j{p)) +  iJ9V (p j(fi) +  qj(X)),
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lead term of p j(z) =  lx 1 fo r  all j ,
{cm+i -  c) ^ 1 i f  cm+1 ^  c, j  > 2 ,lead term of qFz) — \ ,, , v , 2 „w  [  c (& -  6m+i):r9 z/cm+i =  c, j  >  3,
with q0(z), gi(-z) =  0 , and q2(z) =  0 i f  cm + 1 =  c.
P ro o f. We use induction on j: i f  j  =  0, Fn+g(x ) =  UX9 +  V p9\ thus the conclu­
sion holds w ith  q0(z) =  0, po(z) =  1. I f  ji =  1,
Fn+g-{-l(.%) T  6 -|- bcFn -^g—\{xd)
=  (x -  a +  cm_|_i -  c)Fn+ff(x) -  6cFn+s_ i(x )
=  (x -  a +  (cm+1 -  c)) (E/As +  R p9) -  6c {UX9~l +  V p a~l )
=  X9~1U ((x  -  a +  (cm + 1 -  c))A -  be) +  p9~1V ((x -  a +  (cm+1 -  c))/i -  be)
=  X9~1U(X2 +  bc+  (cm+1 -  c)A -  be) +  p9_V (p2 +  be +  (cm+i -  c)p -  6c)
=  A9_1f /  (A2 +  (cm+1 -  c)A) +  / i9_1y  (/x2 +  (cm + 1  -  c)p)
=  A9[7 (A +  (cm+1 — c)) +  //9P  (p +  (cm+i — c )).
Thus the conclusion holds w ith  qi(z) =  0, pi(z)  — z +  (cm+1 — c).
To finish the induction argument, assume that the result of Proposition 2.1 holds 
for all j  <  i. Consider
Fn+g+i+i(x) (x a 6 c T  6m+j T  )Tn _^p_|_i(x) 6m_|_iCm_)_jT,n_|_g_|_j_x(x)
=  (A +  p  +  (bm+i -  6) +  {cm+i+1 -  c)) ^A967(pf (A) +  g;(p)) +  p 9V(pi(p)  +  qt 
6m+*Cm+i ^X9U (jJi—l  ( A) -|- Qi—l(p ) )  T  P V  (p*—l(h) “h (Ji_l (A)) 
Regrouping the terms, we see that A9£/ has a coefficient of
Pi (A) (A b £771+1+1 c) 1 (^)
“1“ 9i(p) (P ”1” ^m+i b 4" Cm-+_|_i c) &m+i£m+i(Zi—1 (aO 4* (.Pi(A) P i(0))p Pi(0)P
+  M aO “  g»(0))A +  <?z(0)A.
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be
Now (p i(A) — =  (p i( \ ) — P i(0 ))— , which is a polynomial in A, and (ft(p )
A
%(0))A =  (qi(n) -  qi(0)) is a polynomial in p.
Define
(  be
P i+i{z) =  pi {z){zMbm+i-b )+ {c m+i+l -  c ) ) - b m+icrn+i P i - i ( z )  +  (pi ( z ) - p i (0)) f —
+  qi(0)z, (2 .0 .1)
Qi+l (-^ ) =  (^) ( ^ T (pm+i T(Cm+i+1 ^)) ^m+i '^rn+iQi—1 ( ^ “1“ (ft (^) f?i(0))
+  p*(0 )z. (2 .0 .2 )
Then the coefficient of A9U is pi+1(A) -\-qi+i{p). By symmetry, the coefficient of p 9V  
is pi+i(n ) +  qi+1(A); that is,
Fn+g+i+1(x) =  X9U (pi+1(X) +  qi+ i(p ))  +  p9V (p i+1(p) +  qi+i(X )).
Now the lead term(pi+ i(z )) =  1 ■ z- lead term (pi(z)) =  1 • z t+1. Again using the 
inductive definition,
Q2 (z) =  q i(z )(z+ (bm+1-b )  +  (cm+2-c ) ) -b m+1crn+1q0(z) +  (q1(z ) -q i(0 )) ^ ^ + p x ( 0)z
=  0 +  p i(0 )z  =  (cm+i -  c)z,
since qo(z) =  qi(z) =  0 and p\{z) — z +  (cm+i — c). So if  cm+1 7  ^ c, Equation 2.0.2 
implies that for all i >  2, the lead term of qi(z) is (cm+1 — cjz1^ 1.
I f  cm+1 =  c then q2(z) =  0 and
Qs(z) =  q2(z)(z+ (bm+2-b )  +  (cm+3- c ) ) - b m+2cm+2q1(z) +  (q2(z)-q2((})) ( ^ j F p 2(0)z
=  0 +  p2(0 )2: =  p2(0)z.
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Now, w ith  cm+1 =  c,
P2 O) =  P i(z) (z+(bm+i — b) +  (cm+2 — c))—bm+iCm+iPo(z)+(pi(z)—p i (0)) ( ^ ^ + q i { Q ) z
(z T  (cjti-i-1 c)) (,z -(- (bm-)-i 6) -I- (cm_|_2 c)) (^0 "h ^
=  +  {bm+1 -  6) +  (cm+2 -  C)) -  fem+lCm+i +  be.
Thus in particular £>2(0 ) =  c(b — bm+1). I f  cm+1 =  c then bm+1 /  b, for otherwise 
there is a contradiction to the fact that the repeated columns in the intersection 
array are the g copies of (c, a, b) and the next column is not the same; that is, 
(c, a, b) ±  (cm+1, am+1, bm+1). Now q3(z) =  p2(0)z =  c(b -  bm+1)z.
Now by Equations 2.0.1 and 2.0.2 the proposition follows. □
In particular, Proposition 2.1 implies the following:
Fd—l(x)  =  Fn+g+l-l (x) =  X9U (pi-i (X) +  q i- i (g))  + p 9y (p z_ i(/i)  + ^ _ i(A ) )
and
Fd(x) =  Fn+g+l(x ) =  \ 3U(Pl( \ )  +  gi(g)) +  fi9V { Pl(g) +  gi(X)). (2.0.3)
So for a root 9 of Fd(x), then Fd(9) =  0 and
A»C/(b(A) +  ? ,M )  =  +  9 (A)). (2.0.4)
Then
*=5 =  --------- --------- .  ^ --------------------+  pgV (pi- i ( f i )  +  71-1 (A))
( p iW  +  QiW)
gPV {pi- i(a0 +  ? i- l( * ) )  (pi(A) +  ®(/x)) -  (p i-i(A ) +  g;_i(/i)) (pi(n) +  qi(x))
(pi(A) +  7i(M))
(2.0.5)
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Of course, Equation 2.0.5 is valid only if  pi(X) +  qi(p) ^  0. Let Pzix) =  (pi(X) +  
qi(p)) (pi(fJ-) +qi (X)) ,  as defined below. By Proposition 2.3 below, P2 (x) is indeed a 
polynomial in x  of degree 2/ —1 (if cm+1 7  ^ c) or 2/ — 2 (if cm+1 =  c). Ifp ;(A )+ ® (p ) =  
0, then for x  — 9, =  0. The number of such 9 is at most 21 — 1, which is bounded
as a function of d — g =  n +  I and k (the possible intersection numbers, if  they are 
integers, are bounded by k ). So to prove Theorem 2.1 we may consider only values 
of x  where pi{A) +  qi(p) 0.
In order to simplify the expression for to* given in Proposition 1.5, one must 
compute the derivative F'd(x) at a root 6 of Fd(x).
F'd(x) =  9A » - U ' f / ( B ( A )  +  ® ( p ) )  +  V E / ' ( p , ( A )  +  „ , ( „ ) )  +  +  l / q 'M )
+  9PS~ V ' /' ( p i( »  +  51(A)) + p » V '(p I (p) + ® (A ))  + p sV '(p 'p ;(p ) +  A'?;(A)).
Since A +  p =  x — a and A/x =  be, we have A' +  / /  =  1, Ap! +  X'fi =  0. I t  follows that
, _  - n  , A




Fd(x ) =  T  X9U(pi(X) +  qi(fji)) -  p9V(pi{p)  +  qi(A))A — n
+  X9U'(pi(X) +  qi(n)) +  P9V'(pti f j )  +  qi{ A))
, A9!/(ApJ(A) -  p4 { p) )  +  pPV^-ppf^p)  +  Ag((A))
A — p X — ji
Thus at a root 9 of Fd{x), Equation 2.0.4 yields that
Fd(x ) \x=e
9 X9U (pi( A) +  qt(p)) +  XgU (pi(X) +  qi(p))
X9V 'U (Pl(X) +  gi(p))
A — p
+  X9Uf{Pl( X ) + qi(p))
V
+ A — p X9U(Xp'l (X)—pq'l (p))
X9U ( -pp ' l {fj,) +  Xq'l {X))(pi{X) +  qi{p)) 
(pz ( /* )+ « ( A))
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This is true provided V  ^  0. Since {A, p }  =
(x — a) dh \ / ( x  — a)2 — Abe
, i t  follows
that Fn+i(x) — Fn(x)A has at most 2( degree Fn+i ( x )) =  2n +  2 roots. The number 
of such roots 9 is thus bounded as a function of d — g =  n +  I and k when the 
algebra is integral. So to prove Theorem 2.1, we may consider only values of x  





V ( X -  p)(pl (p) +  qi(\))
u v
+ ( xp ' i(x ) -  pq'i(p))(pi(p) +  q iW )+ {p p i {p )  -  H W )  (p i (x ) +  qi{p))
+  (VU1 -  U V ' ) (Pl( \ )  +  qt(p)) {pi(p) +  ®(A))(A -  p)
Then by Equations 2.0.5 and 2.0.6,
(be)9
(2 .0 .6)
F d - ^ F ^ x ) ] ^  =
(A -  p)(pi(p) +  qt{\))  (pi(X) +  qi(pj)
U V 2g(pl ( \ )  +  qt (p)) (pt(p) +  qt (A))
+  ( M '0 )  -  PQi (p )) (Pi(P) +  ®(A)) +  (pPi (p ) ~  M'i(X)) (p i ( \ )  +  qi(p)) 
+  (VU ' -  UV')(Pl(A) +  Ql(p)) (Pl(p) +  « ( A ) ) ( A  -  p)
(pi-i(p)  +  ® - i ( A ) )  (p * (A ) +  qi(p)) -  {pi- l ( A )  +  qi-i(p)) [pi(p]  +  qiiA ) )  
Thus,
(2.0.7)
Fd^ (x )F 'd(x)\x=e
(bc)9Pi(x)  
(A -  p)2P2(x)
P4(x)(2gP2(x) +  P3( x ) ) + P b(x)P2(x) , (2.0.8)
where
(pi(X) +  ®{p)) (pi-i(/<) +  ® -i(A )) -  (pi(p) +  ®(A)) (p i-i(A ) +  ®_i(/<))
A — p
(2.0.9)
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P2(x) =  (pi{ \)  +  qi(p)) (pi(p) +  ®(A)), (2.0.10)
p3(x ) =  (p ' iW ^-Q [ (h )h ) (p i {h )+q i {^ ) )  +  (p ' i (h )h -q ' iW ^) {p i (^ )+q i (h ) ) ,  (2.0.11)
pA{x) =  (A -  p)2UV, (2.0.12)
and
p 5(x) =  (A -  / i)2(A -  /i) ( [ / V  -  V 'U ) . (2.0.13)
The following propositions and lemmas show that the P\(x),  P2(x), Pa(x), P±{x), 
and P5 (x) are indeed polynomials in the variable x  =  X +  p +a .  These propositions 
also give the degree and lead coefficient of each of the polynomials.
Lemma 2.1 I f  x  =  A +  p +  a and Xp =  be fo r  some a, b, and c, then p l +  Xl =  Qi(x),  
a polynomial of degree i  in x.
Proof. By the binomial theorem, (A +  p)z is a sum of terms of the form A* +  pl , 
(  A; )  (Al~ V fc +  Xkp l~k) for 0 <  k <  | ,  and i f  i  is even there is also the term
^ i ^ A  ^  i ^  (bc)%. For each 0 <  k <  | ,
Ai_iV fc +  A V " fc =  (A/i)fc (A*_2fc +  / / - 2fc) =  (6c)fc (Ai_2fc +  v ~ 2k) .
By induction, \ l~2k 4- pl~2k is a polynomial in x  of degree i  — 2k, for each 0 <  k <  | .  
Since (A +  p)z — (x — a)1, the result follows. □
Corollary 2.1 I f  I f  x =  X +  p +  a and Xp =  be fo r  some a, b, and c, and /(A , p) is 
a polynomial that is symmetric in X and p (so /(A , p) =  f { p , A)) and is of degree n 
(n =  max { i + j }  fo r  all nonzero terms, that is nonzero coefficients of Xlp i  in /(A , p)), 
then /(A , p) =  g(x) fo r  some polynomial g of degree at most n. I f  the terms rXn+ r p n 
appear in /(A , p) with r  ^  0, then g has degree n and lead coefficient r.
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Proof. For every term of / ‘(A, p) of the form r A y  (for some r  G C), then there 
exists another term of f (X ,p )  of the form r A y .  One may assume that i  <  j , then 
these two terms may be combined as follows:
r A V  +  r A V  -  r  (Apfi  (Xj ~l +  /F “ ‘ ) .
Thus, applying Lemma 2.1 to the above equation and recalling that A/x =  be gives
r A y  +  r A y  =  r  (be)1 Q(x)
for some polynomial Q of degree j  — i  <  n. □
The polynomials in the next lemma are a m ild generalization of the pfiz), qfiz) 
defined above.
Lem m a 2.2 Suppose that pf ix),  qi{x) G C[x] are defined fo r  all i > 0 by 
Po(x), pi(x),  qo{x), andqf ix ),  which are fixed but arbitrary, and fo r  i  >  1,
pi+f i x ) =  p f ix f i x  +  df) -  e ip^ f ix )  +  (pfix) -  p f i0)) +  qfi0)x,
qi+1(x) = qi(x)(x + di) -  eiqi- f ix) + (qfix) -  qfiO)) + pfi0)x,  
fo r  h, di, ej G C. For an indeterminate A and any integer I >  0, define p =  — and
QfiX) =  [pi+i(X)pfis) -  pi+fip)pfiX)]  +  [p i + i ( A ) ® ( A )  -  ® + i ( A ) p j ( A ) ]
+  [qi+fis)pfis) - p i+ M q f iv ) ]  +  [qi+fis)qfix) -  qi+fix)qfip)].
Then QfiX) =  e ^ - i . . .  eiQ0(X) fo r  all I >  0.
Proof. The result is immediate for I =  0. Using induction on 1, suppose the 
lemma holds for a llz <  I — 1. In the expression for QfiX), there are four components
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that sum to Qi(X). Consider the first component:
+  qi{0)A pi(p)
-  +  di) -  eipi- i (p) +  (pi(p) -  pi(0)) +  qi{0)/i pi(X)
=  (A -  p,)pi(X)pi(p) +  e/(pz(A)pi_i(/i) -  p i (p )p i - i ( \ ) )
+  ( p -  X)pi(X)pi(p,) +pi(0)(Xpi(X) -  p p i (p )) +  qi(0)(Xpi(p) -  m ( A))
=  e/(pi(A)pi_i(/x) - p i { p ) p i - i(A )) +Pi(0)(Ap/(A) -  m { p ) )
+  Qi(0)(Xpi(p) -fjLpi(X)). (2.0.14)
Consider next the second component:
Pi+i(X)qi(X) -  qi+i(X)pi(X) =
=  e/(pi(A)9i- i(A ) -  «(A)pi_ i(A)) +  p(pi{X)qi{0) -  qi(X)pi{0))
+  A (® (A )® (0)-p ,(A )p ,(0 )). (2.0.15)
?i+i(/^)Pi(i“ ) -P i+ i( /* )« (^ )
=  ei(qi{p)pi^i{p) -  pi(p)qi- i {p)) +  X(qi(p)pi{0) -  pi{p)qi(0))
Pi(A)(A +  di) -  eipi- i(A) +  (pj(A) -  pj(0))
R educing  th e  th ird  and  fo u rth  com ponents in  th e  same w ay gives
+  p(pi(p)pi(0) - q i { p ) q i (0)), (2.0.16)
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qi+ M qiW  -  ®+i(A)®(//)
=  ei(qi(fj)qi-i(A) -  ft(A )ft_ i(p )) +  ft(0 )(p ft(p ) -  A®(A))
+  P i(0 )(/^ (A ) -  Aft (//)). (2.0.17) 
Since Q/(A) is the sum of Equations 2.0.14, 2.0.15, 2.0.16, and 2.0.17, then
Qi{A) =  ei{piWPi- i (v)  - p i ( f i ) p i - i(A )) +P/(0)(Api(A) -  ppz(p))
+  f t (0) (Api(/i) -  f ip i(A)) +  q (pz(A )« _ i(A) -  f t (A )p i_ !(A)) +  p (p {(A) f t (0) -  qt (A)pz(0))
+ A (ft(A)% (0 )-^ (A)^ (0 ) )+ e/(® (/i )W - i(^ ) -w (^ )® - iU ) )+ A ( ft( ^ )p /(0 ) -p i (//)ft(0))
+  p (pz(/i)pz(0 )-ft(p )« (0 )) + e J(« (p )ft_ 1(A) - f t (A ) f t_ x(p)) + ft(0 )(p ft(p )  -  Aft(A))
+  Pz(0)(p ft(A ) -  Aft(p))
=  e/ (pz(A)pz_!(p) -pz(p )pz_ i(A )) +  (pz(A)«_!(A) -  ft(A)pz_i(A))
+  (ft(p )p z - i(p ) -p z (p )« _ i(p ) )  +  ( ft(p )« _ i(A ) -  f t(A ) ft_ i( / i) )
This is equal to ezQz_i(A) by definition. Thus using the induction hypothesis,
Qi(A) =  eiQi-i (X) =  e i e ^ i . . .  eiQo(A) for all I >  0. □
Lem m a 2.3 Suppose that x =  A +  fi +  a and Xp =  be fo r  some a, b, and c, and
d e
suppose p(z) =  TiZ1 is a polynomial in z of degree d , and q(z) =  siz1 is a
4=0 4=0
polynomial in z of degree e. Assume that d, e >  0. Then
1. (p(A) +  q(p)) (p(p) +  q(X)) is a polynomial in x with degree d +  e and lead
coefficient, rasc.
2. Suppose that d >  e, then
P (x ) =  (p'(A)A -  q'ff i)p) (pffi) +  9 (A)) +  (p '(p)p -  g'(A)A) (p(A) +  qffi)) 
is a polynomial in x with degree d +  e and lead coefficient (d — e)rdSe.
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Proof. Part 1:
(p(X) +  q(fj)) (p(p) +  q(X)) =  p(X)p(p) +  p(X)q{X) +  q{p)p{p) +  q(fi)q{A)
=  TiSi  (A^  +  ^ +J) +  X J  (Tiri  +  SiSi )  (A^ J +  ^ AJ) +  X  (r *2 +  si ) A^ A
i , j  i < j  i
Now, Alp? +  plXj  — (bc)mm(l’i') (A +  p)l~ ^  . Then by Lemma 2.1, each term 
Xl+i  +  p l+j is a polynomial in x  w ith  leading term xt+ j , and each A ^ l  +  is a 
polynomial in x w ith  leading term x'{l~^. Since i  =  d and j  =  e produce the unique 
such polynomial of largest degree, the result follows.
Part 2: P(x)  is a polynomial in x by Corollary 2.1, since m ultip lying out P(x)  
w ill give
P{x) =  p,(X)Xq(X) -  q'{X)Xp(X) +  p'{p)pq(p) -  q'{p)pp(p)
+  p' (X)Xp(p)+p'(p)pp(X) -  (q'{p)pq(X) +  q'(X)Xq(p)) .
Terms rA*/P occur in P(x)  only if  i + j  <  d+e  and Xd+e+ p d+e appear w ith  coefficient
drdse -  erdse =  (d -  e)rdse ^  0 .
Thus the result follows from Corollary 2 .1. □
We now return to the notation for our proof in progress of Theorem 2.1.
Proposition 2.2 Assume the hypotheses of Proposition 2.1. Let P\(x) be as defined 
in Equation 2.0.9. Then
P\(x)  =  {b-m+l—lbm+l—2 • ■ ■ brn^ .x){crnJrl—\CmJri - 2  ■ ■ ■ Crn-|_i).
(So i f  I =  1 then P\(x) =  1).
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P roo f.
(A -  f i )Pi(x) =  Pi ( \)P i- i (/J,) +  Pi( \)q i- i (X) +  qi(li)pi-i(lJ.) +q i ( f i )q i - i(A) 
-  {pi(p)Pi- i(A) +P i{p )q i - i {p )  +  qi(\)pL- i ( \ )  +  q i ( X ) q i - M )  
=  [p i ( X ) p i - M  -  Pi{fi )pi-i (X)]  +  [pj(A)®_i(A) -® (A )p j_ i(A )]
+  [® (^)pz_ i(//) +  [qi(p)qi- i(A) -g i(A )ft_ i(A i)].
Then by Lemma 2.2 and Equations 2.0.1 and 2.0.2, for I >  1,
(A f l)P\(x) =  Ql—l(A) =  (bm+i—iCm+l—i)  (6m+;_2Cm-|_;_2) • • • (&m+lCm+l)Qo(A)• 
Notice that by definition,
Qo(X) =  [pi(X)p0{n) - p M po(X)} +  [pi(X)qo{X) -  gi(A)p0(A)]
+  [qi{p)Po{p) -  Pi(p)qo(p)] +  [qi{p)qo{X) -  gi(A)g0(^ )].
Thus,
Qo(A) =  (A +  (cm.(_i — c)) — (/i +  (cm+1 — c)) =  X — fi.
Therefore,
Pi(x) — (bm+i—icm+i—i j  (bm-\-i -^2Cmjri—2) .. .  ,
which completes the proof of the proposition. □
P ro p o s itio n  2.3 Assume the hypotheses of Proposition 2.1. For ^ 2(2:) =  (pi(X) +
Qi(p)) (p i (p ) +  Q iW )> I — 1? then lead term, of
p ( ~ \ -  I  (C™+! ~  C)X‘21^  tfCm+l ^  C,
\  c(b -  bm+1)x2l~2 i f c m + i  =  c.
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Proof. By Proposition 2.1, pi(z) has degree I and lead coefficient 1 and qi(z)
■, , ( (cm+i — c)zz_1 if  cm+1 A c and I > 2,has lead term =  \  “  ’[ c(o — om+i ) 2r  ^ it cm + 1 =  c and t > 3.
The result is immediate from Lemma 2.3 i f  I >  2 or if  I =  2 and <72(z) 7^  0.
Note that <70(2) =  4 i( t)  =  0 and <72(2) =  0 if  and only if  cm+i =  c. We consider
the cases when qi(z) =  0. Then P2 (x) =  Pi{X)pi(p) for Z =  1 and for I =  2 when
^m+1 —
Now, p0(-z) =  1, Pi(z) =  z +  cm+1 -  c, and when cm +1  =  c,
be
p2 (z) =  z ( z  +  bm+i -  b +  cm+2 -  c) -  6m+1c +  £—
=  z2 +  z(6m+i — b +  cm+2 — c) +  c(b — bm+1).
So it  follows by Lemma 2.1 that P2 (x) has lead term (cm+1 — c)x2l~l i f  cm+1 7  ^ c or 
c(6 -  bm+1)x2 l~ 2 i f  cm+1 =  c. □
P ro p o s itio n  2.4 Assume the hypotheses of Proposition 2.1. F o r i  >  1 and
P3 (x) =  (p'i(X)X -  qi(p)p) (pi(p) +  qi(\))  +  {p'i(h)h ~  q'i(X)X) (pi(X) +  ®(/z)),
then the lead term of P3(x) =  j f  ^  1 1
P ro o f. By Proposition 2.1, pi(z) has degree I and lead coefficient 1 and qfz)
i i i .  f  (cm+i — cW -1 i f  cm+1 A  c and I > 2 ,has lead term =  < , \ 7-2 , 7 “  „[ c(o — Om+ijz if Cm+i =  c and I >  3.
The result is immediate from Lemma 2.3 i f  I >  2 or i f  I =  2 and <72(2) 7  ^ 0.
Note that qo(z) =  qi(z) =  0 and q2 (z) — 0 if  and only i f  cm+1 =  c. We consider 
the cases when qi(z) =  0. Then Pz(x) =  Xp[{X)pi{p) +  PPi(/x)pi(X) for I =  1 and for 
I =  2 when cm+1 =  c.
Now, po(^) =  1,
P l ( z )  =  Z +  C m +l - C ,
p 'i O) =  h
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thus
P?>{x) =  A(/X +  Cm+l — c) +  /x(A +  Cjn+1 — c ).
Then by Lemma 2.1, lead term of /^ (x )  is (cm+i — c)x.
When cm+i =  c,
p2(z) =  2(2  +  6m+i -  b +  cm+2 -  c) -  6m+ic  +  2
=  z2 +  z(bm+i - b  +  cm+2 -  c) +  c(6 -  6m+i ) ,
Pa(^) =  2 z +  (bm+1 -  6 +  cm+2 -  c ).
Then
P^ix ) =  A(2A +  (bm+1 — b +  cm+2 — c)) (/x2 +  /x(6m+i — b +  cm+2 — c) +  c(6 — 6m+ i))
+  /i(2 n +  (6m+i — b +  cm+2 — c)) (A2 +  A(6m+i — b +  cm+2 — c) +  c(b — bm+1)),
and by Lemma 2.1, lead term of Pa(x) is 2c{b — bm+i ) x 2. □
Proposition 2.5 Assume the hypotheses of Proposition 2.1. For Pa{x) = (A —
p)2U V , then the lead term of 
P W = f  ( b -  bn)x2n+1 i f  bn ±  b,
'  \  b(cn -  c)x2n i f b n =  b.
Proof. Note that i f  n >  1,
Fn+i(x)  =  Fn+i(x) =  (x -  k +  bn +  c)Fn(x) -  bncnFn_i(x)
=  (x -  k +  bn +  c)Fn(x) -  6„cr,P „ „1(x),
and
P i (x) =  (A — p f u v  =  (A -  / i)2 ^ Fn+i(x ) - F n ( x ) p ^ ^ r Fn+ } ^ ) ± F^ X j^
=  -  (F f+ i(x )  -  Fn(x)Fn+i(x )(A  +  /x) +  F f { x ) A/x) .
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Hence,
Pa(x ) =  F 2+1(x) -  Fn(x)Fn+i ( x ) ( x  -  a) +  bcF2(x)
=  [ ( x - k  +  bn +  c)Fn(x) -  6ncnFn_ i(x )] Fn+1(x) -  Fn(x)Fn+1(x)(x -  a) +  bcF2(x)
=  ( x - k  +  bn +  c - x  +  a)Fn(x)Fn+i(x)  -  6ncnFn_ i(x )F n+1(x) +  bcF2(x),
P4(:e) =  - ( (& „  -  b)Fn(x)Fn+1(x) -  f r ^ F ^ + F ^ O r )  +  bcF2(x)). (2.0.18)
So if  bn ^  b, the leading term of P4(x) is (b — bn)x2n+1.
I f  bn =  b, then cn ^  c, and
which has leading term b(cn — c)x2n, since Fn_ i(x ) and Fn+i(x ) are monic polyno­
mials. Thus the proposition follows in the case when n  >  1 .
I f  n  =  0, then the intersection array is of the form:
where bn =  b0 =  k ^  b and c =  1. Then Fn+i(x) =  Fx(x) =  x + 1 and Fn(x) = 
Fo(x) — 1. Then
Fn+i(x ) — Fn(x)fi A +  /i +  n +  l  — ^  A +  a +  1
P4(x) bncnFn^ i ( x )F n+i(x) bcFn (x ),
B\ =
£ £?n+l
(I  Q -m + l
b bm± 1
9
(A — + A — /i X — fi
Similarly,
Fn+ i(x) -  Fn(x)X 
(A -  +
A A +  p +  a +  1 — A 
A — p 
P4(x) =  P F(A  -  + 2
A — /x
(A +  a +  1 )+  +  a +  1)
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— — (be +  (A +  /r) (a +  1) +  (a +  l ) 2)
— — ((■£ — (fl 4" l )  T  (a “I- l ) 2 “I- be)
=  — T  1)3? “I- 0 "I- 1 “I- be).
Since a >  0, then a +  1 ^  0, so P±(x) has the lead term — (a +  \)x.  Since c =  1 
and k =  a +  b +  c =  bn y^b, the lead term is (b — bn)x and thus the proposition 
follows. □
P ro p o s itio n  2.6 Assume the hypotheses of Proposition 2.1. For P$(x) =  (A — 
/ i)2(A -  v ) {U 'V  -  V U ) ,  then the lead term of P5(x) =  |  ^ ^ (c ^ -c )z 2n i/ f t "  f  6
P ro o f. Since 
C /V -  U 'U
( F '+1(z)Fn(:r) -  F ^ x ) F n+l(x ))(A -  /r)2 -  Fn+1(a;)Fn(x)(A +  //) +  26cF2(x)
(A -  M)2(A -  At)
(A — /r)2 =  (x — a)2 — Abe =  x 2 — 2ax +  (a2 — 46c), and for n >  1,
Fn+i(x ) =  (x -  k +  bn +  c)Fn(x) -  bncnFn^ i (x )
=  (x -  a +  bn -  b)Fn(x) -  6ncnFn_i(x).
Thus
K + i ( x ) =  Fn(x) +  (x -  a +  bn -  b)F'n(x) -  6ncnF^_1(x).
Using these,
P5(x) =  (Fn(x) +  ( x - a  +  bn -  b)Ff(x) -  6ncnF;)_1(x ))F n(:r)
-F 'n(x) ( (x  -  a +  bn -  b)Fn(x) -  6ncnFn_ i(x )) (x2 -  2ax +  (a2 -  46c))
-  ( ( x - a  +  bn -  b)Fn(x) -  bncnFn^ 1(x))Fn(x)(x -  a) +  2bcF2(x)
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F 2(x) +  Fn{x)F'n{x) ({x -  a +  bn -  6) -  (x -  a +  bn -  6))
+bncn(F^(x)Fn^ i (x )  -  F^_1(x)Fn(a:)) (x 2 -  2ax +  (a2 -  46c))
-  (x -  a)(x -  a +  bn -  b)F2(x) +  2bcF2(x) +  (x -  a)bncnFn^ 1(x)Fn(x)
=  F 2(x) ^x 2 — 2ax +  a2 — 4be — (x2 +  (—a — a +  bn — b)x +  a(a +  6 — bn 
+  (x-a)bncnFn^ i(x )Fn(x)+bncn (x2- 2 a x + a 2 -Abe) (F^(x)Fn_1( x ) - F ?!)_1(a:)Fri(x))
P5(x) =  F 2(x) [(b -  bn)x +  { -a (b  -  bn) -  26c)] +  (x -  a)6ncnFn_ i(x )F n(x)
+  bncn(x2 -  2ax +  a2 -  46c) [F'n{x)Fn_1{x) -  F^_1(x)Fn(a;)] . (2.0.19)
Fi(x)  is a polynomial of degree i  in x  w ith  lead coefficient 1, by Proposition 
1.16. I f  (6 — bn) 7  ^ 0, then the lead coefficient of P^{x) =  (6 — bn) and the degree of 
P$(x) =  2n +  1. I f  (6 — bn) =  0, then the lead coefficient of P^{x) =  (—a(b — bn) — 
26c) +  bncn +  bncn(n — (n — 1)) =  26(cn — c). I f  6 =  bn, then cn ^  c or this would 
give a contradiction to (c, a, 6) ^  (cn, an, bn). The degree of P${x) — 2n in this case. 
Thus the proposition follows in the case when n >  1.
I f  n =  0, then the intersection array is of the form:
*  C C Cm+l Cm+l—1 Cm+Z
0  O O 0 m+ 1 ' ' ' ^m+Z—1 ®m+Z
k b  6 6m+i &m+i-i *
9
where bn =  bQ — k ^  b, and c =  1. Now,
P5(x) =  (F^+1(x)Fn(x )-F ^ (a ;)F n+i(a ;) ) (A - / i)2- F n+1(x)Fn(x)(A+/i)+26cF^(a;)(a:) 
for Fn+i(x )  =  a: +  1 and Fn(x) =  1. Then
F5(a:) =  ( l ( l )  — 0)(A — (j,)2 — (x +  l) ( x  — a) +  26c
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=  (1) (x2 — 2ax 4- (a2 — 46c)) — (x 2 +  (1 — a):r — a) +  2be
— — (a +  l)a; +  (a2 +  a — 26c) .
Since a >  0, then a +  1 >  0 implies P$(x) has the lead term — (a +  l )x .  Since 
c =  1 and k =  a +  b +  c — bn, the lead term is (6 — bn)x w ith  6 bn, and thus the 
proposition follows. □
Using Propositions 2.2, 2.3, 2.4, 2.5, and 2.6, one can prove the following propo­
sition.
Proposition 2.7 Assume the hypotheses of Proposition 2.1. For F'd{x)Fd-\{x) — 
(be)9 P i ( x ) f ( x )
(A -  g)2P2(x)
as in Equation 2.0.8, then
(  2(g +  1)(6 -  6„)(cm+i -  c)x2n+21 i f  cm+1 #  c n bn ±  6,
l e n d  t e r m  n f  f ( F  = )  +  3^ Cn ~  CX C™+! ~  c )x2n+7t~X i f  Cm + 1  ^  C D b n  =  6,
(2p +  3)c(6 — 6n)(6 — 6m+i) x 2ri'+a 1 i f  cm+1 =  cD b n 7  ^ 6,
 ^ 2(g +  2)bc(cn -  c)(6 -  6m+i) z 2n+2'-2 i f  cm+1 =  c n  bn =  6.
( I f  1 =  1 then bm+i =  0.)
P roo f. One can rewrite Equation 2.0.8:
(bc)9Pi(x)
(A -  g)2P2(x)f  , \p t {x)(2gPt (x) +  P3(x)) +  P3(x)P2(x)
as
F >( r ) F  (r )  _  M ffP i ( x ) f ( x )
“  (A -  » ) ip 2(x) ’
where
f ( x )  =  P,(x)(2gP2(x) +  P3(x)) +  P5(x)P2(x). (2.0.20)
By Propositions 2.3 and 2.4, the lead term of (2gP2(x) +  P3(x)) is 
(2g(cm+i — c) +  (cm+i — c)) x2l~l i f  cm+\ ^  c, and the lead term is
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(2gc(b -  bm+x) +  2c(b -  bm+1)) x21 2 i f  cm+l =  c. Thus:
lead term of (2gP2{x) +  P3(x)) =  {  ^ P  h 2*-2 q °m+1 ^v w  v "  1 2(5 +  l) c (6 -  6m+i)x 2( if  crn+1 =  c.
Using Propositions 2.3 and 2.6,
lead term of P5(x)P2 (x)
(b -  bn)(cm+1 -  c)x2n+21 i f  cm+1 7^  c n bn ±  b,
2b(Cn -  c)(cm+i -  c)ar2n+a-1 i f  cm+x ±  c D bn =  b,
c{b -  bn)(b -  6m+i)a:2n+2Z" 1 i f  cm+i =  c n bn b,
2bc(cn — c)(b—brn+i ) x 2n+2l~2 i f  cm+1 =  c n bn =  b.
Using Proposition 2.5 and Equation 2.0.21,
(2 .0 .21)
(2.0 .22)
lead term of P±{x)(2(g — l )P 2 {x) +  Ps(x))
(2 g +  1)(6 -  bn)(cm+1 -  c)x2n+21 i f  cm+1 ^ c f l  bn ^  b,
(2g +  l)b(cn -  c)(cm+i -  c)x2n+2l~l i f  cm+i 7  ^c n  bn =  b, (9 n 9 9 \
2(g +  l) c (6 — bn)(b — 6m+i)x 2n+2/_1 i f  cm+1 =  c n bn ^  b,
2(g +  1 )bc(cn - c ) ( b -  bm+1)x2n+2l~2 i f  cm+1 =  c n b n =  b.
Using Equations 2.0.22 and 2.0.23,
lead term of f ( x )
(  2(5 +  l)(i> — bn)(cm+i — c)x2n+21 i f  cm+i /  c f l  7^  &,
I (2g +  3)b(cn — c)(cm+1 — c)x2n+2i_1 i f  cm+1 ^  c D bn =  b, , .
j (2g +  3 )c (b -  bn)(b -  bm+1)x2n+21^ 1 i f  cm+1 =  c D b n j-  b,
(  2(g +  2)bc(cn — c)(b — bm+1)x2n+2l~2 i f  cm+1 =  c n bn =  b,
and thus the proposition follows. □
The following proposition is the first in this section that requires the table algebra 
to be integral.
P ro p o s itio n  2.8 Assume the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1. For any root 9 of Fd(x) 
such that A 7  ^ /q T ^# ) 7  ^ 0, and V  7  ^ 0, the dual degree m(6) =  where
s(x) , r (x )  € Z[x] with the following properties: degree s(x) is 21 +  1 ( i f  cm.+1 7^  c)
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or 21 ( i f  Cm+i — c); degree r(x)  is 2n 4- 21 +  1 ( i f  cm+\ ^  c and bn ^  b), 2n +  21 ( i f
exactly one of cm+x =  c or bn =  b), o r2n  +  2l — l  ( i f  cm+x =  c and bn =  b). Finally, 
s(x)
— is not a constant function. 
r ( x )
P roo f. From Equations 2.0.8 and 2.0.20, using Proposition 1.5 one can express 
the dual degrees as a function of x:
Nkbx .. .  bnb^bm+-y.. .  bm+i—Xc2 .. .  cnc?cm+x .. .  cm+i—i
m ( x ) =
„   ^ ( b c )gP i { x )  t ( \
{ k ~ x \ x
  N k b i . . .  bnbm+1 . . .  bm+i—iC2 ■ ■ ■ cncm+ \ .. .  cm+i—i(A /i) P2(x)
(k -  x )P i ( x ) f ( x )
Using Proposition 2.2,
(,k -  x ) f ( x )
Let C =  Nk(bx . . .bn)(c2 . . .  cn), s(x) =  ((A  -  /a)2P2(x), and r(x)  =  (k -  x ) f (x ) .  
Then
s(x)
m (x ) =  \ • r \x )
Using Proposition 2.3 ,
1 J , t  ( \ J C(cm+1 -  c)x2l+1 i f  Cm+1 C ,lead term of six) =  < . ,, , \  9, .„[  Cc(b -  bm+1)xM if cm+1 =  c.
Using Proposition 2.7, 
lead term of r (x)
- 2 (g +  1 ) ( b -  bn)(cm+1 -  c)x2n+2i+1 i f  cm+i ^  c n bn ^  &,
_ J - ( 2 g +  3)b(cn -  c)(cm+i -  c)x2n+21 i f  cm+1  ^c n bn =  b,
- ( 2 g +  3)c(fe -  bn){b -  bm+1)x2n+21 i f  cm+1 =  c f l bn ^  b,
- 2 (g +  2)bc(cn - c ) ( b -  6m+i) x 2n+2Z“ 1 i f  cm+1 =  c f l bn =  b,
i f  n >  0 and I >  1 and where bm+1 — 0 i f  I =  1.
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s( X )
Suppose that ——- is a constant function. Then comparison of the degrees forces 
r(x)
n  =  0. Hence, c =  1. Since s(x) =  ( ( A — p)2P2(x) and r(x)  =  (k — x ) f ( x )  for all 
real x  (and A +  p =  x  — a, A/i =  be =  6), it  follows that either (h — rr) j (A — / i )2 or 
(k — x)\P2(x) — +  qi{/i)) (pi(p) +  Qi(ty)- Then k is a root of either (A — p)2 or
P2(x). I f  x =  k, then {A, p }  =  { 6, 1}. So i f  k is a root of (A — p)2, then b — 1. Since 
in proving Theorem 2.1 it  suffices to assume that g >  3, the case b =  1 is impossible 
by the following lemma.
Lemma 2.4 I f  (A, B) is a P-polynomial table algebra with intersection array of the 
form:
(* 1 1  1 Cm _|_/0 a a a am-|_i • • • Gm_|_;
k b b b bm+i &m+z-i *
k
and q >  3, then b >  —.y _  , _  2
P ro o f. From the given array £>i, w ith  g >  3,
^2 =  x 2 — axi — k{ 1);
hence
^2 =  (x i ~  axi — ^ (1)) x 2 — X i ( x ix 2) — ax\X2 — kx2
=  x i ( x 3 +  ax 2 +  6x i)  — ax \x2 — kx2
=  X1X3 +  6a;2 — hx2 
=  C4X4 +  ax3 +  bx 2 +  6a;2 +  afrri +  6fc(l) — kx2 
=  C4X4 +  ax 3 +  (26 — /c)x2 +  abxi +  bk( 1).
Hence, 26 — k >  0 and the result follows. □
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I f  P2(k) =  0, then (pi(b) 4- q f i l ) )  (pi( 1) +  qi(b)) =  0. The following lemma shows 
that this is impossible and so completes the proof of Proposition 2.8.
Lemma 2.5 Given the polynomials P i(z) and qi(z) f o r  0 <  i  <  I as defined above, 
and assuming that c — 1, then
Po(b) +  q0( l )  =  1,
P iif i)  + gi(l) = (b -  1) + cm+1,
and f o r  a l l  i  >  2,
P i ( b )  +  qfi 1)
i—1
Cm+ 1C771+2 • • • Cm+t T {fi 1) ^  ^brnsr \brnjr2 ■ ■ ■ bmjrjCmjrj j r2Cm-\-j+3 • ■ • Cm+i
3 = 0
(the term  f o r  j  =  0 is cm+2cm+3 . . .  cm+i; the te rm  f o r  j  =  i - 1  is bm+1bm+2 ■ ■. bm+i_ i ) ;
q0( b ) + p 0( l )  =  1,
and f o r  a l l i  >  1,
q i ( b )  T  P i ( l )  crnj r \ c rnj r 2 ■ • •
Proof. We have that po(z) — 1, P i(z )  =  z +  (cm+i — 1), Qo(z) =  q i(z )  =  0, and 
for a l l *  >  1 :
p i + i ( z )  =  P i ( z ) ( z + ( b m + i - b )  +  (c m + i + 1 - l ) ) - b m+icm+ip i - 1(z) +  ( p i ( z ) - p i ( O ) )
+ qi(0)z,
q i+ i(z )  qi(z) (z~l~(bm+i b) ~t~ 1)) bm-\-iCm-\-iqi—i(z)-F (qfiz'j
+  Pi(0)z.
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We see that p0(b) 4-<?o(l) =  T Pi ip)  4 - f t ( l )  =  ( b -  1) +  cm+i, q0(b) 4-p0( l)  =  1, and 
q i ( b ) + p i ( l )  =  Cm+i-
Next, we show that for all i  >  1,
Pi+liP) 4~ ft+ l(l) — (^m+i “I- Cm+i+l) {PiiP') 4~ f t( l) )  — bm+iCm+i (Pi—1 (6) 3“ ft— l(l))>
(2.0.26)
ft+1 (6) "h Pi+l (1) ipm+i 4~ Cm+i+l) (ft (6) “h P i(l)) bm+iCm+i (ft—1 (6) 4* Pi—1 (1)) ■
(2.0.27)
Pi+i(6) =  p*(6) (b+(bm+i - b )  +  (cm+i+1 - 1 ) )  -  &m+iCm+ipi_1 (6) +  (pj(6) -P i(0 ))
+  f t  (0)6
=  Pi(fe)( fem+i +  Cm + i+ 1 -  l)  -  fcm+iCm+iPi_i(6) +  (pi(6) -  Pi(0)) +  f t (0)6 
=  PiiP^ibm+i 4” Cm+i+1) bm+iC-m+iPi—1 (6) — Pi(0) 4“ ft(0)6,
ft+i(l) — ft (l) (l 4" (6m_j_j 7>) 4~ (crri,_|_^_)_x 1)) &m+iCm+jft_ i (1) 4- ( ft (1) ft(o))
Equation 2.0.26 is proved. The proof of Equation 2.0.27 is identical.
We use Equations 2.0.26 and 2.0.27 to compute that
P2 (6 ) 4- f t ( l )  =  (b — l ) ( 6 m+i 4- cm+2 ) +  cm+2Cm+i-
Then by induction on i,
Pi+l(6) 4“ ft+ l(l) ipm+i 4“ Cm+i+l) (Pi(6) 4" f t( l) )  bm+iCm+i (jpi— 1 (6 ) 4" ft—l( l) )
Now
+  Pi( 0)
f t ( l ) ( 6 m+i 4" Cm+i+l) bm+iCm+iqi—1 (l) ft(0)6 4“ Pi(0).
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i— 1
( * - i ) E  ^ m+1 bm+2 • • • frm+i7'Cm+j+2Cm.+j+3 • • • Cm+i
3=0
bm+iCm+i
~\~Cm + l C m + 2  • • • Cm+i
i —2
( b - l ) E  ^m+l^m+2 • • • bmJrjCrn^ .jjr2Cm+j+'i ■ ■ ■ Cm+i—1
3 = 0
+ C rri + lC m +2  • • • Cm + i - 1
i - 2
bm + i < * - ! ) £  bm + lbm +2 ■ ■ ■ bm + jC m + j+ 2C m + j+ 3  • • • Cm+i 
3 = 0
+  bm+i ip l)^m+l^m+2 ■ • • bm-M— 1 3“ b m + i b c rnJr \C m + 2  • ■ ■ Cm + i
i —1
+ ( 6 - l ) E  bm + lbm +2  ■ ■ ■ bm + jC m + j+ 2 C m + j+ 3  • • • Cm +iC m+ i+ l  
3 = 0
+ Cm+1 Cm+2 ■ • ■ Cm+ iC m + i+ l
i - 2
~  bm + i bm + lbm +2  ■ ■ ■ bm+ jC m+ j+ 2C rn+ j+ 3  ■ ■ ■ Cm+ i—lC m+ i
3= 0
' bm-\-iCm+lCm+2 ■ • • Cm+ i—lC m + i
— iP ^  ' bm+ibm+2 ■ • • bm+jCm+j+2Cm+j+3 ■ ■ • Cm+i+l 
3 = 0
+  Cnj+lCm+2  • • • Cm+iCm+i+1-
Finally, Equation 2.0.27 implies that q2{b) +  p2{\)  =  cm+iCm+2, and by induction on
Qi+l{b) + P i+ l( l)  — (bm+i +  Cm+i+l) (<7i(&) +  P i( l))  bm+icm+i (<7i-l(&) +  P i-l( l-))
— (bm+i "F Cm+i+l)Cm+iCm+i-1 • • • cm+l — ^m+iCm+i(Cm+i-lCm+i-2 • • ■ Cm+l)
=  Cm+i+1 Cm+i Cm+i—1 • ■ • Cm+l) 
and the lemma follows. □
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This completes the proof of the proposition. □
C o m p le tio n  o f th e  p ro o f o f T heo rem  2.1.
By Proposition 2 .8  s(x) , r(x)  G Z[x], the maximum degree of s(x)  or r(x)  is 
sfx)
2n +  21 +  1, and — — is not a constant. Hence, for a fixed integer dual degree m, 
r(x)
s(z)
the number of solutions z to ——  =  m  is at most 2n +  21 +  1. Thus the roots 6 of
r { z )
Fd(x), and equivalently the eigenvalues of Bi ,  are in orbits of algebraic conjugates 
of length of at most 2n +  21 +  1 =  2(d — g) +  1, for all n >  0 and I >  0, since 
d =  n +  g +  I.
From Theorem 1.3, #0 =  k, 9\ , . . . ,  6a are distinct real numbers and the eigenval­
ues of B\. Furthermore k >  di >  — k for 0 <  i  <  d.
Consider a set of roots {d[, 0'2, ■ ■ ■, 0't }  of Fd(x) that is an orbit of algebraic 
conjugates. So t  <  2(d — g) +  1. Then
t
where each H j  is an integer in the interval [ — ( + . ) k] , ( 4 . ] k3 ) for j  G
i = 0
t  1 /  t
{ 0 ,1 , . . . ,  <}. Then each Hj  G ( —7 , 7 ) where 7  =  max
je{o,i,...,t}
y . Then 7
t - j
is a function of k and t. Thus the number of t  degree polynomials H 0 +  H i x  + 
H 2x 2 +  . . .  +  H tx t is bounded above by a function of (d — g) and k.
Since all the roots {6\, d2, ■. ■, 0d} are in orbits of algebraic conjugates, then, 
except for those roots that we have previously omitted, each di is a root of one of 
those polynomials w ith  coefficients Hj.  Thus d, the number of roots of Fd(x),  is 
bounded above by a function of d — g and k. Theorem 2.1 follows.
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CHAPTER 3
MONOTONIC, STANDARD, P-POLYNOMIAL TABLE 
ALGEBRAS THAT ARE HOMOGENEOUS
The following is a classification of all homogeneous, monotonic, standard, P- 
polynomial table algebras. Its proof is the content of this chapter.
T heorem  3.1 Any monotonic, standard, homogeneous, P-polynomial C-algebra 
with k >  2 is a table algebra i f  and only i f  i t  has intersection array of the form B\  =
* 1 k — a  — 1
0 a 2 (a +  1) — k
k k — a — 1 k — a — 1
k — a — 1 k — a — 1 
2(a T  1) — k <a +  l  
k — a — 1 *
where
1. i f  d >  5, then a =
2. i f  d =  4, then a  G
3. i f  d — 3, then a  G
3 f c - 6
2 k - 4  3 k - 6
3 ’ 4
k -  2 3k — 6
2 ’ 4
4■ i f  d — 2, then a G [0, k — 2].
Furthermore, the table algebra is integral i f  and only i f  k and a are integers.
P ro p o s itio n  3.1 I f  a monotonic, standard, P-polynomial C-algebra is homoge­
neous, then i t  has intersection array of the form B\  =
* 1 k — a — 1 k — a — 1 k — a — 1
0 o. 2(a + 1) — k . . .  2(a +  1) — k ex. + 1
k k — a — 1 k — cx — 1 k — ex — 1 *
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and i f  a P-polynomial C-algebra has intersection array given by B\ with f ( x i)  =  k, 
then i t  is monotonic, standard, and homogeneous.
P ro o f. Let (A , B , / )  be a monotonic, standard, P-polynomial C-algebra w ith  
intersection array
if  bi — Cj+i for 0 <  i  <  d. Suppose that these equations hold. Monotonicity implies 
that
C2 <  c3 <  • • • <  cd-1 <  cd and b1 > b 2 > - - - >  6d_ 1.
Hence, bi — ci+i for 1 <  i  <  d i f  and only if
b\ =  b2 =  • • • =  6<2_i =  c2 =  C3 =  • • • =  c(2_i =  cd.
Since oj -f- 6j -f - q  =  k for 0 <  i  <  d, we set a\ =  a  and one direction of the proposition 
follows. The other direction of the proposition follows from Proposition 1.3. □
In order that a C-algebra may be a table algebra, the structure constants must 
be non-negative real numbers. We proceed to compute all the structure constants 
to show that the intersection array given in Theorem 3.1 gives a table algebra.
P ro p o s itio n  3.2 A monotonic, standard, homogeneous, P-polynomial C-algebra 
with k >  2 and d =  2 is a table algebra i f  and only i f  i t  has intersection array of the 
form B i  =
Since the algebra is standard, f { x f )  =  (duo for 0 <  * <  d. So by Lemma 1.1,
f ( x i +1) =  ——f(x i )  for 0 <  i  <  d. Hence, the algebra is homogeneous if  and only
Q+i
where a  6 [0, k — 2] .
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P ro o f. Since Proposition 3.1 gives the form of the intersection array, it  remains 
to be shown that a € [0 , k  — 2] ,  and this w ill always yield a table algebra.
A ll the structure constants w ill be calculated for a (7-algebra w ith  the given 
array:
x iX i  =  (k — a  — 1)^2 +  olX\ +  kx  0 ,
x xx 2 =  {a  +  l ) x 2 +  (k -  a -  l ) x i ,
then
(k — a  — l ) x 2 =  X\X\  — ax \  — kx  o.
Thus one can use these in order to calculate x 2x 2 :
(k — a  — \ ) x 2x 2 =  {x\X\  — a x  i  — kxQ)x2
— (x\ — a) x i x2 — kx 2 
=  (xi — a)((o: +  l ) x2 +  (k — a  — l )x i )  — kx2 
=  (a +  l ) x i x2 +  (k — a  — l)x\Xi  — a  (a +  l ) x2 — a(k — a  — l )x\  — kx2
=  ( c k + 1 )  ( ( a + l ) x 2+ ( k —a —l ) x i j  +  { k—a —1 )  ( ( k —a —l ) x 2+ a x \ + k x o )  —a { a + l ) x 2
— a(k  — a — l ) x \  — kx 2
=  [(a  +  l )2 +  (k — a — l )2 — a (a +  1) — k \ x 2 +  (k — a  — 1) [(a +  1) +  a — a ] x  i
+  k(k — a  — 1 ):e o
= (k — a — 1 ) (k — a — 1 — l ) x 2 +  (k — a  — l)(o: + 1) !^ + (k — a — 1 ) ( k ) x0. 
Thus
x 2x 2 =  (k — a  — 2)x2 +  (a +  l ) x i  +  k x 0.
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Since the algebra is commutative, all the structure constants
Pijm £ {0,1, k, a, k — a — 1, a  +  1, k — a — 2} .
In order to be a table algebra, all structure constants must be non-negative, and 
thus a >  0 and k — a — 2 >  0.
Since these are all the structure constants, such an intersection array for 0 < 
a <  k — 2 defines a table algebra. Thus the proposition follows. □
P ro p o s itio n  3.3 A monotonic, standard, homogeneous, P-polynomial C-algebra 
with k >  2 and d =  3 is a table algebra i f  and only i f  i t  has intersection array of the 
form B\ —
* 1 k — a — 1 k — ex — 1
0 a 2 (on +  1) — k a +  1
k k — a — 1 k — a — 1 *
k — 2 3k — 6
where a  €
P ro o f. Since Proposition 3.1 gives the intersection array, it  remains to be shown
that a  e —-— ,     - , and this w ill always give such a table algebra. A ll the
structure constants w ill be calculated. Using the intersection array B\,  one gets the 
following:
X\X\  =  (k — a  — l )x2  +  olx\ +  kx  o,
X i x 2 =  (k — a  — 1)2:3 +  (2 (o  +  1) — k ) x  2 +  (k — a — 1)2:1,
2:1X3 =  (a +  1)2:3 +  (k — a  — 1)2:2- 
Using these one can then evaluate the remaining structure constants. Since
(k — a  — 1 )2:2 =  X\X\  — olX\ — kx  0 ,
then
(k — a — l ) x 2^2 =  {x\ — a )x \x 2 — kx  2
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=  (x\ — a)  ( (k — a  — l )x 3 +  (2 (a  +  1) — k')x2 +  (k — a  — l )x\  j — kx
— (k — a  — 1 )((ct 4" 1)2-3 "I- {k — ot — l ) x 2) T  (2 (a +  1) — k a ) ( (k  a  1) 2^ 3 
+  (2 (a  +  l) — k) x2 +  (k — a — l)ah ) +  (k -  a  -  1) ((k -  a  -  l ) x 2 +  a x 1 +  kx0) -  kx2
(k — a  — l ) ( a  +  1) +  (2 (a +  l )  — k — a) (k — a  — 1) 2^3
(k — a — 1 )(k — a  — 1) +  (2 (a  +  1) — k — a)  (2 (a +  1) — k)
+( k  — a — 1 )(k — a — 1 ) — k
(2 (a +  1) -  k -  a)  (k -  a  -  1) +  (k -  a  -  \ ) a  x\  +  (k -  a  -  1 )kx0
=  (A: — a  — 1 )  [ a  +  1 +  2 a  +  2  — /c — a ]  X 3  +  [ 2 (k — a — l ) 2 
+ ( 2 a  +  2  — k — a ) ( 2a +  2  — k) — k \ x 2 +  (k — a — 1 )  [ 2 a  +  2  — k — a +  a ] x i
+  (k — a  — 1 )kx0
=  (k -  a -  1) [2a +  3 -  k] x 3 +  [2(k -  a -  l )2 -  (k -  a  -  l) (2 a  +  2 -  fc)
+ 2a +  2 — 2 k\ x2
+  (k — a  — 1) [2 (a  +  1) — /c] x\  +  (k — a  — l)A;x0
=  (k — a  — 1) [2a +  3 — k] x3 +  (k — a  — 1) [2(k — a  — 1) — (2a +  2 — k) — 2] x 2
+  (k — a  — 1) [2 (a +  1) — k] x\  +  (k — a  — 1 )kxQ
=  (k — a  — 1) [(2a +  3 — k)x3 +  (3k — 4a — 6 )x2 +  (2(a +  1) — k)x 1 +  kx0]. 
Thus
x2x 2 =  (2a +  3 — k)x3 +  (3 k — 4a — 6 )x2 +  (2(a  +  1) — k)x\  +  kx0.
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Consider
(k — a — l ) x 2^3 =  {x\X\ — a x i  — kxo)x3 
=  (x i  -  a) ((a  +  l ) x 3 +  (k — a -  l ) x 2) -  kx3
=  (a +  1 — a )  [(a +  l ) x 3 +  (k — a — 1)^ 2] +  (k — a — 1) (k — a — l ) x 3
+  (2 (a +  1) — k)x  2 +  (k — a — l ) x \ kx 3
[(a + 1) + (k — a — l)2 — k\ x 3 +  (k — a — 1) [1 + 2a +  2 — k] x 2 +  (k — a — l)2Xi 
=  (k — a — 1) ((fc — a — 1) — l)x3 + (2a +  3 — k)x2 +  (fc — a — l)xi
Thus
X2X3 =  (k — a  — 2)x3 +  (2 a +  3 — k)x 2 +  (k — a — l )x \ .
Consider
(k — a — l ) x3x3 =  — (2 (a  +  1) — k)^jx 2 — (k — a  — l )x i^ x 3
=  — (2(a  +  1) — [(^ — ^ — 2)x3 T- (2a +  3 — /c)x2 T (fc — a — l)^ i]
— (k — a — 1) [(a +  l )x 3 +  (k — a  — l ) x 2]
=  (fc — a — 2 — (k — a — 1)) [(a +  l ) x 3 +  (k — a  — l ) x 2] +  (2a +  3 — k) [(k — a  — l ) x 3 
+  (2a +  2 -  k)x2 +  (k -  a  -  l )x i]  +  (k -  a  -  1) [(k -  a -  l ) x 2 +  ax i +  kx0\
— (2a +  2 — k)[(k — a  — 2)x3 +  (2a +  3 — k)x2 +  (k — a  — l)x i]
=  [ - ( a  +  1) -  (2a +  2 -  k)(k -  a - 2 )  +  ( k - a  -  l) (2 a  +  3 -  k ) ]x 3
(k — a — 1 ) [— 1 +  k — a — 1] x 2 +  (k — a — 1) [2a +  3 — k +  a — (2a +  2 — k)] x\
+  (k — a — 1 )kx 0
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(.k - a -  1) ((2a +  3 - k ) - ( 2 a  +  2 - k ) ) + ( 2 a  +  2 - k ) - ( a  +  l ) x 3
Thus
+  {k — a  — 1) {k — a — 2) x 2 +  (k — a  — 1) (a +  1) x\  +  (k — a — l)kxo
=  (A; — o; — 1) [(1 — 1)^3 +  (k — a — 2 )x2 +  (a +  l ) x \  +  kxo].
X3X3 =  (k — a — 2 )x2 +  (a +  l ) x i  +  kx  q.
Since the algebra is commutative, then all the structure constants are in
{0,1, k, a, k — a — 1 ,2(a +  1) — k, a +  1 ,2a +  3 — k, 3k — 4a — 6 , k — a  — 2} .
We have a table algebra i f  and only if  these structure constants are non-negative.
' k -  2  3k - 6
This is equivalent to a G
2 ’ 4
. Thus the proposition follows. □
Proposition 3.4 A monotonic, standard, homogeneous, P-polynomial C-algebra 
with k >  2 and d =  4 is a table algebra i f  and only i f  i t  has intersection array of the 
form B\
■ 1 k — a  — 1 k — a — 1 k — a — 1
0 a 2(a T  1) — k 2(a T  1) — k a  1 1
k k — a  — 1 k — a — 1 k — a — 1 *
where a  G
2 k - A  3k — 6
4
Proof. Since Proposition 3.1 gives the intersection array, it  remains to be shown 
~2k — 4 3k — 6 
3 ’ 4
algebra. A ll the structure constants w ill be calculated. Using the intersection array
that a G and that these values of a  w ill always give such a table
Bi ,  one gets the following equations:
X\X\ — (k — a — l ) x 2 +  otx 1 +  kxQ,
x \ x 2 =  (k — a — l ) x 3 +  (2 (a +  1) — k ) x 2 +  (k — a — \ )x \ ,
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2 i 2 3 =  (k — a — 1)24 +  (2 (a +  1) — k )x 5 +  (k — a  — 1)2 2,
X1X4 =  (a +  1)24 +  (k — a  — 1)23.
Using these one can evaluate the remaining structure constants:
(k — a — 1)2222 =  (2121 — ax  1 — kx0 )x2
=  (21 — a )2 122 — kX2 
=  (21 — a) k — a — 1)23 +  (2 (a +  1) — k )x 2 +  (k — a — 1)21^ — kx 2
—  (k —  a —  l ) ( ( k  —  a —  1)24 + (2 a +  2  —  k) 2 3  +  (k —  a —  l ) x 2)
+  (2 a +  2 — k — a) ((k — a — 1)23 +  (2 a +  2  — k)x2 +  (k — a — 1)21)
+  (k — a — 1) ((k — a  -  1)2 2 +  a x i +  kxo) — kx 2
=  (k — a  — 1)^24 +  (k — a — 1) (2ck +  2 — k -f— o: —t— 2 •— /c)23
+  (2 (k — a  — l )2 +  (a +  2 — k)(2 a +  2  — k) — k )x 2
+  (k — a — l ) (a  +  2 — k +  a)x \  +  k(k — a — l ) x 0.
The coefficient of x 2 is
2 (k — a — l )2 -f- (2 a +  2 — fc) (—k +  a  +  1) +  l ( 2o: +  2 — /c) — k
=  (k -  a  -  1) (2 (k -  a -  1) -  (2a +  2 -  fc) -  2)
=  (k — a — 1) (3k — 4ct — 6);
therefore,
x 2x 2 =  (k — a — 1)24 +  (3a +  4 — 2k)x3 +  (3k — 4a — 6)22 +  (2a +  2 — k)x i  +  kx0. 
Consider
(k — a  — 1)2223 =  (x\X\ — ax  1 — £20)23
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=  (xi — a)x  ix 3 — kx 3 
— {x\ — a) ( {k  — a  — 1 )x4 +  (2 (a  +  1) — A; ) £ 3 +  (A; — a — l ) x 2) — A;a;3
=  (/c — a — 1) ((a  +  1)^4  +  (k — a  — 1)2:3)
+  (2 a  +  2 — k — a) ((A; — a  — l ) x 4 4- (2a +  2  — k)x3 +  (k — a — l ) x 2)
+  (k — a  — 1) ((k — a  — l ) x 3 +  (2a  +  2  — k)x 2 +  (k — a — l )x i )  — kx  3
== (k — a — l)(®  4-14- 2a - \ - 2  — k — a )x 4 4- \2 {k — a — l )2 
+ (a  -|- 2 — A:) (2a 4- 2 — A:) — A:J x 3 4~ {k — a — 1) (a 4- 2 — A; 4- 2a 4- 2 — ks)x 2
4- (A: — a  — l ) 2xi;
then from above, the coefficient of x 3 is
2{k — a — l )2 4- (a 4- 2 — A:)(2a 4-2 — A;) — k =  (k — a — 1) (3A: — 4a — 6 ) ; 
therefore,
£2^3 =  (2a 4- 3 — k)x4 +  (3k — 4a — 6 )2:3 4- (3a 4- 4 — 2k)x2 4- (k — a  — l ) ^ .  
Consider
(k — a — l ) x 2x4 =  ( x i^ i — a x i — kx 0 )x4 
=  (x i — a )x iX 4 — kx 4 
—  ( x 4 — a )  ( ( a  4- 1 ) 2:4 +  ( k  — a  — 1 ) .t3) — k x 4
— (a  4 -1  — a) ((a  4- l ) x 4 +  (k — a — 1)2:3)
4- (A: — a — 1) ((A: — a — 1)2:4 4- (2a 4- 2 — k)x3 +  (k — a — l ) x 2) — kx 4
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=  ((k — a — l ) 2 +  (a +  1) — k )x 4 +  (k — a — 1)(1 +  2a +  2 — k)x3
+  ( k - a -  1)2x2;
therefore,
x 2x 4 =  (k — a — 2)x4 +  (2a +  3 — k)x 3 +  (k — a — l ) x 2.
Consider
(k — a — l ) x 3x 3 =  (x 4x 2 — (2 a  +  2 — k)x 2 — (k — a — l ) x i ) x 3
=  (x i  — (2a +  2 — k)) [(2a +  3 — k)x4 +  (3k — 4a — 6 )x3 +  (3a +  4 — 2k)x 2 
+ (k  — a — l ) * i ]  — (k — a — 1) (^(k — a — \ ) x 4 +  (2(a +  1) — k )x 3 +  (k -  a —
— (2a 3 — kj  ((a  -I- 1) 3^ 4 (k — a  — 1^X3^
+  (3k — 4a — 6 — (k — a — 1)) ((k — a — l)a ;4 +  (2a +  2 — k)x3 +  (k — a — l ) x 2) 
+  (3a +  4 — 2k) ((k — a — l )x3 +  (2a +  2 — k)x2 +  (k — a — l )x i )
+  (k — a — 1) ((k — a  — l ) x 2 +  a x 4 +  kx 0)
-  (2a +  2 — k) ((2a +  3 — k)x4 +  (3k — 4a — 6)3:3 +  (3a +  4 — 2k)x 2 +  (k—a —1)3:4)
=  ((k — a — 1)(2 k — 3a — 5) +  (2a +  3 — k)(a  +  1 — (2a +  2 k)) )x  4
+  (k — a — l ) ( 2a +  3 — k +  (3a +  4 — 2A;)) +  (2k — 3a — 5)(2a +  2 — k) 
— (3k — 4a — 6)(2a +  2 — k) x 3 +  (k — a — 1)(2k — 3a — 5 +  (k — a — 1))
+  (3a +  4 -  2k)(2a +  2 -  k) -  (2a +  2 -  k)(3a +  4 -  2k) x 2
+  ( (k -  a  -  l) (3 a  +  4 -  2A: +  a -  (2a +  2 -  k)) jxy  +  k(k -  a -  1)3:0
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— (k — a — 1)(2 k — 3a — 5 + 2 a +  3 — k)x 4
4- ( { k - a -  l) (5 a  +  7 -  3fc) +  (2a +  2 -  k) (2 k -  3a -  5 -  (3A; -  4a -  6) ) ) x 3 
+  {k — a — l)(3fc — 4a — 6)2:2 +  (k — a — l) (2 a  +  2 — k)x 4 +  k(k — a — 1)20
— [k — a — 1)(A; — a — 2)24
+  ((A: — a  — l)(5 a  4- 7 — 3/c) 4~ (2a +  2 — A:)(a +  1 — k)^x3 
4- (A; — a  — 1)(3A; — 4a — 6)22  4- (A: — a — l) (2 a  4- 2 — A;)2 i 4- k(k — a  — 1)20 ;
therefore,
£3^3 — (k — a — 2)24 4- (3a 4- 5 — 2k)xs 4- (3A: — 4a — 6)22 4- (2a 4- 2 — k)xi  +  kx0.
Consider
(A; — a  — 1)2324 =  (2422 — (2a 4- 2 — k)x2 — (k — a — 1)24)24
=  (24 — (2a 4- 2 — A:)) ((A: — a — 2)24 4- (2a 4- 3 — k)xs +  (k — a — l ) x 2)
-  (A; -  a  — 1) ((a +  1)24 4- (A; -  a -  1)23)
=  ((A; — a — 2) — (A: — a — 1)) ((a  4- 1)24 4- (A: — a — 1)23)
4- (2a 4- 3 — A;) ((A: — a — 1)24 4- (2a 4- 2 — k)x3 +  (k — a — 1)22)
4- (A: — a — 1)((A: — a — 1)23 4- (2a 4- 2 — k)x2 +  (k — a — 1)24)
— (2a 4- 2 — A;) ((A; — a — 2)24 4- (2a +  3 — k)x^ +  (k — a  — 1)22)
=  ( — (a 4~ 1) — {k — a — 2)(2a 4~ 2 — A;) 4~ (A: — a — l)(2 a  4~ 3 — k ^ x ^
4- [(A; — a — 1)(~1 4- (A: — a — 1)) 4- (2a 4- 3 — A;)(2a 4- 2 — A:)
— (2a 4- 2 — A:)(2a 4- 3 — A;)]23 4- (A; — a — l) ( (2 a  4- 3 — A;) 4- (2a 4- 2 — A:)
— (2a 4- 2 — A;)) 2 2 4- (A: — a — 1)22 X
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=  ((k — a  — 1)(2a -)- 3 — k — (2a 4-2 — /c)) 4- (2a  -(- 2 — k ) — (cr -|- 1)^X4
+  (k — a — 1 )(k — a  — 2)x3 +  (A; — a — 1)(2 a  +  3 — k)x 2 +  (k — a — l ) 2Xi
— (k — a — 1)(1 — 1)^4 +  (k — a — l)(/c — a — 2)x3
+  (k — a — l ) (2a  +  3 — k)x 2 +  (k — a — l ) 2x i;
therefore,
Consider
X3X4 =  (k — a  — 2)x3 +  (2a +  3 — k)x  2 +  (k — a — l ) x i.
(k — a — l ) x 4x 4 =  (x ix 3 — (2 a +  2  — k)xs — (k — a — l ) x 2)x 4
(xi — (2a +  2 — k)) ( (k — a  — 2)x3 +  (2a +  3 — k )x 2 +  (k — a — l)x i)
— (k — a — 1) ( (k — a — 2)x4 +  (2a +  3 — k )x3 +  (k — a  — l)x 2)
(k — a  — 2) ( (k — a  — l)x 4 +  (2a +  2 — k ) x3 +  (k — a — l)x 2)
"I- (2a -I- 3 — k) ( (k  — a  — l)x 3 -)- (2a 2 — /c)x2 -|- (k — a  — 1
+  (k — a  — l ) ( ( k  — a  — l)x 2 +  a x  1 +  kx0)
-  (2a +  2 -  k ) ( ( k  -  a  -  2)x3 +  (2a +  3 -  k )x2 +  (k -  a  -  l)x i)
— (k — a  — 1) ((k — a — 2)x4 +  (2ct +  3 — k )x3 +  (k — a  — l)x 2)
(k — a — 1 ) ( ( k  — a — 2) — (k — a — 2 ))x 4
+  (k — a  — 1) (2 a  +  3 — k — (2a +  3 — k ))
+  (k -  a -  2 ) (2 a  +  2 -  k -  (2 a  +  2 -  k)) x3
(k — a — 1) (k — a — 2 +  (k — a — 1) — (k — a — 1)) +  (2a +  2 — k)(2a +  3 — k)
(2a +  2 -  k)(2a +  3 -  k) x 2
+  (k — a  — 1) (2a +  3 — k +  a — (2ct +  2 — /c))x 1 +  k(k a 1)xq
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— (k — a — 1 ) (k — a  — 2 ) x 2 +  (k — a — 1 ) (a  +  l ) x i  +  (k — a  — l )kxo]  
therefore, 
0:4X4 — (k — a — 2)x2 +  (a +  l)x i +  kx 0.
Since the algebra is commutative, then all the structure constants are in
{0,1, k, a, k — a  — 1, 2(a +  1) — k , a  +  1,3a +  4 — 2k,2a +  3 — k, 
3k — 4a — 6 , k — a  — 2 ,3a +  5 — 2k}  .
We have a table algebra if  and only i f  these structure constants are non-negative.
' 2k — 4 3k — 6 *
This is equivalent to a G . Thus the proposition follows. □
3 ’ 4
The two directions of the analogous statement for d >  5 are treated separately, 
in Propositions 3.5 and 3.7 below. The proof of the latter requires several auxiliary 
results as well.
P ro p o s itio n  3.5 I f  a monotonic, standard, homogeneous, P-polynomial C-algebra 
with k >  2 and d >  5 is a table algebra, then i t  has intersection array of the form  
Br =
* 1 k — a — 1 k — a — 1 k — a — 1
0 a 2(a T  1) — k . . .  2(q; T  1) — k a  T  1
k k — a — 1 k — a — 1 k — a — 1 *
3k — 6
with a = ----------.
4
P r o o f .  Since P ro p o s itio n  3.1 gives th e  in tersection  array, i t  rem ains to  be shown
3k — 6
that a  =  — - — . Using the intersection array B\,  one gets the following equations:
^ 1^1 =  (k — a — 1)^2 +  a x i  +  kx  0, 
x i x 2 =  {k — a —  l ) x 3 +  (2 (a  +  1) — k)x  2 +  (k —  a  — l ) x i ,
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x xx d- i  =  (k -  a -  l ) x d 4- (2 (a +  1) -  k )x d- i  +  (k -  a  -  l ) x d- 2, 
x i x d =  (a 4- l ) x d +  ( k - a  -  l ) x d- i .
Consider
(k — a — l)x2^3 =  (x i^ i — — kxo) 0:3
=  (xi  — a)x 1X3 — kx 3 
=  (xi  — a) ( {k  — a — 1)^4 4- (2 (a +  1) — k )x 3 +  (k — a — l ) x 2^  — kx 3
— (k — a  — 1) k — a  — l)x 5 +  (2(a 4- 1) — k)x^  +  (k — a  -
+  (2(a +  1) — k — a ) (^(k — a  — l)x 4 +  (2(a +  1) — fc)x3 +  (k — a  — l)x 2^
+  (k -  a  -  1) ( ( k  -  a -  l)x 3 +  (2(a +  1) -  k ) x 2 +  (k -  a -  1 )2 4 )  -  k x 3
=  (k — a  — l ) 2x$ +  (k — a — 1) ((2a +  2 — k) 4- a +  2 — k)x±
4- (2 (k — a — l )2 +  (a +  2 — fc)(2a +  2 — A;) — k )x 3
4- (k — a — 1)(® 4“ 2 — k 4" 2a 4-2 — k)x 2 4~ (k a  1) x\.
Since as in the proof of Proposition 3.4
2 (k — a — l )2 4- (a 4- 2 — k)(2a 4-2 — k) — k =  (k — a — 1)(3 k — 4a — 6 ),
then
X2X3 =  {k — a — 1) X5 4- (3a 4- 4 — 2k) £4 4- (3fc — 4a — 6) x 3 4- (3a 4- 4 — 2k) x 2
4- (k — a — 1) X\.
Consider
(k — a — l ) x 3X3 =  (04x 2 — (2a 4- 2 — k)x 2 — (k — a — l ) x i ) x 3
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(x4 — (2 a +  2 — k ) )x 2x 3 — (k — a — 1 )x 1x3
— (xi  — (2a  +  2 — k)) [ (k — a  — 1) x 5 +  (3a +  4 — 2k) x 4 +  (3k — 4a — 6 ) x 3 
+  (3a 4“ 4 — 2k) x 2 4* (& — oj 1)
-  (A: -  a -  1) (^(k -  a -  l ) x 4 4- (2(a 4-1) -  k )x 3 +  (A: -  a -  l ) x 2
Notice that X1X5 =  ux§ 4- px5 4- (k — a — l ) x 4, where
K p) =
(0, a +  1) i f  d =  5
(k — a — 1, 2a 4- 2 — k) i f  d > 5.
a
(k — a — l )x 3X3 =  (k — a — 1) (uxq 4- px5 +  (k — a  — l ) x4)
+  (3a 4~ 4 — 2k) ^(k  — a  — 1)^5 4" (2(a 4-1) — k ) x 4 4- (/c
4- (3k -  4a -  6 — (k -  a  -  1)) (^(k -  a  — l) x 4 +  (2(a 4-1) -  k ) x 3 4- (k — a  — l ) x 2^
4- (3a 4- 4 — 2k) ^(k  — a  — l) x 3 4- (2(a 4 -1) — k ) x 2 4- (k — a  — l)x i^
4- (k — a — 1) ((k — a — l)x 2 +  axi 4- kx 0) — (2a 4- 2 — fc) ((fc — a — l) x 5 
4- (3a 4- 4 — 2k)x4 +  (3fc — 4a — 6)x3 4- (3a 4- 4 — 2k)x 2 +  (k — a — l)x i)
=  (k — a — 1)uxq 4- (k — a — 1) (^ p 4- 3a 4- 4 — 2k — (2(a 4- l )  — k)^jx5 
4- [(k — a — l ) ( k  — a — 1 4- 2k — 3a — 5) 4- (3a 4- 4 — 2k)(2a 4-2 — k)
— (2a 4-2 — k) (3a 4- 4 — 2k)] x 4 +  (k — a — 1) (3a 4-4 — 2k 4- 3a 4-4 — 2k)
+  (2a 4- 2 -  k) (2k -  3a -  5 -  (3k -  4a -  6))
+ (k — a — 1)(2 k — 3a — 5 +  k — a — 1)
+  (2a +  2 -  k) (3a +  4 -  2fc -  (3a 4- 4 -  2/c))
x 3
x2
(fc a 1) (3a 4- 4 -  2A; 4- a -  (2a 4- 2 -  k ) )x 4 +  k(k -  a -  l ) x 0;
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therefore,
X3X3 =  ujxq +  (p +  ol +  2 — k) x 5 +  (3k — 4a — 6) x 4 +  (4a  +  6 — 3k) x 3
+  (3k — 4a — 6 ) X2 +  (2a +  2 — k) X\ +  kx$.
In order to yield a table algebra, the structure constants must be non-negative, so in
particular the coefficients of x4 and x 3 in the above expression for £32:3 must both be
3k — 6
non-negative, and thus a — — - — . This completes the proof of Proposition 3.5 □
I t  remains to be shown that i f  the intersection array B x is given as in Proposition 
3.5, then it  w ill always form a table algebra. This w ill be done using the following 
proposition and lemmas.
P ro p o s itio n  3.6 Let A  be an infinite-dimensional commutative algebra with basis
3k — 6
B  =  {1 =  xq, Xi, X2 , ■ • • }• Fix real number k >  2 and let a  =  — - — . Assume that 
fo r  all i  >  0 , x\Xi is a combination of x ^ i ,  Xi, Xi+i in terms of the infinite array 
(and analogous to the finite-dimensional case):
(* 1 k — a — 1 k — a — 10 a 2 (a +  1 ) — k 2 (a +  1 ) — kk k —a — 1 k —a — 1 k —a — 1
Then each Xi is a polynomial of degree i  in x\  and all the structure constants fo r
B  are non-negative real numbers. (B is in fact a basis fo r  an infinite-dimensional
homogeneous, monotonic, standard, P-polynomial table algebra.)
Proof. From the array,
X\X\ =  (k — a — l ) x 2 +  OiX 1 -(- kx0,
x\Xi =  (k — a — l ) x i +\ +  (2 (a +  1) — k)x i  +  (k — a — l)x j_ i,  for all i >  1.
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Then it  is immediate that each Xi is a polynomial of degree i in X\, w ith  all coeffi­
cients real. We show that all the structure constants are non-negative by computing 
them explicitly in the following lemmas.
Lem m a 3.1 Assume the hypotheses of Proposition 3.6. Then
x 2x 2 =  (k — a  — 1)2:4 +  (3a +  4 — 2 k)x3 +  (2a +  2 — k)x i  +  kx0, 
and fo r  all j  >  2 ,
x2xj  =  (k — a — l ) x j + 2 +  (3a +  4 — 2 k )x j+\ +  (3a +  4 — 2 k )x j - \  +  (k — a — l ) 2r,_2.
P ro o f. The following computations in the proofs of Propositions 3.4 and 3.5 
apply to the case d =  0 0  :
X2X2 =  (k — a — 1)2:4 +  (3a +  4 — 2k)x3 +  (3k — 4a — 6)x2 +  (2a +  2 — k)x\ +  kx0,
X2X3 =  (k — a — 1) 2:5 +  (3a +  4 — 2k) 2:4 +  (3k — 4a — 6) x 3 +  (3a +  4 — 2k) x 2
+  (k — a  — 1) 2:1.
3k — QBut a =  — - —  implies that 3k — 4a — 6 =  0. Hence, the desired results hold for 
X2X2 and 2:22:3. We suppose that j  >  4 and use induction on j .  Thus we may assume 
that
X2xj~ i  =  (k — a — 1)2:^+! +  (3a -I- 4 — 2k)xj  +  (3a +  4 — 2k)x j ^ 2 +  (k — a — l ) x j - 3 
and
X2Xj - 2  =  (k — a — T)xj +  (3a +  4 — 2k)x j^ i  +  u x j - 3 +  p x j - 4 ,
where
, .   f (3a +  4 — 2k, k — a — 1) i f  j  >  4,
(uj,p) =  < (2 a +  2 - k , k )  i f  j  =  4.
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Also,
X i X j - 3  =  (k -  a -  l )Xj - 2  +  °~xj - 3 +  p X j - 4 ,
where
2a +  2 — k i f  j  >  4,
°  ' a  if j  =  4.
Note that a — to =  k — a  — 2. Now,
(k — a  — l ) x2Xj =  [xiXj- i  — (2 a +  2  — k)xj_i  — (k — a  — \ )xj_2) x 2
=  (x i — (2a  +  2 — k) ) x j - i x 2 — (k — a — l )xj^2x 2
— (xi — (2 a  +  2 — k))[(k — a  — l )xj +i +  (3q +  4 — 2 k)xj  +  (3a +  4 — 2/c)+ ?_ 2
+  (k -  a  -  l ) x j - 3]
— (k — a  — 1) ((fc — a — l)x j  +  (3a +  4 — 2k)xj - \  +  a;xj_3 +  pxj_4)
=  (/c — a  — 1) (^fc — a — l )x j+2 +  (2 (a +  1) — k)xj + 1 +  (fc — a — 1)+,-^
+  (3a +  4 — 2fc) (^fc — a  — l )xj +i +  (2 (a  +  1) — k)xj  +  (k — a — 1 )xj - i )
+  (3a +  4 - 2 k ) [ ( k - a  -  l )x j - i  +  (2 (a  +  1) -  k)xj - 2 +  (k -  a  -  l ) x j - 3)
+  (k -  a  -  1) {(k -  a  -  l ) x j - 2 +  &xj - 3 +  pXj-4)
-  (k -  a  -  1) ((k -  a  -  l )x j  +  (3a +  4 -  2k)xj_i  +  u x j s  +  pxj^4)
— (2a +  2 — k)[(k — a  — l)+ ,+ i +  (3a +  4 — 2 k)xj  +  (3a +  4 — 2k)xj ^ 2
+  (k -  a  -  l).Xj_3]
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=  (k -  a -  l ) 2Xj+ 2
T  {k — ol — 1) ((2a; +  2 — k) -f- 4~ 4 — 2/s) — (2a; +  2 — k))xj+\
+  [ ( k - a -  l )2 +  (3ft +  4 -  2k)(2a +  2 -  k) -  (k -  a  -  l )2 
— (2ft T  2 — A;) (3ft +  4 — 2/c)j x^
+  [(3ft +  4 — 2k) (k — a; — 1) +  (3ft +  4 — 2k) (k — a — 1)
— (k — a; — l)(3 a  +  4 — 2fc)]xj_i +  [(3ft +  4 — 2k){2a +  2 — k) +  (k — a — l ) 2
— (2 a; +  2 — A;) (3a; +  4 — 2&)]xy_2 +  [(3ft +  4 — 2/r)(£; — ft — 1) + (A — a — l)cr
— (k — a  — 1 ) u  — (2q; +  2 — A)(fc — a; — 1)] +  (A — a; — l) (p  — p )x j_4
=  [(& — a; — l ) 2] Xj+2 +  [(A — a — l) (3 ft +  4 — 2k)] Xj+i
+  [(k — a — l) (3 ft +  4 — 2k)] x^_i +  [(fc — a  — l ) 2] Xj_2.
Therefore,
X2Xj — (k — a  — l ) x j+2 +  (3a +  4 — 2k)xj+\  +  (3ft +  4 -  2fc)xj_i +  (k — a — l ) x j - 2, 
and thus the lemma follows. □
Lem m a 3.2 Assume the hypotheses of Proposition 3.6. Then
£3X3 =  (k — a; — 1) x 6 +  (3q; +  4 — 2k) x 5 +  (2a; +  2 — k) x\  +  kx0, 
and fo r  all j  >  3,
x3xy =  (k — q; — 1 j-f-3 T  (3ft T  4 — 2k)xjjf.2 T  (3ft +  4 — 2k)xj^2 T  [k — ol — l ) x 7_3.
P ro o f. The proof of Proposition 3.5 applies in this case to yield the result for 
0:3X3. To facilitate an induction argument, we state the desired result as; for all 
3 >  3,
x3Xj =  (k -  a  -  l ) x j + 3  +  (3a +  4 -  2k)x j + 2 +  e.Xj_2 +  Sxj_3,
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where
(3a +  4 — 2k, k — a  — 1) if  j  ^  3, 
(2a +  2 — k,k)  i f  j  =  3.
So the result holds for j=3 . 
Consider
(k — a — 1)0:30:4 =  {x\x$ — (2a +  2 — k)x$ — (k — a — 1)0:2) x 3
(x i — (2a +  2 — fc))x 3X3 — (fc — a — 1)0:20:3
=  (0:4 — (2a +  2 — A;)) ((A: — a — l)o:@ 4- (3a +  4 — 2k^ )x^  4- (2a +  2 — k^X\ 4- (/c)o:0) 
■— (A: — a — 1) ((A; — a — 1)0:5 d- (3a -1-4 — 2k2jx  ^-(- (3a -1-4 — 2k^ )X2 d- (A: — a  l)x^)
=  (k — a  — 1)((A; — a — l )x 7 +  (2a +  2 — fc)x6 +  (k — a — l)o:5)
+  (3a +  4 — 2 k)[{k — a  — l)a :6 +  (2a +  2 — A;)o:5 4- (A; — a — 1)0:4)
4- (2a  +  2 — k)((k — a — l ) x2 +  olx\ 4- kx0) +  kx 1
— (2a +  2 — A;) ((A: — a  — l)xg -|- (3a +  4 — 2A:)xs 4- (2a 4 -2  — A:)xi 4- (A:)xo)
— (A: — a — 1) ((A: — a — 1)0:5 d- (3a 4-4 — 2A:)x4 4- (3a 4-4 — 2k2jx2 4- (A: a  l )x i)
=  (A: — a  — l ) 2o:7
+  (A: -  a -  1) ((2a +  2 -  A;) 4- (3a +  4 -  2A:) -  (2a 4- 2 -  k ) )x6
4- [(fc -  a -  l )2 +  (3a +  4 -  2/c)(2a +  2 -  fc) -  (2a +  2 -  fc)(3a 4- 4 -  2fc)
— (A: — a — l ) 2] o;5 4- ((3a 4- 4 — 2A;)(A: — a — 1) — (A; — a — l) (3 a  4- 4 — 2k))x4 
4- ((2a 4- 2 — k)(k — a  — 1) — (A: — a — l)(3 a  4- 4 — 2k))x2 
4- ((2a -|-2 — k)a  4- k — (2a 4-2 — A:)(2a 4-2 — A:) (A; a 1) )o:^
4- ((2a +  2 -  k)(k) -  (2a +  2 -  k) {k ) )x 0
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=  (k — a — \ ) 2x j  +  (k — a — l) (3 a  +  4 — 2k)x$ +  ( k — a — l ) (k  — a — 2 )x2
+  ^(2a +  2  — k)(a  — (2 a  +  2 — k )) +  k — (k — a — l ) 2^ i
=  (k — a  — 1)2£7 +  (/c — a — l)(3 a  4~ 4 — 2k)x§ +  (k — a — l ) (k  — a — 2 )x 2
4~ ((2a 4“ 2 — k^j(k — a — 1) — (2a -j- 2  — /c) 4- k — (k — a —
=  (k — a — 1)2£7 4- (fc — a — l)(3 a  4- 4 — 2k)xs 4- (k — a — l ) ( k  — a — 2)^2
+  (/c — a — 1) ((2a +  2  — k) +  2  — (k — a — 1 )) x i
=  (k — a — l ) 2x-j +  (k — a — l) (3 a  +  4 — 2k)xe +  (k — a — l)(fc — a — 2)^2
+  (k — a — l)(3 a  +  5 — 2k)x\.
3 k — 6
Since a =  — -—  implies 4a — 3k +  6 =  0 , then k — a — 2  — 3a +  4 — 2k and 
4
3a 4- 5 — 2k =  k — a — 1. Thus,
X3X4 =  (fc — a — 1)^7 4- (3a 4- 4 — 2fc)x6 4- (3a 4- 4 — 2 k)x 2 +  (k — a — \)x \ .
So the result holds for j  =  4. By induction on j , we may assume that j  >  5 and 
that the result holds for x$Xj_ 1 and x$Xj-2 - In the computation below, terms ex.,, 
era:*, and appear, where it  is understood that
/ sr \ j  (3a 4- 4 — 2k, k — a — 1, 2(a 4- 1) — &) if  i  >  1,
=  j  (2(a 4-1) — A:, k, a) i f f  =  1.
(This is consistent w ith  the previous use of e, 6 , and a).
Now, for all j  >  5,
(k — a — 1)^3Xj =  (x \X j - i  — (2a 4- 2 — k)x j_ \ — (k — a — l) x j_ 2)^3
=  (x i — (2a 4- 2 — k ) ) x j -  1X3 — (k — a — 1 )x j_ 2x 3
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=  (X\ — (2a +  2 — A)) [(A — a — 1)24+2 4- (3a +  4 — 2A)xj+i +  (3a +  4 — 2k)x j—%
+  (k — a — 1)24- 4]
— (A: — a — 1) ((A: — a — 1)24+1 +  (3a +  4 — 2k)xj  +  e.xJ„ 4 +  Sxj_5)
=  (A: — a — 1) ((A: — a — 1)24+3 +  (2(a +  1) — k)xj+2 +  (k -  a  — 1)24+1)
4* (3a 4* 4 — 2k) ^(A — a — 1)34+2 4- (2(a 4-1) — k )x j+1 4- (A — a 1)24^
4~ (3a 4- 4 — 2k) ^(A — a — 1)24—2 4" (2(a 4- 1) — k ) x j —3 4- (A a 1)24—4^
4- (A — a — 1) ((A — a — 1)24-3 4- <724-4 4- Sxj-5)
— (2a 4~ 2 — A) [(A — a — l ) 2 j +2 4“ (3a 4~ 4 — 2k)xj+\  4- (3a 4-4 — 2A)xj_3
4- (A — a — 1)24- 4]
-  (A -  a -  1) ((A -  a -  1)24+1 4- (3a 4- 4 -  2k)xj  4- exj_4 +  424- 5)
=  ( k - a -  l ) 2xj+z
+  (A — a — 1) ((2a 4- 2 — A) 4- (3a 4-4 — 2A) — (2a 4-2  — A))24+2 
4- [(A -  a -  l )2 +  (3a 4- 4 -  2A)(2a +  2 -  A) -  (2a +  2 -  A)(3a +  4 -  2A)
— (A — a — l ) 2] 24+1 4- (A — a — l) ( (3 a  4- 4 — 2A) — (3a 4- 4 — 2k))x j
+  (3a 4- 4 — 2A)(A — a — 1)24-2 4- (3a 4- 4 — 2k) (2(a 4- 1) — A) 4- (A — a — l )2
— (2a 4- 2 — A) (3a 4- 4 — 2k) 24-3 +  (k — a — 1) ((3a 4- 4 — 2k) 4- o
— (2a 4- 2 — A) — e) 24-4 4- (A — a — 1) (5 — S)xj^5
=  (A — a — 1)2xj+3 4- (A — a — l)(3 a  4- 4 — 2k)x j+2
4- (3a 4- 4 — 2A)(A — a — 1)24-2 +  (A — a — 1)224_3.
Therefore,
x3Xj =  (k — a — 1)24+3 4- (3a 4- 4 — 2k)x j+2 4- (3a 4- 4 — 2k)xj_2 4- (A — a — 1)24- 3.
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The lemma follows. □
Lem m a 3.3 Assume the hypotheses of Proposition 3.6. I f  i  >  1 and j  >  i, then
XiXj =  (k — a — l ) x i+j  +  (3 a  +  4 — 2k)xi+j - i  +  (3a +  4 — 2k)x j^ i+i +  {k — a — 1 )x j_ i, 
and
XiXi — (k — a — l ) x 2i +  (3a +  4 — 2 k)x 2i - \  +  (2a +  2 — k)x  i +  kx  o- 
P ro o f. Again, we write the desired result as: for all 1 <  i  <  j ,
XiXj  — (k — a  — 1 )xi+j  +  (3a +  4 — 2k)xi+j ^ j  +  cxj_i+1 +
where
, f  (3a +  4 — 2k, k — a — 1) i f  i <  j ,
=  (  (2a +  2 - k , k )  i f  i =  j .
This holds for i  =  2 and 3, by Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2. So by induction on i, we may
assume that j  >  i  >  4 and the result holds for x .t-1 x:) and x ^ X j .  Let
_  f 2 (a +  1) — k i f  i  <  j ,  
a ( a if  i  =  j .
Now,
(k — a — 1 )xiXj — (x iX i - i  — (2a +  2 — k)x{-1 — (k — a — l ) x i - 2) x j  
=  (x i — (2a +  2  — k ) ) x i - i x j  — (k — a — l ) x i - 2Xj
=  (x i -  (2a +  2 -  A;)) [(k -  a  -  l ) x i+j - i  +  (3a +  4 -  2k)x i + j - 2 
+  (3a +  4 — 2 k ) x j - i + 2 +  (k — a  — l)x j_ j+ i]
-  (fc -  a -  1) [(k -  a -  l ) x i+J_2 +  (3a +  4 -  2k)x i + j - 3
+  (3a +  4 — 2/c)xj_i_|_3 +  (A: — a — l)^ -j—*+2]
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=  (k — a  — 1) ^(k — a — 1 )xi+j +  (2 (a +  1) — k)xi+j^i  +  (k — a  — l ) x i+j - 2 j^ 
4- (3a 4- 4 — 2k) (^ (k — a  — 4- (2 (a  +  1) — k)xt+j - 2  4- {k — a —
4~ (3a 4- 4 — 2/c) (^A; — a — l ) x j ^ - i ^  +  (2(a 4- 1) — k ) x j - ^ 2  T  (k — a — tyx j - i+ i^
+  (fc -  a -  1) ((k -  a  -  l ) x j - i + 2  +  crxj-i+i +  Sxj-i )
— (2a +  2 — k) ((A) — a — \)xi-^j—i -I- (3a -I- 4 — 2 k)xi^.j—2 4" (3a -I- 4 — 2k)x j —^ 2  
+  (k -  a  -  l ^ - j + i ]  -  (A; -  a  -  1) [(A; -  a -  l ) x i + j - 2 +  (3a +  4 -  2k)xi+j - 3
+  (3a +  4 -  2k)x j _ i + 3  +  (k -  a -
=  (k — a — l ) 2x i+j  +  (k — a — 1) [(2a +  2 — k) +  (3a +  4 — 2k)
— (2a +  2 — A;)] x^+j—i 4- [(A; — a — l ) 2 -|- (3a +  4 — 2k)(2a 4-2 — k)
— (2a 4- 2 — A;)(3a 4- 4 — 2k) — (k — a — l ) 2]:Tj+j _2 
4- (A; — a — l)((3 a  4-4 — 2k) — (3a 4-4 — 2 k ) )x ^ j_ 3
4- (k — a — l)((3 a  4- 4 — 2k) — (3a 4- 4 — 2k))xj_i+3
+  [(3a +  4 -  2k) (2a 4- 2 -  k) +  (k -  a  -  l )2 -  (2a +  2 -  A:) (3a +  4 -  2k)
— (A; — a — l ) 2]iCj_j+2 4- (A: — a — l) (3 a  4- 4 — 2A: 4- o — (2a 4- 2 — k ) ) x j - i +\
+  (k — a — 1 )8 x j - i
— (k — a  — 1 )2x i+j + (k — a — l) (3 a  4- 4 — 2k)xi+j_i
+  (k — a — l ) e x j _ i + 1  +  (k — a — 1 )Sxj^i,
and thus the lemma follows. □
Therefore in the infinite case, the structure constants are
Pijm € {0,1, k , a, a 4- 1, A; — a — 1, 2a 4-2 — k, 3a 4-4 — 2k} .
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3k — 6
These are all non-negative reals, since a =  — - —  and k > 2. Also these are integral 
i f  and only i f  k and a  are integers. This completes the proof of Proposition 3.6. □
One can use the following lemma in order to investigate the finite case.
Lem m a 3.4 Assume the hypotheses of Proposition 3.6. Let I  be the ideal in the
polynomial ring C[xi] =  A that is generated by the degree d +  1 polynomial x \ x d —
(ia +  l ) x d — (k — a  — Then
x d+i =  x d+i - i  (mod I )  fo r  i  =  0,1, 2 , . . . ,  d.
P ro o f. In A, x 1x d =  (k — a — l ) x d+1 +  (2a +  2 — k)xd +  (k — a — l ) x d- i .  But
x i x d =  (a +  l ) x d +  (k — a — l ) x d_i (mod I ) .  Hence,
(k — a — T)xd+\ =  (a +  l ) x d — (2a +  2 — k)xd =  (k — a — l ) x d (mod I ) .
I t  follows that x d+i  =  x d (mod I ) .  This establishes the result for i  =  0,1. Suppose 
that 1 <  i  <  d and the result holds for all 0 <  j <  i. Then
x 1 x d+i =  ( k -  a  -  l ) x d+i+i  +  (2a +  2 -  k ) x d+i +  (k -  a  -  l ) x d+i_i
=  ( k -  a  -  l ) x d+i+1 +  ( 2 a +  2 -  k)xd+1- i  +  (k -  a -  1 )xd+2- i  (mod I ) .
On the other hand,
XiXd+i =  X ix d+1 _j =  ( k - a - l ) x d+2- i  +  (2a +  2 - k ) x d+i „ i  +  ( k - a - l ) x d- i  (mod I ) .
Therefore, (k — a — l ) x d+ i - i  =  (k — a  — 1 ) x d^i  (mod / ) ,  and it  follows that x d+i+i  =
xd+1_(i+1) (mod I ) .  The lemma is proved by induction. □
P ro p o s itio n  3.7 I f  a monotonic, standard, homogeneous, P-polynomial C-algebra
with k >  2 and d >  5 has an intersection array of the form B i  =
(* 1 k — a  — 1 k — a  — 1 k — a — 1 \0 a 2 (a +  1) — k . . .  2(a +  1) — k a  +  1 I
k k — a — 1 k — a  — 1 k — a  — 1 * /
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with a =  — - — , then i t  is a table algebra.
P roo f. I t  only remains to show that all structure constants are non-negative. 
The definition of the products x\Xi in both the present case (A , B ) of dimension 
d +  1 and the infinite-dimensional case C [xi] of Proposition 3.6 and the definition 
of the ideal I  in C [xi] immediately yield the following: C[x i ] / /  is isomorphic as 
an algebra to A  under a bijection that sends {xo +  I ,  X\ +  / , . . . ,  Xd +  1} onto B. 
The structure constants for this basis are all non-negative, by Proposition 3.6 and 
Lemma 3.4. □
Combining the results of Propositions 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, 3.4, 3.5, and 3.7 and noticing 
that the structure constants are integers exactly when k and a  are integers complete 
the proof of Theorem 3.1.
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CHAPTER 4
MONOTONIC, STANDARD, INTEGRAL, 
P-POLYNOMIAL, AND HOMOGENEOUS TABLE
ALGEBRAS WITH INTEGER DUAL DEGREES
This chapter takes the results of Chapter 3 and extends them to monotonic, 
standard, P-polynomial, homogeneous table algebras that are also integral and have 
integer dual degrees. These are classified by the following theorem.
T heo rem  4.1 A monotonic, standard, homogeneous, integral, P-polynomial table 
algebra with k >  2 has integer dual degrees {ru j}  i f  and only i f  d =  2 and the 
intersection array is given by
(* 1 k —a —10 a a  T 1
k k — a — 1 *
where a =  (u2 +  2ku — Au — 2k — l ) /4 it  fo r  an algebraic integer u such that exactly 
one of the following holds:
1. m i =  m 2 =  k, u — s/2k +  1 and a — (k — 2 ) / 2 , or
2. m i  7  ^k, u G Z + and:
(a) u <  2k +  1,
(b) u\ (2k +  1),
(c) u2 7  ^2k +  1,
(d) (u2 +  2k +  1) \2k (2k +  1).
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Using this theorem w ith  the computer program A . l (see Appendix), we created
Table 4.1. This program finds all homogeneous, monotonic, standard, integral, P-
polynomial table algebras w ith  integer dual degrees where k <  1000. The table is a
list of the output that has been edited for readability from the actual output file that
is given in Appendix A .I. The table is a list of triples w ith the first entry the valency
k, the next entry the a , and finally the number u from Theorem 4.1. The data in
the table lists only those table algebras w ith  m i ^  m 2, since the table algebras w ith
k -  2homogeneous dual degrees occur exactly when a — —-— from Theorem 4.1.
/a
Table 4.1: Abridged output file of the program Homotabalg.g for k <  1000.
( 10, 3, 3 ), ( 10, 5, 7 ), ( 40, 13, 3 ), ( 40, 25, 27 ),
( 52, 21, 5 ), ( 52, 29, 21 ), ( 136, 65, 13 ), ( 136, 69, 21 ),
( 150, 65, 7 ), ( 150, 83, 41 ), ( 220, 95, 7 ), ( 220, 123, 63 ),
( 312, 155, 5 ), ( 312, 185, 125 ), ( 328, 147, 9 ), ( 328, 179, 73 ),
( 348, 167, 17 ), ( 348, 179, 41 ), ( 598, 289, 21 ), ( 598, 307, 57 ),
( 610, 279, 11 ), ( 610, 329, 111 ), ( 666, 329, 31 ), ( 666, 335, 43 ),
( 760, 353, 13 ), ( 760, 405, 117 ), ( 850, 409, 21 ), ( 850, 415, 27 ),
( 850, 433, 63 ), ( 850, 439, 81 ), ( 954, 461, 23 ), ( 954, 491, 83 )
The output from this program was compared to a list of all association schemes 
of small order, provided on Dr. Akihide Hanaki’s website [8]. Dr. Hanaki has 
listed all association schemes of order n from 5 to 30, 32, 33, 34, and 38. This 
information is presented in Table 4.2. The triples in the table give the valency 
k, the alpha value from the intersection array, and the order n. This table lists 
the triples by those w ith  homogeneous dual degrees (m i =  m 2), those that don’t  
have homogeneous dual degrees, and those that are on Dr. Akihide Hanaki’s lis t of 
association schemes.
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Table 4.2: Table of results of the program Homotabalg.g for small k.
Hom ogeneous
D u a l
N on-H om ogeneous
D ua l
F rom  
A ssoc ia tion  Scheme
(4,1,9) (4,1,9)
(6,2,13) (6,2,13)
(8 , 3, 17) (8,3,17)
(10, 4, 21) (10,3,21), (10,5,21) (10,5,21)
(12,5,25) (12,5,25)
(14,6,29) (14,6,29)
(16,7,33) None for n =  33 and k =  16
(18,8,37) No data for k >  18
(40,19,81) (40,13,81), (40,25,81)
Table 4.2 lists three homogeneous, monotonic, standard, integral, P-polynomial 
table algebras w ith  integer dual degrees that do not come from an association
scheme, namely 
' * 1 5
B x =  ( 0 4 5
10 5 *
* 1 6
, B x =  [ 0 3 4 ] ,  and B x =
10 6 * 16 8 *
Another program was created in order to find monotonic, standard, integral, 
P-polynomial table algebras w ith  diameter d >  2 w ith  integer dual degrees. This 
program is included in Program A .2 (see Appendix). The output of this program was 
first tested to verify that the intersection arrays give table algebras, then compared 
to a list of all known distance-regular graphs, and then compared to Dr. Hanaki’s 
lis t of all association schemes. This yields two such table algebras that do not come 
from association schemes. Their intersection arrays are:
where n =  20 and
jf * 1 2 2 4
B x = 0 0 0 0 0
1I  4 3 2 2 *
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/  * 1 2 3 4 \
B\  =  j 0 0 0 0 0 I where n =  16.
\  4 3 2 1 * /
Theorem 4.1 w ill be proved using the propositions given in the following sections.
4.1 Preliminaries
P ro p o s itio n  4.1 A monotonic, standard, homogeneous, P-polynomial table algebra 
with k >  2 and d >  3 has dual degrees given by the expression 
. . k(dk +  l ) ( x  +  3k — A a — 4)
rf f l \ X  ) == ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 1--------------------------------------
2 (g +  2)(k — a — 2)x2 +  (2a +  3k — 1 +  2 g(k — l ) ) x  +k(2g  +  3k — 1 — 4 a) 
fo r  the intersection array B\ —
* 1 k — a — 1 k — a — 1 k — a — 1
0 a 2{a T  1) — k . . .  2(a T  1) — k a  T  1
k k — a — 1 — a — 1 — a — 1 *
P ro o f. Notice that since the algebra is homogeneous then N  =  dk + 1, and from 
Theorem 3.1 the intersection array is B i  as given above. I t  is noted that the proof 
of Theorem 2.1 applies to this proposition. Thus one may use the results of Chapter
2. In this case n =  1, I =  1, and g =  d — 2. From Proposition 2.2,
Pi{x) =  1.
From the intersection array, cm+1 =  c =  k — a — 1, and thus Pi(z) =  z and qi(z) =  0. 
Then using Equation 2.0.10,
P2 (x ) — X/a =  be =  (k — a — l ) 2.
Next, using Equation 2.0.11,
p3(x) =  (A)/i +  (ju)A =  26c =  2( k - a -  l ) 2.
From Equation 2.0.18, w ith  6 =  bn =  b\, cn — c\ — 1,
P4(x ) =  - ( -  bF0(x)F2(x) +  bcF?(x)) =  bF2(x) -  b2F?(x)
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=  (k — a — 1) ((a  — k +  2 )x2 — (k — l ) x  — k ) .
From Equation 2.0.19, w ith  b =  bn — b\, cn =  C\ =  1,
P5(x) =  F 2 (x)(—2b2) +  (x — a)bF0 (x )F i (x )
+  b(x2 — 2 ax +  a2 — 4b2) (F [ (x )F 0 (x) — Fq(x)F1(x ))
=  (x 4- 1)2(—2b2) +  (x — a)b{x +  1) +  b{x2 — 2 ax +  a2 — 4b2)
=  b((—2b +  2)x2 — (4 b +  3 a — l ) x  +  o2 — 4 b2 — 2b — a)
=  (k — a — 1) ((2a +  4 — 2 k)x 2 — (k +  2a +  l ) x  +  k(—3k +  4a +  3)).
From Equation 2.0.20,
f ( x )  =  P4 (x)(2gP2 (x) +  P3 (x)) +  P5 (x)P2 (x)
=  (k — a — 1) ((a  — k +  2 )x2 — (k — l ) x  — k) ((2g +  2 ){k — a — l ) 2)
+  (k — a — l )3 ((2a +  4 — 2k)x 2 — (k +  2a +  l ) x  +  k(—3k +  4a +  3))
=  (k — a — l ) 3 [(2g +  4)(a — k +  2)x2 +  (1 — 2a +  2g — 3k — 2gk)x
— k(—1 — 4a +  2 g +  3k)).
Note that
(A -  / i )2 =  (A +  / i)2 -  4A/r 
— ( x  — (2 (a  +  1) — k ))2 — 4(fc — a — l )2 
=  (x — k)(x +  3k — 4a — 4).
Then by Equation 2.0.25,
. . N k(k  — a — 1)(A — g)2{k — a — l )2 
m{x) = ----------------- —-------   —
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k(dk +  l) ( x  +  3k — 4a — 4)
— ^2(g 4- 2)(2 +  a — k)x 2 +  ( l  — 2a — 3k +  2g(l — k))x  — k(2g +  3k — 1 — 4a) j  
Thus the proposition follows provided V  ^  0, A ^  g, and pi(A) +  Qi{g) i 1 0.
Since A +  g =  x — ((2a +  2) — k) and A/i =  (k — a — l ) 2, then if  A =  /i at a root 
9 of Fa(x), X2 =  (k — a — l ) 2. Thus A =  ±(fc — a — 1) and A 4- g =  ±2{k  — a — 1). 
Therefore 9 — ((2 a +  2) — k) — ±2(k  — a — 1) implies 9 =  ((2a +  2) —fc)±2(fc —a —1). 
Now ((2a +  2) — k) +  2{k — a — 1) =  k, but 9 =  k is not a root of Fd(x). Thus 
9 =  ((2a +  2) — k) — 2(k — a — 1) =  4(a +  1) — 3k. I t  w ill be shown by the following 
lemma that this not a root of Fd(x).
Lem m a 4.1 Given a monotonic, standard, P-polynomial table algebra that is ho­
mogeneous with d >  3, then 9 — 4(a +  1) — 3k is not a root of Fd(x).
Notice that when d >  5, 9 — 4(a +  1) — 3k =  —2 .
P ro o f. F irst the following equation is proved for all i  >  1 and for 9 =  4(a +  
1) — 3k using induction:
F(9 )  =  (-1 )*  ((i  -  1 )(k -  a  -  1 )l~2F2 {9) +  ( i -  2){k -  a -  l ) i - 1F 1 (9)) ■
The result is immediate for i  =  1 and 2.
Suppose the result holds for all j  where 1 <  j  <  i: tha t is,
F3 {9) =  ( - 1 ) '  { ( j  -  1 ){k -  a -  1 )j ~2F2 (9) +  ( j  -  2 )(k - a -  1 )j ~1F 1 (9)) .
Then
Fi+1 (9) =  (9 -  ((2a +  2) -  k ) )p (0 )  -  (fc -  a -  1)2F<_1(6»)
=  - 2 { k  - a -  1 )Fi {9) - ( k - a -  l ) 2F ^ ( 9 )
=  - 2 (k -  a -  -  1 )(k -  a -  l ) i - 2F 2 {9) +  {i -  2)(k -  a -  1 )i" 1F i(0 ))
-  (k - a -  1)2(—l) * - 1((z -  2 ){k -  a -  1 y - 3F2 (9) +  (i -  3 )(k -  a  -  l ) * " 2^ ) )
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=  ( - l ) m  { { k - a -  l )i_1 {2 {i -  1) -  (i -  2 ))F 2(0)
+  ( f c - a - l ) i ( 2 ^ - 2 ) - ( z - 3 ) ) F 1(^))
=  ( - l ) i+1(i(/c -  a -  l ) i " 1F2(6f) +  (i -  l)(fc -  a -  1) ^ ( 0 )).
So for all i  >  3,
Fi(0) =  ( - i r ( ( i  -  1 ){k - a -  1 )i~2F 2 {9) +  { i -  2 )(fc -  a -  l ) * " 1^ ) ) .
Thus in particular,
Fd(9) =  ( - 1  )d((d - I  ) ( k - a -  1 )d- 2F 2 (9) +  { d -  2){k - a -  1 Y ^ F ^ O ) ) .
I f  Fd{9) =  0, then (d -  1)F2 {0) +  { d -  2 )(k - a -  1)T\(0) =  0.
Now
F i(0 ) =  0 +  1,
and
F2(0 ) =  {9 -  { k - a  -  1 ))T \(0 ) - { k - a -  1 )FO(0)
=  — 2  (k — a — 1 )(0 +  1) — (fc — a — 1)
=  (k — a — 1)(—20 — 3).
Thus,
(d -  l)(fc -  a  -  l ) ( - 2 0  -  3) +  {d -  2){k -  a -  1)(0 +  1) =  0.
Since k — a — 1 ^ 0 ,  this implies
- d (0 +  2 ) +  1 =  0 .
3k — 6
But a <  — - — , by Theorem 3.1, and hence 0 +  2 =  4a +  6 — 3/c <  0. Since d >  0, 
this is a contradiction. □
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Using this lemma and the discussion preceding it, A ^ / i .  Since A and p are the 
eigenvalues for a nonsingular matrix, then A and p, are not zero. Thus pi(X)+q i(p)  =  
A +  0 =  A 7^  0.
In order to show that V{9) ^  0 at 9 a root of Fd(x), suppose that 9 is such a 
root. Since pi(z) =  z +  {k — a — 1) — (k — a — 1) =  z and q\{z) =  0, then from 
Equation 2.0.3,
Fd{x) =  X9 U{x)X +  pPV (x)/j,
=  X 9+1U{x)  +  p9+1V{x).
Suppose that V{9) =  0. Then since A ^  0, 1/(0) =  0 also. Thus
Fi(0) =  U(9) +  V(9) =  0 =  17(0) A +  V(9)n =  F2(0).
Thus by the recursive formula for F i(x ), Fq(0) =  0. This gives a contradiction since 
F q(x ) =  1. Therefore V(0) ^  0.
The proposition follows. □
4.2 Diam eter d greater than or equal to five
Theorem 4.2 A monotonic, P-polynomial, standard, integral table algebra that is
homogeneous with d >  5 does not have all integer dual degrees.
The proof of this theorem is the content of this section. The proof w ill require 
several propositions and lemmas. These results are organized first by those that do 
not require the monotonic, P-polynomial, standard, homogeneous table algebra to 
be integral. These results are followed by those that are only valid for integral table 
algebras.
Proposition 4.2 Given a monotonic, P-polynomial, standard table algebra that is
homogeneous with d >  5, then the dual degrees mi are distinct and larger than 2,
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f o r  i  7  ^0 , given by
2 (dk +  1 )k
m(x) =
(k +  2dk) +  x(dk — 2 d) ’ 
fo r  a root x of Fd(x). Furthermore the roots of Fd(x) are in the interval
(  M l - 2d) \
\ ( k  — 2 )d +  2  )  '
P ro o f. Recall from Theorem 3.1 that in this case the intersection array is
* 1 k — a  — 1 k — a — 1 k — a  — 1
0  a  2 ( a  +  1) — k . . .  2 ( a  +  1) — k a  +  1
k k — a  — 1 k — a  — 1 k — a — 1 *
3k — 6
where a =  — - — . So this intersection array can be rewritten as
/ *  1 ¥
B l = \ 0  3 ^ 6  2
Y  /j; fe+2
Using Proposition 4.1,




2(g +  2) +  — a — 2+ 2 +  (2a +  3k — 1 +  2g(/c — l)) :r  +  k(2g +  3k — 1 — 4a)
3k — 6
Since a =  — - —  and d =  g +  2, m(x) can be simplified as
. . k(dk +  1) (x +  2)
m (+  =
2 ^ ( + _ + :c2 _|_ / +  _|_ — 2 d )  x F  k(2 d +  1)
k(dk +  l) ( x  +  2)
( | )  (x +  2) (d(k -  2 )x +  k( 1 +  2d))
m lx ) =  2fc(dfc + 1) ____
1 J d ( f c - 2) x  +  fc(l +  2d ) ‘ 1 ' ' j
The righthand side of Equation 4.2.1, as a function of x, has a vertical asymptote
( l+ 2 ri)  U rp i U n -ro o + n v  0  (1+ 2d) ,at x =  d(2-k ) The valency k is always greater than 2, so <  0 and m(k)  =
(Fk-W+Swd)) =  =  2- Thus from Equation 4.2.1, m(x) >  0 if  and only if
x > j^z^ jk .  A ll the dual degrees ra; must be greater than zero and all roots 6  to
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Fd(x) must be in the interval k^ j as well as in [—k, k ). Also m(x)  > 2  for
a11 x  G (d0 T)k > k)  •
Now dk — ^ 2  m(Q). Let (3 be the smallest root of Fd(x).
e a root of F d (x )
Then
dk =  m( 0 ) +  g m ( 0) >  d { k ^ t k ( l  +  2 d) +  2id ~  l ) ■
So
2 (dk +  l ) k
(k — 2 )d +  2 >
— 2){3 +  fc(l +  2 d)' 
Since m(/3) >  0 implies that d{k — 2)f3 +  k( 1 +  2d) >  0, we have 
d(k -  2) ((k - 2 ) d  +  2)/3 +  k( 1 +  2d) ((fc -  2)d +  2) >  2(dk +  1 )k;
hence,
d(k -  2 ) ( (k  - 2 )d +  2 ) p >  k ( 2 dk +  2  -  (1 +  2 d)(k -  2 )d -  2(1 +  2 d)) 
=  k(2dk — (k — 2 )d — 2 (k — 2 )d2 — Ad) 
=  k(dk — 2 d — 2  (k — 2  )d2 
-  kd{k -  2)(1 -  2 d).
Thus
fed -  2d)
(k — 2 )d +  2
The result follows. □
Lem m a 4.2 Given a standard, homogeneous, P-polynomial, monotonic table alge­
bra with d >  5 and k >  6 , then some of the roots of Fd(x) are not integers.
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Proof. Let 6 \ < 62 < ■ ■ ■ <  Od denote the roots of Fd(x). As noted above,
d
dk — Proposition 4.2 implies that for all i,
i = 1
k( 1 -  2 d)
(k — 2 )d +  2
< 9s <  k.
k( 2 d — 1)
Since k > 6 , i t  is easily seen that —-------—-------<  3, and hence 9s >  —3 for all i. By
“  ’ ( k - 2 )d +  2  J
Lemma 4.1, 9i —2. Since all m(9i) >  0, i t  follows from Theorem 1.4 that 9\ <  0. 
Suppose that all the roots 9i are integers. I t  follows from the paragraph above
that 9i =  — 1 and 9t >  i  — 2 for * >  2. By Proposition 4.2, m(x)  is a decreasing
f - ( l  +  2 d)k , \  
function on ——-------— , k . Thus,
\  d ( k - 2 ) ' J
d
dk =  ' ^ 2 m (®i) <  m (—1) +  (0) +  772(1) +  (d — 3)m(2).
i = 1
Now again by Proposition 4.2,
772 (—1) +  772(0 ) +  772(1) +  (d — 3 )772(2 ) =  2k(dk +  1)
k ( l  +  2 d) -  d(k -  2 )
1 1 d -  3
+  7 7 7 -------7777 +  T “77------- r r -------- 777 7 7  +fc(l +  2d) k ( l  +  2 d) +  d{k — 2 ) k ( l  +  2 d) +  2 d(k -  2 )
/  dk +  1 dk +  1 dk +  1 (d — 3)(dk +  1)
\ d k  +  k +  2d ^  k +  2dk 3dk +  k — 2d ^  Adk +  k — Ad
dk + 1  dk +  1 1
N °w "77------;----- 7T7 <  1 and     <  - .  A lso,dk +  k +  2 d 2  dk +  k 2
A i l  Q
<  -  4= ^  8 dk +  8 <  9dk -  6 d +  3k
3 dk +  k — 2d 8
6 d +  8 <  dk +  3k,
which is true since k >  6 . Finally,
dk +  1 11
< —  <+=+ 3Qdk +  36 <  44dA: — 44d + 11  k
Adk +  k — Ad 36
44d +  36 <  8dk +  11 k,
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which again is true since k >  6 . Hence,
m ( - 1) +  m(0) +  m(  1) +  (d -  3)m(2) <  2k ^1 +  ^  +  jj +  (d -
, ( ± K  23 
=  k W i + u
But + | |  < d since d >  5. This yields a contradiction. □
Lem m a 4.3 The dual degrees of a standard, integral, homogeneous, monotonic, 
P-polynomial table algebra with d >  5 cannot all be rational numbers.
Proof. Suppose toward a contradiction that all dual degrees of such an algebra 
are rational. Since the structure constants of the algebra are integers, each Fi(x),  
and in particular Fd(x), is a monic polynomial w ith  integer coefficients. Hence, each 
root 9 of Fd(x) is an algebraic integer. But m{9 ) € Q, where
2  k(dk +  1)
m(9)
d(k -  2)9 +  k{ 1 +  2 d) ’
implies that e Q. Hence each root 9 is an integer. Then Lemma 4.2 forces
3k — 6
2 <  k <  6. But k is an integer, as is the structure constant a — — - — . This is a 
contradiction. □
Theorem 4.2 follows immediately from Lemma 4.3.
4.3 Diam eter d equal to  four
P ro p o s itio n  4.3 There exists no monotonic, standard, integral, homogeneous table 
algebra of diameter d =  4 with integer dual degrees.
This proposition is proved using the following lemmas. We assume throughout 
(toward a contradiction) that some algebra as given in the proposition has all its 
dual degrees integers.
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Lem m a 4.4 Under the hypotheses of Proposition f.S, the algebraically conjugate 
roots of Ft{x) are in orbits of size at most 2. That is,
F i (x)  — (x — 9\ ) (x  — 92)(x — 03)(x — 64)
F4(x) =  (x -  61)(x -  92)(x2 +  j x  +  6) 
or
F4(x) =  (x 2 +  ex +  p>)(x2 +  uix +  d),
fo r  Oi, 92 , d3,d4, 7 , 5, e, <p, ui,d G Z, where the polynomials (x2 +  7 x +  5), (x 2 +  ex +  (p), 
and (x 2 +  uix +  9) are irreducible over Q.
Proof. From Proposition 4.1,
—k(dk +  l) ( x  +  3A; — 4a — 4)
m(x)  —
2(g +  2)(2 +  a — k)x 2 +  (1 — 2a — 3k +  2g(l  — k))x — k{2g +  3/c — 1 — 4a) ’ 
and using the value of d =  4 implies g — 2. This gives
m (i)L= »  = _________ fc(4fc +  l ) q  +  3fc -  4(a +  1))_________
x 8 (k — a — 2)x2 +  (7k +  2a — 5)x +  k(3 +  3 k — 4a)
Now k >  2, and by Theorem 3.1, a G
2A: — 4 3 k - Q
. I t  follows that k(Ak +  1),
3 ’ 4
3k — 4(a +  1), and 3(k — a — 2) are all nonzero. Hence Equation 4.3.1 has the form:
. . a(x +  b) .
m(x)  =  — 5-—  -------- , (4.3.2)
y J cx2 +  dx +  e v '
w ith a — k(4k +  1), b =  3k — 4(a +  1), c =  8 (k — a  — 2), d =  7/c +  2a — 5,
e — k(3 +  3k — 4a), and a, b, c, 7  ^ 0.
So i f  a root 9 of -F^x) yields dual degree m  =  m(0), then m (cd2 +  dd +  e) —
a(d +  6) =  0. I f  m  G Z, this is a nontrivial quadratic equation in d w ith  integer 
coefficients.
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Thus the algebraically conjugate roots of F4 (x) are in orbits of size at most 2. 
Thus,
F4{x) =  ( x -  0i ) ( x -  92)(x -  9 3 ) ( x  -  0 4 )
F4(x ) =  (x -  91)(x -  92){x 2 +  yx +  5) 
or
F4 (x) =  (x2 +  ex +  (p)(x2 +  l u x  +  ' d ) ,
for 0!, 6*2, 6*3, 6*4, 7 , 5, e, <f,u, $ G Z, where the polynomials (x2 - h j x  +  S), (x2 +  ex +  (p), 
and (x2 +  l u x  +  d) are irreducible over Q, and thus the lemma follows. □
Lemma 4.5 Under the hypotheses of Proposition f.3, then k is even.
P roo f. By Equation 4.3.2,
mi ■ m 2 ■ m 3 •
cl(9\ T  &) \  f  Q>(92 T  b) \  /  cl{93 T  &) \  f  d(d4  T  b) . (4.3.3)
cQ\ +  gJ0i +  e )  \ c 6*2 +  d02 +  eJ \ c 6*f +  d6 3 +  e j  \ c 9 2 +  d94 +  e 
Since
F4(x ) =  (x -  9i)(x -  6 2)(x -  93){x -  6*4),
then
F4( - 6) =  ( - b -  9\){—b -  92) { - b  -  93) ( - b  -  04)
— {b +  9\){b +  02)(b +  93)(b +  9f).
So the numerator of Equation 4.3.3 is a4F4( —b).
We claim that
a4F4 ( - 6) =  k4( 1 +  4k)4 (12k -  16a - 2 3  ) ( k - a -  l ) 3. (4.3.4)
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The following work proves Equation 4.3.4. Since b — 3k — 4(a +  1),
—b — (2(a +  1) — k) — —3k +  4 (a +  1) — 2 (a +  1) +  k 
=  —2 (k — a — 1).
Using this,
F i ( -b )  =  - b  +  1 =  -3fc +  4a +  5
and
F2 ( - b) =  - 2 (k -  a -  1) ( - 6  +  1) — (k -  a -  1)
=  - ( k - a -  1) (-2 6  +  2 +  1)
=  ( f c - a - l ) ( 2 6 - 3 )
=  (k — a — 1)(6A; — 8cr — 11).
Using these,
F3 { - b ) =  —2{k - a -  1 )F2 ( -b )  - ( k - a -  l ) 2Ft ( -b )
=  —2(k — a — l ) ( k  — a — l ) ( 6 fc — 8a — 11) — (k — a — 1)2(—3 k +  4a +  5)
=  (k -  a  -  l )2 (—12k +  16a +  22 +  3k -  4a -  5)
=  ( k -  a -  l ) 2( - 9 k +  12a +  17).
Thus
Fa ( - b) =  - 2  (k - a -  1 )F3 ( - b) - ( k - a -  1)2F2 ( - b)
=  - 2  (k - a -  l ) 3( - 9  k +  12a +  17) -  (k -  a -  1 )2(k -  a -  l ) ( 6 k -  8a -  11)
=  (k — a — 1)3(18k -  24a -  34 -  6 fc +  8a +  11)
=  (k — a — 1)3(12k -  16a -  23).
This establishes Equation 4.3.4.
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Next the denominator of Equation 4.3.3 is considered:
4
denominator(mi • m 2 ■ m 3 ■ ra4) =  n icB2 +  d9i +  e) . (4.3.5)
i=i
The quadratic equation cx2 +  dx +  e =  c(x — r ) (x  — s) for algebraic numbers r  and
s. Thus rs — -  and r  +  s =  — ( — | . Now, Equation 4.3.5 can be rewritten as 
c \ c j
4
denominator(mi - m 2 ■m3 - m 4) =  (c(0 i — r)(9i — s))
i=1




Since F4(x) =  — ^i), then
*=i
denominator(m! • m 2 • m 3 • m 4) =  c4F4(r).F4(s). (4.3.6)
A change of variables is used to simplify the calculations, namely u =  k — a  — 1. 
Then from Equation 4.3.2, the following equations are found:
c =  8 (u — 1),
d — 9k — 2u — 7,
and
e =  k(4u — k +  7).
This change of variables is used to find the polynomials from Definition 1.16, 
together w ith  the particular intersection array:
F0(x) = 1,
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Fi(x)  =  x +  1,
F 2 {x) =  (x -  k +  bi +  c2)F i ( x )  -  bl c iFQ{x)
=  (x — k +  u +  u)(x +  1) — u • (1) (1)
=  (x — k +  2 u){x +  1) — k ,
Fs(x) =  (x — k +  2 u)F2 {x) — w2F i(x )
=  (a: — k +  2u)((:r — k +  2 u)(x +  1) — u) — u2(x +  1)
— (x — k +  2 u)2(x +  1) — (x — k +  2 u)u — u2{x +  1).
Thus,
F a(x ) =  (x — k +  2 u )F3(x ) — u2F2 {x)
=  (x — k +  2u) ^(z — k +  2u )2(x  +  1) — (x — k +  2u)u — u2{x +  1) j
— u2 ( (x  — k +  2 u) (x +  1) — u j
=  (x — k + 2 u)3(x +  l )  — (x — k + 2 u)2u — (x — k + 2 u)(x +  l ) u 2 — u2(x — k + 2 u)(x +  l ) + u 3 
=  (x — k +  2 u)3(x +  1) — (x — k +  2 u)2u — 2 {x — k +  2  u)(x  +  1 )u2 +  u3
=  (x — k +  2 k ) 4 +  (x — k +  2 k ) 3 ( 1  +  k — 2 u) — (x — k +  2 k ) 2 ( k  +  2 k 2 )
— (x — k +  2 k )  (2(1 +  k — 2 k ) k 2 )  +  k 3 . (4.3.7)
Using these, Equation 4.3.6 can be rewritten as
denominator(mi • m 2 - m3 • 1x14)
=  c4 ^ (r — k +  2 u)z{r +  1) — (r — k +  2 k ) 2 k  — 2 (r — k +  2 k )  (r +  1 ) k 2 +  k 3 ^  ■
• ^(s — k +  2 k ) 3 ( s  +  1) — (s — k +  2 k ) 2 k  — 2 (s — k +  2 u)(s +  1 ) k 2 +  k 3 ^
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c4 ( ( r  — k +  2u)(s — k +  2m)) ( r  +  l) (s  +  1)
— (r — k +  2u)3(r  +  l) (s  — k +  2 m ) 2 m  — 2(r — A: +  2u)3(r  +  1 )(s — k +  2 u)(s +  1 )u  
+ ( r  — k +  2  u)3(r +  1 )u3 — (r — k +  2  u)2(s — k +  2 u)3(s +  1 )u 
+  ((r — k +  2u)(s — k +  2  m ) m ) 2 +  2 (r  — k +  2 m ) 2 ( s  — A; +  2 m ) ( s  +  l) u 3 
— (r — A; +  2’u)2«4 — 2 (r  — k +  2u)(s — A: +  2u)3(s +  l ) ( r  +  1 )u2 
+2  (r — k +  2 m ) ( s  — k +  2 u)2(r +  1)«3 +  4 (r — k +  2 u)(s — k +  2u)(s +  l ) ( r  +  1 )u 
— 2  (r  — k +  2  u)( r  +  1)? / +  (s — k +  2  u)3(s +  1 )u3 — (s — k +  2 u)2u4
—2 (s — k +  2m)(s +  l ) u 5 +  u 6
c4 ((r — k +  2 u)(s — k +  2  u ) )3(r  +  l) (s  +  1)
((r — k +  2  u)(s — k +  2  «))2((r — k +  2  u )( r  +  1) +  (s — k +  2 u)(s +  1)) u
+  ((r  — k +  2 u)(s — k +  2  u)) 2 2 u
— (r — k +  2  u)(s — k +  2  u )( r  +  l)(s  +  l ) ( ( r  — A; +  2 u ) 2 +  (s — k +  2 u)2) 2 u2 
+  ((r — k +  2  u)s(r +  1) +  (s — k +  2 u)3(s +  1))«3 
+ (r  — k +  2  u)(s — k +  2 u) ((r — k +  2 u)(s +  1) +  (s — k +  2 u){ r  +  l))2w3
— ((r — k +  2u)2 +  (s — k +  2 m ) 2 )  m 4
— ((r — k +  2  u)( r  +  1) +  (s — k +  2 u)(s +  1 ) ) 2 m 5
+  (r — k +  2u)(s — k +  2u)(s +  l)( r  +  1)4m4 +  u6 . (4.3.8)
Each of the terms of Equation 4.3.8 is investigated separately in order to write this 
equation in terms of c, d, e, u, and k. Recall c(r +  s) =  —d — 2u +  7 — 9k and 
c(rs) — e — k(4u — k +  7). Then
c2(r +  s)2 =  (—d)2 =  (2m +  7 — 9A;)2
=  c2(r2 +  2rs +  s2) =  c2(r2 +  s2) +  2c(c(rs))
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= c2( r2 + s2) +  2ck(4u — k  +  7).
Thus
c2( r2 + s2) =  (2 u  +  7 — 9 k ) 2 — 2ck{Au — k  + 7) = d2 — 2 ce.
Next consider
c2( r2s + s2r )  =  (c r s ) ( c ( r  +  s ))
=  k{Au — k  +  7) (2 u  +  7 — 9k)  =  —ed.
Now,
c3(r + s)3 =  (2 u  +  7 — 97c)3 =  (—d ) 3 
=  c3( r3 +  3r2s +  3s2r  +  s3)
= c3( r3 + s3) +  3 c(c2( r2s + s2r ))
=  c3( r3 + s3) +  3ck (4u  — k  +  7)(2w + 7 — 9fc) =  c3( r3 + s3) +  3 ce (—d).
Thus
c3( r3 +  s3) =  — d3 +  3ced.
For any complex number t,
c ( r  — t ) ( s  — t )  =  crs — ct(r + s) + ct 2
=  e +  t d  +  ct2.
Consider
c(r — fc)(s — fc) =  e +  Zed +  fc2c 
= 2u k {Ak  +  1 ).
In particular,
c(r — k  +  2u) (s  — k +  2 u)  =  e + d (k  — 2u) +  c {k  — 2 u ) 2
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= k ( 4 u  — k  +  7) +  (k  — 2 u ) (9 k  — 2u  — 7) +  8 (m — 1 ) ( k  — 2 m) 2  
=  Auk — k 2 +  7k  +  9 k 2 — 2u k  — 7k  — 18 u k  +  Au2 +  lA u  +  ( 8  u  — 8 ) ( k 2 — Auk +  Au2) 
— —16 u k  +  8  k 2 +  Au2 +  14m +  8  u k 2 — 32m2 k  +  32m3 — 8  k 2 +  32uk  — 32 u 2 
=  16 u k  — 28m2 +  14m + 8  u k 2 — 32m2 A; +  32m3 
=  2m (8k  — 14m +  7 +  Ak2 — 16u k  + 16m2) .
Also,
c ( r  +  l)(s +  1 )
=  e +  d ( —1 ) +  c(—l ) 2  =  e — d +  c.
Next consider
c((r — k)  +  (s — A;)) =  c ( r  +  s) — 2  ck  
= —d — 2 ck =  — (d +  2  ck).
Consider
c2((r — fc +  2 m) 2  +  (s — k +  2 m)2) =  c2 (r 2  +  s2  +  2(2u  — k ) ( r  +  s) +  2 (2 m -  k )2)
=  d2 — 2 ce +  2 (2u  — k ) c ( —d) +  2 c2 (2 m — k ) 2.
Consider
c2((r —/c + 2M)(r +  l)  +  (s —A; + 2m)(s +  1)) =  c2( r 2 +  s2 +  ( r  +  s ) (2u  — k + l )  +  2 (2u  — k ) )  
=  d2 — 2 ce — cd(2u  — k +  1 ) +  2 c2 (2 m — k).
Consider
c((r — k +  2u ) (s  +  1 ) +  (s — k +  2 u ) ( r  +  1 )) =  c ( 2 r s  +  (r + s)(2 m — k +  1 ) +  2 ( 2  u  — k ) )
— 2e — d (2u  — k  +  1 ) +  2 c(2 m — k).




c4(r +  s)4 =  ( - d )4 =  dA 
=  c4( r4 +  4 r3s +  6r 2s2 +  4rs3 +  s4)
= c4( r4 +  s4) +  4c4rs ( r2 +  s2) +  6c4 (rs )2 
=  c4( r4 +  s4) +  4ce(d2 — 2 ce) +  6c2e2.
„4/ 4 ,  ,4 q„ „ \  2c (r +  s ) =  d — 4ce(d — 2ce) — 6 c e 
=  dA — 4 ced2 + 2c2 e2.
Next consider
c4((r — k +  2  u)3(r  +  1) +  (s — k +  2  u)3(s + 1))
c4
c4
(r 3  +  3r2 (2u — k)  + 3r(2u — k )2 +  (2u — A;)3) (r +  1)
+  (s3 +  3s2(2u — k) +  3s(2m — A;)2 +  (2ti — A:)3) (s +  1)
(r 4  +  s4) +  (r 3  +  s3) ( l  +  3{2u — A;)) +  (r 2  +  s2) (3(2m — A:) +  3(2u — k )2)
+ ( r  +  s) ((2u -  A:)3 +  3(2u -  A:)2) +  2(2u -  k)3
dA—4ced2+2c2e2+ c ( l+ 3 (2 u — A:)) (—d3+3ced)+3c2((2u—A:) +  (2u—A:)2) (d2-2ce)
+  c3 ((2m — A;)3 +  3 (2m — A;)2) ( —o?) +  2c4(2u — k)3.
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Using the above calculations, Equation 4.3.8 can be rewritten as follows:
u
denominator(mi • m 2 • m3  • m.4 ) 
— (2u (8k  — 14u  +  7 +  4k 2 — 16u k  +  16m2) ) 3(e — d +  c) 
-  (2u  (8k  -  l A u  +  7 +  4k 2 -  16 uk  +  16u2) ) 2- 
• (d 2  — 2 ce — cd(2u — k +  1 ) +  2 c2 (2 u — k ) ) rt 
+  (2u  (8k  — 14u  +  7 +  Ak2 — 16 u k  +  16u2) ) 2c2 
— 2 u  (8k  — 14u  +  7 + 4/c2  — 16u/c +  16u2) (e — d +  c) [d2 — 2ce — 2cd(2u — k)
+ 2 c2(2u  -  k ) 2] 2u 2 
+  d4 — Aced2 +  2c2 e2  +  c (l +  3(2u — k ) )  ( —d3 +  3ced)
+3c2 ((2u — k)  +  (2 u  — k ) 2) ( d 2 — 2 ce) +  c3 ( (2u  — k ) 3  +  3(2u — k ) 2) ( —d )
+ 2 c4 (2 u — k ) 3  u3  
+ 2u (8 /c — 14u +  7 +  4& 2  — 16u/c +  16m2) ■
• (2 e — d(2u  — k  +  1 ) +  2c(2u — k ) ) 2 c 2
— (d2 — 2 ce — 2cd(2u  — k) +  2 c2  (2 m — k ) 2) c 2 
— (d2 — 2 ce — cd(2u  — k  +  1 ) +  2 c2 (2 m — k ) ) 2 c 2 




Each term in the above equation has a common factor of m 3 . Therefore, this
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equation can be written as 
denominator (mi • m 2 ■ m3 • m4)
,3=  u 8 (8k — 14u +  7 +  4/c2 — 16uk +  16u2) 3 (e — d +  c)
—4 (8k — 14u +  7 +  4k2 — 16uk  +  16m2) 2 •
■(d2 — 2 ce — cd(2u — k +  1) +  2c2 (2u — k))
+4uc2 (8k — 14u +  7 +  4A:2 — 16uk +  16n2) 2 
-4 (8k — 14u +  7 +  4A:2 — 1 Quk +  16u2) (e — d +  c) [d2 — 2ce — 2cd(2u — k )
+2c2(2u -  A;)2]
+  d4 — 4 ced2 +  2c2e2 +  c (l +  3(2u — fc)) (—d3 +  3 ced)
+3 c2 ((2m — k) +  (2m — /c)2) (d2 — 2ce) +  c3 ((2m — k)3 +  3(2m — A:)2) (—d)
+2c4( 2 u - k Y  
+4c2m (8k — 14m +  7 +  4A;2 — 16mA: +  16m2) •
• (2e — d(2u — k +  1) +  2c(2u — k))
—c2u (d2 — 2 ce — 2cd(2u — k) +  2c2 (2m — A;)2)
—2c2u2(d2 — 2ce — cd(2u — k +  1) +  2c2(2m — k))
+8c 2m2 (8k —  14m +  7 +  4A; 2  — 16mA: + 16m2) (e — d +  c) +  cV . (4.3.10)
Using Equation 4.3.4 and Equation 4.3.10 together with u =  (A: —a  —1), Equation
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4.3.3 can be simplified as
k4 (1 +  A k f  (16m -  4k -  7) d- 8 (8 k — 14u +  7 +  4k2 — 16mA; +  16m2) 3 (e — d +  c)
2\ 2—4  (8 k — 1 4 m  +  7  +  4 k2 — 16uk +  1 6 m 2 )
■(d2 — 2 ce — cd(2 u — k +  1) +  2c2 (2m — k))
+ 4 m c 2 (8k — 1 4 m  +  7  +  4fc2 — 16uk +  1 6 m 2 ) 2 
-4 (8k —  1 4 m  +  7  +  4k2 — 16uk +  1 6 m 2 )  (e —  d  +  c )  [ d 2 —  2ce — 2cd(2u — k ) 
+ 2 c 2 ( 2 m  —  A:)2]
+ d4 — 4 ced2 +  2c2  e2  +  c (l +  3(2m — k)) (—ds +  3 ced)
+ 3 c 2 ( ( 2 m  — k) +  ( 2 m  — k )2^(d2 — 2 ce) +  c 3 ( ( 2 m  —  k)3 +  3 ( 2 m  — / c ) 2) ( — d)
+ 2 c 4 ( 2 m  — k)c 
+ 4 c2u (8k — 1 4 m  +  7  +  4 A ;2 —  16uk  +  1 6 m 2 )  •
• (2e — d(2u — k +  1) +  2c(2u  — A;))
—c2u(d2 — 2 ce — 2cd(2u — k)  +  2 c 2 ( 2 m  — k ) 2 )
—2c2u2 (d2 — 2  ce — cd(2 u — k +  1) +  2c 2(2m — A;)) 
+8c 2m2 (8 k — 14m +  7 +  4A:2 — 16mA; +  16m2) (e — d +  c) +  c■4u3 . (4.3.11)
T h e  n u m era to r and d en o m in a to r o f E q u a tio n  4 .3 .11  m ay  be reduced m o d u lo  2. 
Since c =  8 (u — 1), c =  0(mod 2). Since d =  9k — 2 u — 7, d =  k +  l(m od 2). Finally, 
since e =  A;(4m — k +  7), then e =  0(mod 2). Thus,
numerator (m i • m 2 • m 3 • rrii) =  k (mod 2). (4.3.12)
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Similarly,
denominator (m i • m 2 • m 3 • 777,4) =  {k +  l )4 (mod 2),
denominator (m i • m 2 • m3 • 7714) =  1 +  fc4(mod 2). (4.3.13)
I f  m i, m 2, m 3, m4 £ Z, then m i • m2 • m3 • 777,4 £ 2. Thus, i f  one were to assume 
that k is odd, then from Equation 4.3.12, numerator(mi • m 2 • m3 • m4) is also odd. 
However, from Equation 4.3.13, denominator (m i • m 2 • m3 • m4) is even. This leads 
to a contradiction to the fact tha t m i • m 2 ■ m 3 • 7774 £ Z. This completes the proof 
of the lemma. □
Lem m a 4.6 Under the hypotheses of Proposition f.S, a is odd and F^(x) has no 
integer roots.
P ro o f. From Lemma 4.5, i t  is known that k is even. By using Equation 4.3.7 
w ith  the substitution y — x — k — 2u, the following equation is found:
^4 (y) =  y4 +  y3( l  +  k — 2 u) — y2(u +  2 u2) — y( 2(1 +  k — 2 u)u2) +  u3, (4.3.14)
where u =  k — a  — 1.
Since k is even, then a  and u have opposite parity. Suppose a  is even. Then u 
is odd and
^ 4(y) = y 4 + y 3 +  y2 +  l(m od 2 ).
Since
y4 +  y3 +  y2 +  1 =  (y3 +  y +  l) ( y  +  l)(m od 2),
and y3 +  y +  1 is irreducible modulo 2, i t  follows that F^(y) is either irreducible over 
Q or has an irreducible factor of degree 3. This contradicts Lemma 4.4. Therefore 
a is odd and u is even. Thus
F i iy )  =  y4 +  y3(mod 2). (4.3.15)
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Suppose toward a contradiction that F4 (y) has integer roots. I t  is important to 
notice that from Equation 4.3.14, y\u3.
Case 1. y is even.
Let u — 2av for a >  0 and u odd. Also, let y — 2my  for y2 >  0 and y  odd. Then,
since y\u3, y2 <  3a. 1 +  k — 2u is odd, since k is even. Therefore,
F4 (y) =  2iy 2  y 4 + 2 3y2 y 3 ( l + k - 2 u ) - 2 av ( l+ 2 u )2 2y2 y 2 -2 -2 2av2( l  +  k - 2 u ) 2 y2 y + 2 3av3
=  2 4y2p +  2 3y2rj -  2 2y2+a(  -  2 2a+V2+1'y +  23aS, (4.3.16)
where p, rj, (, 7 , and 5 are all odd.
Suppose that y2 >  a. Then by Equation 4.3.16, 23a+1 \  F4 (y). This is a contra­
diction to y being a root of F4 (y).
Suppose that y2 <  a. Then again by Equation 4.3.16, 23y2+1 \  F4 (y). This is a
contradiction to F4 (y) =  0.
Suppose that y2 =  a. Then Equation 4.3.16 can be rewritten as
F4 (y) =  24ap +  23ar} -  23a(  -  23a+17  +  23a8
=  24ap +  23“ (p +  5 -  ( )  -  23a+17 . (4.3.17)
Since rj +  5 — (  is odd, Equation 4.3.17 implies that 23a+1 \  F4 (y). This is a contra­
diction to F4 (y) =  0, and thus any integer root y must be odd.
Case 2. y is odd.
Now by Lemma 4.4, we obtain that if  F4 (y) has integer roots, then it  has at least 
two odd roots. So modulo 2,
(y +  ! ) 2 \Fi(y) =  yA +  y3 =  y3(y +  i)(m od 2), 
by Equation 4.3.15. This contradiction proves Lemma 4.6. □
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Completion of the proof of Proposition 4.3.
Proof. Recall Equation 4.3.1:
m tx ) = _________fc(l+4*0(s + 3 fc-4 (o  +  l))_________  8
8 (k — a — 2)x2 +  (7k +  2a — 5)x +  k( 3 +  3 k — 4 a)
We change variables: let u =  k — a  — 1 and v =  2u — k =  k — 2(a +  1), then u > 1
and v <  0. This implies a =  u — v — 1 and k =  2u — v.
Using these substitutions, the following components of Equation 4.3.18 are found: 
The numerator of m(x)  is
k ( l  +  4k)(x +  3k — 4(o +  l) )  =  (2u — v ) ( l  +  4(2u — v ) ) (x  +  k — 2(a +  l )  +  2k — 2(a +  l ) )
=  (2 u — v ) ( l  +  8 u — 4v)(x +  v +  2 u).
The denominator of m(x) is
8 (k — a — 2)x2 +  (7k +  2a — 5)x +  k( 3 +  3k — 4 a)
=  8((2u — v) — (u — v — 1) — 2)x2 +  ( — 5 +  7(2 u — v) +  2 (u — v — l ) ) x
+  (2u — v) (3 +  3(2u — v) — 4(u — v — 1))
=  8 (u — l ) x 2 +  (16 u — 9v — 7)x +  (2 u — v)(2 u +  v +  7).
Using these, Equation 4.3.18 can be rewritten as follows:
=  ( 2 u - v ) ( l  +  8 u -4 :v ) ( x  +  v +  2u)
8 (u — l ) x 2 +  (16u — 9v — 7)x +  (2 u — v)(2u +  v +  7)
Another change of variables must be done by replacing x  +  v w ith  the new variable 
y. The denominator of Equation 4.3.19, w ith  x =  y — v, is
8 (u — 1) (y2 — 2yv +  v2) +  (16u — 9v — 7)(y — v) +  (2u — v)(2u +  v +  7)
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=  8 (u — 1 )y2 +  (16-u +  7v — 16 uv — 7 )y +  2u(2u +  7 +  4u2 — 8 v).
This is then used to rewrite Equation 4.3.19 as
/ n = ______________(2 u - v ) ( l  +  8 u - 4 v ) { y  +  2 u)______________
8 (u — 1 )y2 +  (16 u +  7v — 16m; — 7 )y +  2u(2u +  7 +  Av2 — 8 v)
For ease of writing, the following substitution can be made:
<ry +  P
(4.3.20)
m (y) = (4.3.21)7 y2 +  (d/ +  0 ’
for 7 , 0, a , and (3 from Equation 4.3.20 above. Note that a,f3, 7  ^  0.
By Lemmas 4.4 and 4.6, F4 (x) has two pairs of algebraically conjugate roots. 
Hence, the same is true of F4 (y), y =  x +  v. By Equation 4.3.14, w ith  v =  2u — k,
F 4 (y) =  y4 +  (1 — v ) y3 — (2«2 +  u) y2 — 2m2(1 — v)y +  u3. (4.3.22)
For algebraically conjugate roots #1, 02 of FA(y) that yield (necessarily) the same 
dual degree m via Equation 4.3.21, we see that 0\ and 02 are both roots of
m  { W  +  £y +  4>)~ { ^ y  +  P) =  myy 2 +  (mf - a  ) y  +  (m0 -  (3).
I t  follows that two distinct dual degrees, m i ^  m 2, arise in this way and that 
2rrii +  2m 2 — 4k, hence m\ +  m 2 =  2k. The factorization of F4 (y) over Q into 
irreducible quadratic factors is
* i ( y ) =  y2 +




2 . ( O 2 ~ v \  . ( 4>m2 -  (3
y + ( ------------) y +  ( -----------V ™27 /  V ^27
= y
£m i -  a £m2 a
m i  7  
+
m 2 7
0m i — P 4>m2 — f3 f  £m2 — a
m i 7  m 2 7
(m i -  qA /  0m 2 -  P





(m i — cr
P
m  17 
0m. i — (3 
m  17
m 17 
£m2 -  cr 
m 2 7
0m,2 -  j3 
m 2 7
(4.3.23)
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7^77^  — U (j)7Y1,<i ~~ (3 
Furthermore, for i =  1,2, —  -------, — --------  G Z (since FAy)  is monic).
rrii 7 rrii'y
Comparing the coefficients of Equations 4.3.23 and 4.3.22 gives the following four 
equations:
f m i  — cr f m 2 — cr .
— ------- +  —  =  1 -  v, 4.3.24
rrii'y m 2y
m i l  m 2r7 \  m 2y  J \  rrii'y
A m i  -  a \  { 4>m,2 -  P \  , ( 4>m,i -  f3\  { £m2 -  a \  o 2
, +  — -  "  ■ =  —2 r r ( l  — v), (4.3.26)
mi7  J \  m 27 /  \  m x7  /  V m27 /
=  a*. (4.3.27)
777,17 J  V "i27 /
Using the fact that m i +  to2 =  2k and k =  2u — v, these equations can be solved
for m im 2 as follows. From Equation 4.3.24,
2£mim2 — cr(mi +  m 2) =  m i m 2^ ( l  — v),
which implies
mim2(2£ -  7(1 -  v) )  =  a ( 2 k),
and thus
2 ak 2 a( 2 u — v) , A „
m im 2 — ——— —--------  =  —------—— -r. (4.3.28)
2^ - 7 (1 - 1;) 2£ +  7 ( u - l )
From Equation 4.3.25,
0 m i m 27  — /? m 27  +  8)?7r1m 27  —/3 m i7  +  f 2m 1m 2 — f?77.2cr — f m ic r  +  cr2 9
------------------------------------------------------- 5---------------------------------------------- =  - ( 2  u +u),
m im 2Y
(2 4>y +  ( 2)m im 2 ~  P i  (mi +  m 2) — $,a(rrii +  m 2) +  a2 =  - ( 2  u2 +  u )m im 2y 2,
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m im 2(2</>7 +  £2 +  (2 u2 +  u ) j 2) =  (07  +  £a)(2 k) -  a2,
and thus
2(07 +  £cr)(2u — 10 — cr2
m im 2 =  ——------------------------    —. (4.3.29)
207 +  £ +  7 2(2u2 +  u)
From Equation 4.3.26,
£0m im 2 -  60m i -  0crm2 +  a(3 +  £0m im 2 -  (jxrm1 -  £0ra2 +  cr/? 2 n 
----------------------------------------------------     =  - 2u 1 -  v),
mim27/
(2^0)miTO2 — +  m 2) — (pa (mi +  m 2) +  2 cr/3 =  —2 u2( l  — u)m 1m 27 2,
m im 2(2£0 +  2u2( l  — 1072) =  (£0 +  <pa)2k — 2 a (3,
and thus
(£0 +  0cr)(2u -  v) -  (7/3 / Aoon\m im 2 =   • •    . 4.3.30)
£0  +  u ( \  — 1072
Using Equations 4.3.28, 4.3.29, and 4.3.30, one can compare the values of m im 2
in each. F irst consider Equation 4.3.28 =  Equation 4.3.29, then
2 a(2 u — v) 2(07  +  £<j ) ( 2 u  — v) — a 2
2£ +  l ( v  — 1) 207  +  £2 +  7 2(2 u2 +  u)
Subtracting the term on the right, one gets the following function of u and v that
is equal to zero:
2 a(2 u — 10(207  +  £2 +  q2(2u2 +  u)) — ( 2(07  +  £cr)(2it — v) — a2) (2£ +  j ( v  — 1))
(2£ +  j ( v  -  1)) (207  +  £2 +  7 2(2u2 +  u))
Thus the numerator is equal to zero and is given by
2 cr(2 u -  n)(207 +  +  7 2(2u2 +  u)) -  (2(07  +  £cr)(2 u -  v) -  a2) (2£ +  7 (1; -  1)).
Now let
f { u , v )  =
2 a(2 u — 10(207  +  £2 +  7 2(2u2 +  u)) — (2(07  +  £cr)(2u — v) — cr2) (2£ +  7 (1; — 1))
— (4u — 8 u — 1)(2 u — v ) 2
=  0 .
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Notice that the factors in the denominator are never zero, since 2u — v — k and
\ v  — 8u — 1 =  —4k — 1. Next, using Mathematica, w ith  the particular values of 7 ,
4>, a, and [3 from Equation 4.3.21, we obtain
f  (it, v) =  (40u +  5)v2 +  (—384u3 +  576u2 -  236u -  l )  v
+  (—128u4 +  512u3 -  608«2 +  228u -  4) . (4.3.31)
Next consider Equation 4.3.28 =  Equation 4.3.30. Then
2a(2u — v) (£(3 +  4>a)(2u — v) — cr/3
2£ +  q(u —  1) £(ft +  u2( 1 —  n)7 2
Subtracting the term on the right, one gets a function of u and v that is equal to
zero. This is the numerator of the expression we define next. Let
F(u, v )
_  2cr(2u -  v)(€0 +  u2( 1 -  u)7 2) -  ((£/?+ 0 <t ) ( 2u  -  v) -  a0) ( 2 ^ + j ( v  -  1)) _
— (—1 +  4w — 8u)(2u — v)2(v — 1)
Since v <  0, the denominator is never zero. Using Mathematica, w ith  the particular
values of 7 , £, (/), cr, and (3 from Equation 4.3.21, this simplifies to
F(u, v ) =  —16(it -  l ) v 2 +  (—192u2 +  212u -  65)u +  (-3 2 u 3 +  152u2 -  172u +  52).
(4.3.32)
The method used to complete the proof of Proposition 4.3 is to use f (u ,  v ) and 
F(u, v ) to solve for v in terms of u. That solution is then compared w ith  known 
bounds for u and v to derive a contradiction. First, when f (u ,  v) is reduced modulo
F(u, v) and viewed as a polynomial in terms of v, the result is
r(u, v) =
— (—l+ 4 u )  (3(—103+328u —512u2+512m3)u +  4(81 —299u+618u2 —528u3 +  128u4))
16 (u — 1)
=  f ( u , v )(mod F(u,v )) .
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Thus r (u ,v )  =  0, since at a solution (u,v), the remainder of f ( u , v )  on division by 
F(u ,v )  must be zero. Solving r (u ,v )  =  0 for v yields the solution
—4(128u4 -  528u3 +  618u2 -  299u +  81)
V ~  3(512u3 -  512u2 +  328u -  103) ' )
Since v <  0, Equation 4.3.33 implies that u >  3. Furthermore, 128u4 — 528u3 +  
618u2 -  299u +  81 <  128u4 and 512u3 -  512u2 +  328u -  103 >  512 (u3 -  u2) . I t  
follows that
(4)(128)u4 _  u2
~ V <  (3)(512) (u3 — u2) ~  3(u — 1)
Since — v =  k — 2u, we have
, ^ U2 U(7U — 6) , . r. r.k <  2 u +  —------ — =  ------ - f .  (4.3.34)
3(tt — 1) 3(tt — 1) V ;
2k — A 3k -  6 , mi
Since — —— < a <  — -—  by Theorem 3.1,
3 4
i ± i < u =  f c - a - l  < + +  (4.3.35)
4  -  -  3  \  j
T  U i 6 5
Now, -7 -r  <  -  since u >  3. In  this case, Equations 4.3.34 and 4.3.35 im ply that
3(u — 1) 2
, 'k  +  1 \  / 5 \  5k +  5
k <
3 J \ 2 J  6 ’
hence k <  5. This contradicts Equation 4.3.35 and establishes Proposition 4.3.
□
4.4 Diam eter d equal to  three
Proposition 4.4 There exists no monotonic, standard, integral, homogeneous table 
algebra of diameter d — 3 with integer dual degrees.
Proof. Using Theorem 3.1,
* 1  k  — a  — 1  k — a  — 1
B% =  | 0  a  2 (o l +  1 ) — k ex +  1
k k  — a  — 1 k — a  — 1 *
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for a  €
k — 2 3k — 6
Using this along w ith  Definition 1.16 and Proposition 1.5,
2 ’ 4
the following polynomials are constructed:
F0(x) =  1,
F\(x)  =  x  +  1,
f y i x )  =  — k +  (A: — a — 1) +  (fc — a — l) ) ( x  +  1) — ( l ) (k  — a — 1)(1)
=  [x  +  k — 2 (a +  1)) (x +  1) — (k — a — 1)
=  x2 +  {k — 2a — l ) x  — (a +  1),
Fs(x) =  (x +  k — 2(a +  1)) (x 2 +  (k — 2a — l ) x  — (cc +  1)) — (k — a — l ) 2(x +  1)
=  x 3 +  (2k — 4a — 3)x2 +  (3a (a +  1) — k( 1 +  2a)) x +  (k — k2 +  ka +  (1 +  a )2).
Using Proposition 1.5, (k — x)F^(x)F2(x) is evaluated at a root of F3(x), thus the 
polynomial (k — x)F^(x)F2(x) is reduced modulo F3(x) :
(.k -  x )F^(x )F2(x )
=  (k —x ) (3x2+2(2k — 4a — 3)x+  (3a(a +  l )  — k ( l  +  2a))' j  (x2 +  (k — 2a — l ) x  — ( a + l ) )  
=  (1 — k 4- a )2 (2(3k — 4a — 6)x2 +  2a(5 — 2k +  3a)x +  (3 +  4k — k2 +  5a +  ka +  2a:2))
(mod F3(x)).
Using this, the expression for the dual degrees may be rewritten as follows:
m(x) —
k( 1 +  3k) (k — a — i y
(1 — k +  a )2 (2(3 k — 4a — Q)x2 +  2a(5 — 2 k +  3a)x+(3+4fc — k2+ 5 a + k a + 2 a 2))
(4.4.1)
Suppose that the nontrivia l dual degrees are all equal, m\ — m 2 =  m,3. Then 
Equation 4.4.1 implies that the three distinct roots 6 of F3(x) are, in fact, roots of
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a polynomial of degree at most 2 . So this polynomial must be a constant; tha t is,
3k — 6
0 =  2(3k — 4a — 6 ) =  2a(5 — 2k +  3a). Hence, a =  — - —  ^  0, since k >  2. Then
2 k - h  mi 3k — 6 2 k - 5  , . , . , , ,
also ct = ----------. then = ----------- , which yields k =  — 2 , a contradiction.
3 4 3
It  follows that ^ 3(2;) is not irreducible over Q, since algebraically conjugate roots 
yield equal dual degrees. Thus, there is at least one integer root 9 of F3(x).
We rewrite the expression for F3(x) in order to use a change of variables:
F3{x) =  (x +  k — 2(a +  l) )  ( { x  +  k — 2(a +  l))(rc +  l )—(k — a — 1)^ — (k — a — l ) 2(x +  l )
=  [x +  k — 2 (a +  l ) ) 2(x +  1) — (x +  k — 2(a +  1)) (k — a — 1) — (k — a — l ) 2(x +  1).
Let u =  k — 2(a +  1) and v — a  +  1. Then
F3(x ) =  (2; +  u)2(x +  1) -  (x +  u)(u +  v) -  (u +  v)2(x +  1)
=  — u2 +  u( 2x2 +  x — 2vx — 3v) +  x 3 +  x 2 — v2x — vx — v2.
When F3{x ) — 0, this is a quadratic equation in u. and solving this gives 
1
U 2
(^ —3v +  x — 2xv +  2x2 ±  (v — x) V4x2 +  82: +  5^
Let x  =  9 be an integer root of F3(x). Since u =  k — 2(a +  1) is an integer, then 
V 492 +  89 +  5 G Z. But 492 +  89 +  5 =  (29 +  2)2 +  1, which is a square integer if  
and only i f  9 =  —1. Then 
1
U 2
( - 3 v  +  ( - 1 )  -  2u(—1) +  2(—l )2 ±  ( l) (u  -  ( -1
=  ^  ( — v +  1 ±  (v +  1)) =  1 or — v.
H ow ever, i f  u  =  — v ,  th en  since u  =  k  — 2 v ,  k  =  u  +  2 v  =  — v  +  2 v  =  v ,  thus  
k =  v — a +  1 and thus a =  k — 1. But, a <  <  k — 1, since 3k — 6 <  Ak — 4 as
k >  2 .
I f  u =  1, this also gives a contradiction since « =  /c — 2(a +  1) <  0. Thus F3(x) 
has no integer roots and the proposition follows. □
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4.5 Diam eter d equal to two
P ro p o s itio n  4.5 Let (A , B) be a P-polynomial, monotonic, homogeneous, stan­
dard, integral table algebra of diameter d =  2 and with k >  2. Then the algebra has 
integer dual degrees i f  and only i f  the intersection array is given by
(* 1 k — a — 10 a a + 1
k k — a — 1 *
where a  =  (u2 +  2ku — Au — 2k — l) /4 t t  fo r  an algebraic integer u such that exactly 
one of the following holds:
1. u =  \ /2k  +  1 and a =  (k — 2)/2  with k even, or
2. « e Z + and:
(a) u <  2k +  1,
(b) u\ (2k +  1),
(c) u2 2k +  1,
(d) (-u2 +  (2k +  l )) 2k(2k +  l).
Furthermore, (1) holds i f  and only i f  m i  — m 2 =  k.
Proof. Using Theorem 3.1, when d =  2,
(* 1 k — a — 10 a a + 1
A; k — a — 1 >1=
for a £ [0, k — 2], From Definition 1.16, Fo(x) =  1, Fi(x)  =  a; +  1, and
^ 2(2;) =  (x — k +  (k — a — 1) +  (k — a — 1)) (x +  1) — (k — a — 1) (1)
=  (x +  k — 2a — 2)(x +  1) — (k — a — 1)
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=  x 2 +  (1 +  k — 2a — 2)x +  k —2a — 2 — k +  a +  l  
— x 2 +  (k — 2a — l ) x  — (a +  1).
Thus, F2(x ) =  0 i f  and only if
^  _  (2a +  1 -  fc) ±  ^ ( k  -  2a -  l )2 +  4(a +  1)
Call the roots 0X, #2- We introduce an algebraic integer u in order to express the 
discriminant as a square. That is, let u >  1 be defined so that
(k -  2a -  l )2 +  4(a +  1) =  (k — 2a — 1 +  u -  l ) 2.
Solving this for 4(<a +  1) w ill yield:
A{a +  1) =  (fc -  2a -  1 +  u — l )2 — {k -  2a — l )2
=  (u — 1) ('2{k — 2a — 1) +  u — l )
=  2 uk — 4 ua  — 2u — 2k +  4a +  2 +  u2 — 2u +  1.
Thus,
and
Aua — u2 +  2ufc H— 4u — 2k — 1
« 2 +  2fcrt — 4m — 2k — 1
Q! =  --------- (4.5.2)
4 u
for an algebraic integer u.
Using the expression for the polynomials and F1(x), one may write the
following:
(k -  x ) F ,d{x)Fd- 1(x) -  ( k - x ) ( 2 x +  (k -  2a -  l))(a: +  l) .  (4.5.3)
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From Proposition 1.5 the formula for m f  s is evaluated at a root 9 of Fd(x), then 
Equation 4.5.3 is also, and thus one can reduce it  modulo F2{x) :
(k — a — l)((fc  +  2a +  3) +  2 (2a +  2 — k)x) =  (k — x)F 2 (x)F1(x)(mod F2(x)),
, , k ( l  +  2k) (k -  a -  1)
T T i i X ]  — ---------------------------------- —--------------------------------------
v 7 ((/r +  2a +  3) +  2(2a +  2 -  k ) x ) ( k - a -  1)'
This equation for the dual degrees can be rewritten as a linear equation in x:
m(x) [(k  +  2a +  3) +  2(2a +  2 — k)x) =  k( 1 +  2k). (4.5.4)
Thus mi  =  m2 i f  and only i f  the coefficient of x  is zero; tha t is, 2(2a +  2 — k) =  0.
k - 2Thus mi =  m 2 =  k i f  and only i f  a — —-— . So the table algebra integral forces k 
to be even.
The preceding arguments do not suppose the dual degrees are integers.
For the first part of the conclusion, suppose that m l5 m 2 € Z and that m i =  k.
k - 2
This implies that m i =  m 2 =  k and a =  from the preceding discussion. Then
2
by Equation 4.5.2,
k — 2 u2 +  2 ku — Au — 2k — 1
a — -------- = -----------------------------------
2 Au
■<==>■ 2 uk — Au =  u2 +  2 ku — Au — 2k — 1
<=>■ u2 =  2k +  1 <=> u — a/2k +  1.
Next suppose that m 1 ^  k; then m i /  m 2, and thus by the above discussion 
k — 2a  7  ^ —-— . So 2a +  2 — k ^  0, and thus by the above discussion u2 2k +  1.
Thus 9 G Q since the dual degrees are integers and m • ((& +  2a +  3) +  2(2a +  
2 — k)9) — k ( l  +  2k). Since 9 is an algebraic integer, 9 G Z. From Equation 4.5.1,
9 e Z <t=^ (k — 2a — l )2 +  4(a +  !)  =  (& — (2a +  1) +  u — l ) 2
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for some u e Z + . That is, the discriminant of Equation 4.5.1 must be a perfect 
square. By Equation 4.5.2,
u2 +  2 ku — Au — 2k — 1
a  = -------------------------   .
Au
Since this is an integral table algebra, then a € Z. I t  follows that u\2k +  1 and u is 
odd.
Since
y/(k  — 2a — l )2 +  4(q +  1) =  \k — (2 a  +  1) +  u — 1 j,
by Equation 4.5.1, the two roots 65 and 92 of F2(x) are given by
(2a +  1 — /c) +  (k — (2 a +  1) +  w — l )  u — 1
65 = ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- = ------------------
2 2
and
(2a +  1 -  k) -  (k -  (2a +  1) +  u -  l )  u - 1
62 = --------------------------- ---------------------------- =  (2a +  1 -  k )  — .
Since 9i, d2 G Z and 0i, 92 e [—k, k ), then 
u — 1
— < A: 4=4- it — 1 <  2k u < 2 fc  +  l.
Consider
. . k(2k +  1)
m(9\) =
(k +  2a +  3) +  ( u -  l ) (2a +  2 - k ) '
Since m(9\) is an integer, then the denominator divides the numerator. The denom­
inator can be rewritten as
(k +  2a +  3) +  (u -  l ) (2a  +  2 -  k) =  2(u -  1) +  2(u -  l ) a  +  2a +  k -  k(u -  1) +  3
=  2 (u — 1) +  2 ua +  k — k(u — 1) +  3
. (  u2 +  2 ku — Au — 2k — 1 \=  2(u — 1) +  2u-f -------------------------------- J +  k(2 — u) +  3
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. u2 +  2ku — Au — 2k — 1 , .
=  2(u -  1) +  —  ----------------------------+  k(2 -  u) +  3
2
=  (4u — 4 +  u2 +  2ku — Au — 2k — 1 +  4/c — 2/cm +  6)
=  ( 2 )  ^  +  +  ^  '
Then the expression for the dual degree above can be written as
( \ 2k(2k +  1)
m (0l) =  M2 +  2/c +  1 '
Since the numerator, denominator, and m(9i) are integers,
(u2 +  2k +  l ) \2k{2k +  l ) .
Conversely, suppose a P-polynomial, monotonic, homogeneous, standard, inte­
gral table algebra of diameter d — 2 w ith  k >  2, where exactly one of Part 1 or Part 
2 of Proposition 2 holds. So
u2 +  2 ku — 4u — 2k — 1
a =
4 m
for an algebraic integer u. F irst suppose u =  y/2k +  1, then
2k +  1 +  {2k -  4 )V2k +  1 -  2 /c -  1
a =
4V2fc +  1
(2k — 4 ) \ / 2 / c +  1 f c - 2  
4\/2fc + 1  ~  2
Thus /c is an even integer.
Next suppose that u € Z+, m  < 2k +  1, u|(2Zc +  1), u2 ^  2k +  1, and ( m 2 +  (2k +
1)) |2/c(2/c+l). Then i t  remains to be shown that the dual degrees are integers. Using
11 — 2 ( i t  — l )
that the solutions to F2(x) =  0 are 6h =  —-— and 92 =  (2a +  1 — k )   — , one£ £
may evaluate
k(2k +  1)
m(9i) =
(k +  2a +  3 )  4 -  (u -  l ) ( 2 a  +  2  -  k ) '
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T, . , . , . u +  2ku — Au — 2k — 1I t  is noted that substituting a  =  -----------------------------------  m the expression for
Au
m{6i)  (as done earlier in this proof) w ill yield
fn , 2k(2k +  1)
m(01) =  — ------ --
v 7 u2 +  2k +  l
By hypothesis (u2 +  (2k +  1)) 2k(2k +  1), and thus m(6i)  is an integer. Also m (6,2)
is an integer, since N  =  1 +  m(9i)  +  m(92) is an integer. Thus the proposition
follows. □
Completion of the proof of Theorem 4.1.
Using Theorem 4.2 and Propositions 4.3, 4.4, and 4.5, Theorem 4.1 follows im­
mediately.
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A P P E N D IX  A
CO M PU TER  PRO G RAM S A N D  RESULTS
A .l  H om otabalg.g
Using the results of this work, the following program was w ritten using GAP 
( Groups, Algorithms, Programming - A System fo r  Computational Discrete Algebra). 
GAP is a freely distributed program available at the website h ttp :/ /www-gap.mcs.st­
and. ac.uk/. This program uses Theorem 4.1 in order to find homogeneous, integral, 
standard, monotonic, P-polynomial table algebras w ith  integer dual degrees. The 




# Filename: Homotabalg.g #
# #
# #
# Date: 1-20-05 #
# #
# #
# Written By: Robert J. Hein #
# #
# #
# Input: 1 in the file below #
# #
# #
# Output: kaa and file kaa.txt #
# #
# #




# The file takes as an input the value defined below for the upper
# bound on the valency k. This is the value for 1 defined below.
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# The output is given in the form of a nested array, kaa, which is
# the valency k, non-homogeneous dual Alpha (a) and the homogeneous
# dual alpha (ahom) and finally the value of t which gives the
# particular alpha.
# N.B. In order to read this in a windows machine, type
# Read("/gap4r4/Homotabalg.g"); .
# This program is designed to take no inputs, but reads this file and
# gives as output the Alpha, and k such that they will define a
# Monotonic, Integral, Standard, Homogeneous Table Algebra, with
# integer dual degrees. For the case d=2. This program only gives
# the "non-homogeneous dual degree solutions", since the homogeneous
# dual degree solutions are defined when alpha is (k-2)/2.
# Revision Date: 2-27-05, this revision "streamlined" the calculation
# by using the fact that t<2k. This revision also limited the output
# to the k ’s that are relevant in my calculations namely that k is in
# fact less than or equal to the given input 1. In order to do that
# I put the following in the "most nested" if then loop: k<=l, which
# will greatly reduce the output.
kaa:=[]; # this initializes the output kaa
1:=1000; # This is the Input, Since my research show that t<2k, 
# 1 is the upper bound on the valency k.
# This is the body of the program, which uses the results which are
# proved in my research.
for i in [1..Quolnt(1,4)+l] do
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t : = 2* i ;
A := D iv is o rs In t( ( ( t~ 2 ) /2 + t+ l) * ( t+ l) ~ 2 ) ;
j : = l ;
w h ile  j<=Length(A) do
i f  A [ j ] < = (( t~ 2 ) / 2+ t+ l)  then j : = j+ l ;
e lse  k := A [ j ] - ( ( t~ 2 ) /2 + t+ l)  ;
a := (t~ 2  + 2 *k * t - 2 * t  - 4 ) / ( 4 * ( t + l ) ) ;
ahom:=(k-2 ) / 2 ;
i f  ( ( 2 * k + l ) / ( t + l ) )  in  In te g e rs  and a<>ahom and (-2 *k+4*a+2-t)<0
and ( ( k * ( l+ 2 * k ) ) / ( (k+2*a+3)+ (4 *a -2 *k + 2 -t) * (2 *a + 2 -k )))
in  In te g e rs  and k<= l then
Append(kaa,[ [k ,a ,a h o m ,t]] ) ;
j





S o rt(k a a );
P r in tT o ( " /g a p 4 r4 /k a a .tx t" , [k a a ]) ;
# End Homotabalg.g
This program generates the output file given below:
[ [ [ 10, 3, 4, 2 ] ,  [ 10, 5, 4, 6 ] ,  [ 40, 13, 19, 2 ] ,
[ 40, 25, 19, 26 ] ,  [ 52, 21, 25, 4 ] ,  [ 52, 29, 25, 20 ] ,
[ 136, 65, 67, 12 ] ,  [ 136, 69, 67, 20 ] ,  [ 150, 65, 74, 6 ] ,
[ 150, 83, 74, 42 ] ,  [ 220, 95, 109, 6 ] ,  [ 220, 123, 109, 62 ] ,
[ 312, 125, 155, 4 ] ,  [ 312, 185, 155, 124 ] ,  [ 328, 147, 163, 8 ] ,
[ 328, 179, 163, 72 ] ,  [ 348, 167, 173, 16 ] ,  [ 348, 179, 173, 40 ] ,
[ 598, 289, 298, 20 ] ,  [ 598, 307, 298, 56 ] ,  [ 610, 279, 304, 10 ] ,
[ 610, 329, 304, 110 ] ,  [ 6 6 6 , 329, 332, 30 ] ,  [ 6 6 6 , 335, 332, 42 ] ,
[ 760, 353, 379, 12 ] ,  [ 760, 405, 379, 116 ] ,  [ 850, 409, 424, 20 ] ,
[ 850, 415, 424, 26 ] ,  [ 850, 433, 424, 62 ] ,  [ 850, 439, 424, 80 ] ,
[ 954, 461, 476, 22 ] ,  [ 954, 491, 476, 82 ] ] ]
The output is a list of lists of four-tuples. Each four-tuple represents an integral, 
standard, monotonic, homogeneous, P-polynomial table algebras w ith  integer dual 
degrees, where the dual degrees are not equal (non-homogeneous dual degrees) w ith  
valency k less than 1000. The first entry of each four-tuple is the valency k. The 
second entry is the a  from Theorem 4.1. The th ird  entry is the a  which would give
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homogeneous dual degrees. The final entry is the number t  which is u 









This program omits finding those integral, standard, homogeneous table algebras 
w ith  integer dual degrees, where the dual degrees are equal (homogeneous dual de-
k -  2
grees). These are omitted since by Theorem 4.1, they occur exactly when a  =  —-— .
These results were compared to the results of Akihide Hanaki, Department of 
Mathematical Sciences, Faculty of Science, Shinshu University, Matsumoto, Japan, 
published on his website at http://kissme.shinshu-u.ac.jp/as/. Akihide Hanaki’s 
results include lists of all association schemes for a given order. His results were 
compared (by hand) to those found in this work to see if  any of these did not arise 
from association schemes. Table A . l lists these results for small fc’s. The triples 
in the list give the valency k, the alpha value from the intersection array, and the 
order n.
Table A .l:  Table of results of the program Homotabalg.g for small k.
Hom ogeneous
D u a l
N on - Hom ogeneous 
D u a l
F rom  
A ssoc ia tion  Scheme
(4,1,9) (4,1,9)
(6,2,13) (6,2,13)
(8 , 3, 17) (8,3,17)
(10, 4, 21) (10,3,21), (10,5,21) (10,5,21)
(12,5,25) (12,5,25)
(14,6,29) (14,6,29)
(16,7,33) None for n =  33 and k =  16
(18,8,37) No data for k >  18
(40,19,81) (40,13,81), (40,25,81)
Table A . l answers a very im portant question posed in this research: Are there 
any monotonic, standard, homogeneous, integral, P-polynomial table algebras w ith 
integer dual degrees that do not arise from a distance-regular graph, or more gen­
erally from an association scheme? From this table the answer is yes, and the three
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* 1 5 \
0 4 5 ,  
10 5 * /
/  * 1 6 \  /  * 1 8 \
B l = \  0 3 4 1, and Bi  =  I 0 7 8 .
\  10 6 * J y 16 8 * J
A. 2 Pos_T_Alg_3.g
The program Pos-T-AlgS.g was w ritten and run in GAP in order to find any in­
tegral, standard, monotonic, P-polynomial table algebras w ith  integer dual degrees. 
This program is a “brute force” method to find all possible such table algebras. 
The output of this program was then tested to see if  these possible table algebras 
were in fact table algebras, this was done using a C +-1- program of Dr. Harvey 
I. Blau’s design, which finds the structure constants and verifies they are integers. 
Those table algebras were then compared to the list of distance regular graphs in 
[6 , Chapter 14]. F inally those table algebras that were not from distance regular 
graphs were compared to Akihide Hanaki’s online lis t of association schemes. The 




# Filename: Pos_T_Alg_3.g #
# This is an update of pos_t_alg.g and Pos_T_Alg_2.g #
# #
# Date: 9-6-05 #
# #
# #
# Written By: Robert J. Hein #
# #
# #
# Input: d (diameter),1 (max valency), nmax (max of n, #
# if less than 4 0 , data exists online to compare #
# with), k (min valency, k>2) #
# #
# Output: GoodlntArray-all dual degrees are integers #
# #
# QuesIntArray-all integer roots found give integer #
# dual degrees I have combined this into the #
# output for PossIntArray, as the file Possible.txt #
that have been found have intersection arrays given below. B\  =
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# #
# PossIntArray-no integer roots, but n an integer #
# in the degree three case this cannot happen, #
# since I have shown then all m ’s are equal, and #
# thus the k ’s are also all equal, and I have #
# specifically investigated this case #
# This output is combined with QuesIntArray #
# in the file Possible.txt #
# #
# Possible - Combination of Queslntarray and #
# Posslntarray into 1 #
# #
# BadlntArray-n not an integer, or some dual degree #






# This program is just a "brute force" approach to finding any
# Monotonic, Integral, Standard, Homogeneous Table Algebras with
# integer dual degrees
# N.B. In order to read this in a windows machine, type
# Read("/gap4r4/Files/Pos_T_Alg_3.g"); .




d:=7; # this is the maximum "diameter" d, Keep d<15 or so
k:=3; # this is the min. valency which is always larger than 2
1:=8; # this is the maximum "valency" k, Keep k<15 or so
nmax:=40; # this is the maximum n, if less than 40 I can compare with
# data online. Note, k and d should be kept lower than 40,
# so the partition function is not too big.
#####################################################################
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Bl:=[]; # this initializes the output Bl, for the "possible"
# intersection arrays
h: =k; 
bk : = [[]] ;
GoodIntArray: = [] ;
hk:=0; #This is just a counter for the "Bad intersection arrays" 
x :=Indeterminate(Rationals); # This is needed in order to differ x
# from a variable so it can find the roots.
# This is the body of the program, which uses the results which are






i : =1; 
b l : = [] ;
while i<=Nr0rderedPartitions(k,2) do








a:=[]; # This is to rest the large array that is no longer used.
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for ai in bl do #This piece adds the [0,0,k] to the beginning 




if ai[2][1]=1 then 
while i< d do










bl:=[]; # This is to reset the Large array that isn’t needed.
#Now to add the Last Column of the Intersection array, 
bk: = [] ;
for ak in bl do 
for xl in al do
ai:=StructuralCopy(ak);
Append(ai,[xl]); 
if ai[d] [1]<=ai[d+1] [1] then
#####################################################################  
#This is where I will begin to compute the Polynomials F_i(x) 
#Notice that the indices here are increased by one, from the 
#usual ordering. Notice this is in bedded in the above "if then" 
#loop I shifted it over so it was easier to see.
F: = [] ;
Append(F,[1,x+l]); 
for i in [3..d+1] do
f : = (x-ai [1] [3] +ai [i-1] [3] +ai [i] [1]) *F [i-1]
- (ai [i-1] [3] *ai [i-1] [1]) *F [i-2] ;
Append(F,[f]);
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od;
c : =1; 
b : =1;
for i in [3..d+1] do
c:=c*ai [i] [1] ; 
b:=b*ai[i-l] [3] ;
od;
v: = (x-ai[l] [3] )*(F[d+l] )/c; 
n :=Value(Derivative(v),ai[1] [3]); 
if n in Integers and n <= nmax then
roots:=RootsOfUPol(F[d+1]);
if Size(roots)=0 then
#These Need to be tested further Since they 





if hklm=l then 




while i<= Size(fact) do
f : = (ai[1] [3]-x)*(Derivative(F[d+1]))*(F[d]); 
h:=f mod fact[i];
if Degree(h)=0 then 
ho:=Value(h,0);





















#Next I need to compute the formula for m_i 
f : = (ai[1][3]-x)*(Derivative(F[d+1]))*(F[d]); 
i:=l;










#These have all dual degrees integers
else
if i=d+2 then
#at least one dual degree is not an integer. 
hk:=hk+l;
else
#all the integer roots give integer dual degrees,
#but not all the roots to F_d(x) are integers.









while i<= Size(fact) do
f:=(ai[1][3]-x)*(Derivative(F[d+1]))*(F[d]);
h:=f mod fact[i];
if Degree(h)=0 then 
ho:=Value(h,0);









#Append(BadlntArray,[ai]);#at least one dual




#These have all dual degrees integers
fi;










#These are bad because n is not an integer. Since n=SUM(m_i) 







al: = [] ;bl: = [] ;
# This is to reset some large arrays that are no longer used. 




###For My Windows Machine use the following: 
PrintTo("/gap4r4/Files/GoodIntArray.txt",[GoodlntArray]);
###For A Unix Machine use the following:
#PrintTo("/export/home/grad/hein/blauwork/gap/GoodlntArray.txt",
# [GoodlntArray]);
PrintC'Size of GoodlntArray is ", Size(GoodlntArray)/ 2 ,  "\n"); 
Print("Size of BadlntArray is ",hk, "\n");
#The "\n" in the above commands, gives an newline.
When this program was run, i t  ran for d =  3, up to a maximum value of k <  10. 
When k >  10, the order n was lim ited to less than 40. When d =  4 this program was 
run again lim iting  the order n to less than 40. The computer ran out of memory at 
about k =  25. When d =  5 this program was run lim iting the order n to less than
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40. The computer ran out of memory at about k =  14.
The output of this program is a list of lists, where the first entry is the order, 
then the tri-diagonal columns of the intersection arrays. This output was compared 
(by hand) to the list of distance regular graphs and the list of association schemes. 
There were two monotonic, standard, integral table algebras w ith  integer dual de­
grees that were not from association schemes. These are as follows:
B\ — i where n — 20 and
B\  =  I 0 0 0 0 0 I where n — 16.
Again these answer the question: Are there monotonic, standard, integral table 
algebras w ith  integer dual degrees that are not from association schemes?
A .3 Arbitrary _Int _ Array Jn.nb
The following program is a Mathematica Notebook file. This program takes as 
an input, w ith in  the file, an intersection array. This file is then run in Mathematica, 
and using the methods of [2, Chapter III], i t  computes the dual degrees ra* for the 
C-algebra generated by the intersection array. This program is run separately for 
each new intersection array.
This program has been used to manually test specific intersection arrays to see 
if  the dual degrees are integers. I t  has also been used w ith  arbitrary entries for the 
intersection array to see if  there is any algebraic simplification for the expression 
F'd(x)F<i-i(x) and thus for the expression for the dual degrees.
Arbitrary J n t _ Array Jn  .nb; 1-29-03
This program uses Theorem 1.3 and Proposition 1.2 of Chapter III of
Algebraic Combinatorics I : Association Schemes, by Eiichi Bannai and Tatsuro 
Ito.
Update of previous programs, 1-22-03, this takes an arbitrary input 
for the tri-diagonal matrix.
Update, 10-29-02. This program streamlines the process of the previ­
ous programs, by immediately using the command / /N , which computes 
the TOj’s as numbers before using the time consuming Simplify command, 
if the ra^s appear to be integers then the Simplify command will be used.
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This program takes as an input any tri-diagonal matrix, B 1, given 
/  0 1 1 1 1 \
as: B 1 = I 0 0 0 1 2 I , and is input as the matrix B in terms of its
\  3 2 2 1 0 )
columns, that is B  =  {{0, 0, 3}, {1, 0, 2}, {1, 0, 2}, {1,1,1}, {1, 2, 0}}.
The first section of the program generates a tri-diagonal matrix from 
the matrix B  that is first given; this tri-diagonal matrix is output in two 
forms as matrix B 1 and matrix B 3.
Notice that the first time the program is run, the first command w ill give an 
error, since this command removes all “global” variables from the system, and if  
there are no variables in the system it  gives an error.
Remove [ “Global4 *” ]




0 1 2  5 
0 6 2 4 
9 2 5 0
d = L e n g th [£ l[ [ l] ] ]  — 1; 
a — £1[[2]];
6=B1[[3]J; 
c =  Bl[[l]];
B3=T able[Sw itch[i-j,- l,c [ [ t+ l] ) ,0 ,  a[[i]], 1,6 [[t- l] ] ,  -,0], {i, d+1}, { j ,d+l } ] \  
MatrixForm [£3]
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^0 1 0 0  ^
9 6 2 0
0 2 2 5
\  0 0 5 4 /
k =  &[[!]]
The next section computes the necessary polynomials Vi(x).
V[0][X_] =  1;
V[l][a;_] =  x\
Do[l/[z][x_] =  ( (x  -  a[[i]]) * V[ i  -  1 }[x]b[[i -  1]] * V[ i  -  2][z ])/c [[i +  1]], { i,  2 , d, 1}]
V[d +  l][x_] =  (x -  a[[d +  1]]) * V[d][x] -  (b[[d]}) * V[d -  l][x ];
This section computes some of the constants needed in order to cal­
culate the fcj’s and the polynomials Fi(x).
B S [l][x ] =  6[[2]];
Do[BS[i][x_] = B S [i — 1] [a:] * b[[i +  1]], { i,  2 , d — 1, 1}]
CS[2][z_] = c [[3]];
D o [C S [7][x.] = C S [j  -  l ][x] * c[[j  +  1]], { j , 3 ,d, 1}]
K[0][rr_] =  l;
K [ l] [* -]= 6 [[1 ]] ;
D o [K [i][ i_ ] =  6[[ l]]*B S [i — l][x]/C S[i][a ;], {i ,  2 , d, 1}] 
n =  0 ;
D o[n  =  n+K[z][s], {z, 0 , d, 1}]
n
28
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This section computes the polynomials -P,(x).
VS[—l][x_] =  0;
Do [VS [i] [£_].= VS [i — l][x]+V[i][a:], { i ,  0, d, 1}]
F  [0] [rc _ ]  =  1;
F[l][x_] = x  +  1;
Do[F[z][x_] =CS[z][x]*VS[z][x], { i , 2, d, 1}]
This section calculates the roots of Fd(x)  and the polynomials
and F'd(x).
Y=Solve[F[d][:r] = =  0,xj;
0 =  :c +  O/.Y;
Vp[d+l][rc_] =D[V[d +  1] [re], x]\
Fp[d][rr_] =D[F [d}[x},x\]
The rrij’s are calculated then simplified using the Simplify (FullSim- 
plify could be used but it takes quite a long time in the cases where it 
doesn’t seem to give an integer); each command is supposed to be using 
purely algebraic transformations to reduce, so that an m* reduced to an 
integer means it actually is an integer.
m[0][j/_] =  n* K [ d ] [ x ] / ( Vp [ d+  lp]*V[d][fc]);
Do[m[%_] =  n*K[d} [ x ] / (Vp[d +  l][0[[i]]] * V[d][0[[i]]]), {i ,  1 ,d, 1}]
Do [Print [m [?] [y] N ] , { i ,  0, d, 1}]






The command, / /N , in this subsection is used in case the m ^ s  cannot 
be simplified to be integers; this will allow the computer to approximate 
the value of the raj to  see if they perhaps are still possibly integers.
This piece is om itted since this program takes an arbitrary intersec­
tion array, which would not be useful for us to see.
This last piece is a check that the ra j’s are the multiplicities, since 
E t o  m i ~  thus the quantity t  — n  should be zero. This will be mean­
ingless when the multiplicities are not integers.
t  =  0;
D o [t = t+m[z][x], { i ,  0, d, 1}]
t - n / /N
2.66454 x 1(T15
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